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INTRODUCTION 
Most school systems, colleges, and universities in the United States 
reflect the belief that men and women who are going to be teachers need 
extensive formal preparation. Teacher education is an important program on 
many college and university campuses. At the same time, many administra­
tors, teachers, teacher educators, prospective teachers, and others con­
cerned with education are raising questions about current teacher educa­
tion programs. An overview of criticisms of teacher education is presented 
in Conant (1963, Ch. 1), Koerner (1963, Ch. 4), and Smith, Cohen, and Pearl 
(1969, Chs. 2 and 6). One theme that appears to be included in most criti­
cisms of teacher education involves the division between academic courses 
and practical experiences. 
A typical teacher education program has been one in which the students 
focus on the academic part of the curriculum first and then include profes­
sional education culminating with the student teaching as the practical 
experience near the end of the program. In this sequence, the students are 
expected to develop basic competencies in their subject matter areas, gen­
eral education, and education. During student teaching, they then have the 
opportunity to apply the principles gained from the earlier course work. 
This separation of the academic courses and the practical experience has 
been criticized by students as a false separation, making the academic 
courses too theoretical and irrelevant to preparation for teaching. 
The sequence of the undergraduate teacher education program in the 
Department of Home Economics Education at Iowa State University is similar 
to the sequence in the program mentioned above. Faculty members and stu-
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dents within the department have expressed a desire for involvement of the 
home economics education majors in courses within the department and in 
practical experiences by as early as the sophomore year. In an effort to 
enrich the teacher education program, an experimental course was initiated 
to offer sophomore level home economics education majors an opportunity to 
teach high school students during short teaching sessions. The emphasis of 
the present study is on the examination of the experimental course and the 
characteristics of the sophomore students who participated. 
Rationale 
Support for offering a type of practical teaching experience early in 
the teacher education program was expressed by Dewey (1916) as follows; 
All authorities agree that discernment of relationships is the 
genuinely intellectual matter; hence, the educative matter. The 
failure arises in supposing that relationships can become percep­
tible without experience. . . . It is assumed that the mind can 
grasp relationships if it will only give attention, and that this 
attention may be given at will irrespective of the situation. 
Hence the deluge of half-observations, of verbal ideas, and unas-
similated "knowledge" which afflicts the world. An ounce of 
experience is better than a ton of theory simply because it is 
only in experience that any theory has vital and verifiable sig­
nificance. An experience, a very humble experience, is capable 
of generating and carrying any amount of theory (or intellectual 
content), but a theory apart from an experience cannot be defi­
nitely grasped even as theory. It tends to become a mere verbal 
formula, a set of catchwords used to render thinking, or genuine 
theorizing, unnecessary and impossible (p. 144). 
In defining his theory of experience, Dewey (1938) stated: 
The belief that all genuine education comes about through experi­
ence does not mean that all experiences are genuinely or equally 
educative. . . . Any experience is mis-educative that has the 
effect of arresting or distorting the growth of further experi­
ences. . . . It is not enough to insist upon the necessity of 
experience, nor even of activity in experience. Everything 
depends upon the quality of the experience which is had. It is 
the educators' business to arrange for the kind of experiences 
which promote having future desirable experiences (pp. 25-27). 
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The two principles of continuity and interaction are important meas­
ures of the significance or value of an experience. Continuity is defined 
by Dewey (1938) as "carrying something over from an earlier experience to a 
later one." Interaction is defined as "the expanding or contracting of the 
individual's environment as he passes from one situation to another" 
(p. 44). Thus, the principles of continuity and interaction imply that 
what an "individual has learned in the way of knowledge and skill in one 
situation becomes an instrument of understanding and dealing effectively 
with the situations which follow" (p. 44). 
Dewey's philosophy has implications for the teacher education program 
today. If students are going to assimilate concepts and relationships 
among the concepts of home economics, home economics education, education, 
and general education courses, they need to be provided the opportunity to 
have experiences to relate the concepts of the different courses to each 
other and to conditions in their lives. If subject matter is learned in 
isolation, it may remain segregated, and the students may not be able to 
apply it in actual conditions. While valuable experiences for the students 
could be provided in several different ways, the opportunity for the stu­
dents to have actual teaching experiences early in their program would be 
one means of helping students to find meaningful relationships in their 
undergraduate course work. 
An early teaching experience in the students' programs could also help 
then to give structure to their undergraduate education. By viewing their 
total program as working for a main purpose, that of becoming home econom­
ics teachers, the individual courses would be more apt to contribute to 
their overall purpose. The structure could then be a means of organizing 
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internally the total undergraduate curriculum so that it would be more 
meaningful. Bruner (1960) summarized the importance of structure: 
Teaching specific topics or skills without making clear their 
context in the broader fundamental structure of a field of knowl­
edge is uneconomical in several deep senses. In the first place, 
such teaching makes it exceedingly difficult for the student to 
generalize from what he has learned to what he will encounter 
later. In the second place, learning that has fallen short of a 
grasp of general principles has little reward in terms of intel­
lectual excitement. The best way to create interest in a subject 
is to render it worth knowing, which means to make the knowledge 
gained usable in one's thinking beyond the situation in which the 
learning has occurred. Third, knowledge one has acquired without 
sufficient structure to tie it together is knowledge that is 
likely to be forgotten. An unconnected set of facts has a piti­
ably short half-life in memory (p. 31). 
With the exponential rate of change in today's society, the prepara­
tion of home economics teachers able to cope with change continues to be 
important. If the teachers of the future are going to be able to cope 
with change, it would appear that providing them with the opportunity to 
use knowledge, applying it in a realistic manner, is more vital today than 
ever (Reynolds, 1969, p. 73). An appropriate combination of academic and 
practical experiences would be one means of aiding students in assimilating 
the subject matter concepts in order to provide a foundation for coping 
with the changes which will be taking place. 
It is recognized that one course taken during the undergraduate pro­
gram would not provide the means by which all subject matter concepts could 
be assimilated into a meaningful form. However, it is believed that evi­
dence is needed to determine whether or not an experience in teaching at an 
early level is of value to the students in preparing for teaching. 
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Background for the Study 
Description of experimental course 
During spring quarter, 1970, an experimental course was initiated in 
the Department of Home Economics Education at Iowa State University. Soph­
omore home economics education majors participated as teachers in simulated 
teaching experiences. At the end of spring quarter, the faculty of the 
department judged the course to be of sufficient value to be continued on 
an experimental basis during the 1970-1971 academic year. 
The experimental course, H. Ed. 490Z Special Problems: An Experience 
in the Teaching Process, was offered on a pass/fail basis for one hour of 
credit. Objectives for the course, stated in terms of student behaviors, 
were: 
1. Analyze self in the role of the teacher within short teaching ses­
sions . 
2. Develop interest in aspects of the teaching and learning process. 
3. Be aware of the nature of verbal and non-verbal communication and 
its effect on learning. 
4. Assume responsibility for selecting enterprises or experiences 
that tend to develop personal and professional abilities as a 
teacher. 
Sophomore home economics education majors were chosen as participating 
students because at Iowa State University students declare their major and 
are assigned advisors in their major department at the sophomore level. 
Generally, at this level the only education course which students would 
have had is Foundations of American Education. They would probably not 
have had Educational Psychology or other courses related to the teaching-
learning process. 
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Not all of the students who declare home economics education as their 
major at this level are positive that they will be able or want to teach. 
Therefore, it was believed that providing the students with an opportunity 
to teach at this early level could aid them in making decisions regarding 
whether to remain in the teacher preparation program. Also, for the stu­
dents who did decide to remain in the program, the experience in teaching 
could help them to gain more from their program because they would be able 
to relate their experiences in future courses to the actual teaching expe­
riences that they had. This could then make the remaining parts of their 
teacher preparation program more meaningful. 
The structure of the course involved each student in teaching three 
teaching sessions including one 5 to 8 minute session, one 10 to 15 minute 
session, and one 20 to 25 minute session. The students each taught three 
high school sophomores, both boys and girls, generally keeping the same 
pupils for the three teaching sessions. The teaching sessions were video­
taped and audiotapes. (The audiocapes were used as a precautionary measure 
in case the .sessions did not record on the videotapes.) Each of the stu­
dents was assigned to a supervisor. The student and her supervisor viewed 
the videotapes separately; the student then wrote out her reactions to the 
videotaped teaching sessions and gave them to her supervisor. The student 
and her supervisor had a conference after viewing the videotapes of each of 
the teaching sessions. Group discussion sessions involving those students 
taking the course were held each quarter before the first teaching session 
and after each of the three teaching sessions. 
Because of department and university scheduling procedures, the stu­
dents were not randomly assigned to the experimental course. However, aca-
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demie advisors were given a brief explanation of the course and asked to 
inform and urge students with certain characteristics to register for the 
course. These characteristics included high, average, and low cumulative 
grade point averages; various amounts of previous experience in working 
with children and teen-agers; and different degrees of confidence in their 
selection of teaching home economics as their career choice. Those stu­
dents who were less certain in their choice of their major field were espe­
cially urged to enroll in the course. After being informed about the 
course, each student had the option of whether or not to enroll. The 
course was arbitrarily limited to an enrollment of between eight and 12 
students each quarter. 
The individuals who participated as supervisors for the students were 
faculty members or graduate students in the Departments of Home Economics 
Education and Family Environment. Each of the supervisors had previous 
experience teaching home economics in secondary schools. Ten different 
supervisors assisted in the course over the four quarters that it was 
offered as an experimental course. Each one supervised from one to eight 
students. 
The pupils, who functioned as pupils in the teaching sessions, were 
selected through contacting the public high school in Ames, Iowa. Six high 
school sophomores, three boys and three girls, were asked to participate as 
pupils for the course each quarter. Pupils were paid a small fee for their 
participation in the course. The pupils were divided into two groups with 
boys and girls in each group, and the groups were assigned to individual 
students taking the experimental course. The pupils were asked to evaluate 
the teaching of the students after each teaching session. The students. 
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after receiving suggestions, decided upon what aspects they wished to be 
evaluated. Therefore, they used different questions on forms which they 
asked their pupils to use in evaluating them. However, most of the stu­
dents used such questions as: 
1. What point(s) do you think the teacher was trying to make? 
2. What things did you think this teacher did best? 
3. What helpful suggestions can you give this teacher to help her be 
a better teacher? 
4. I thought the lesson was (a) not well organized 
(b) fairly well organized 
(c) well organized 
5. I thought the lesson was (a) boring 
(b) interesting 
(c) very interesting 
6. The teacher was (a) nervous 
(b) stern 
(c) pleasant 
(d) very pleasant 
7. Comments: 
When it was judged possible by the instructor of the experimental 
course, direction given the students was kept at a minimum. It was desired 
that the course be as flexible and adaptable to the needs recognized by the 
individual students as possible. During the first group session each quar­
ter, dates for teaching sessions were set, the high school pupils were 
assigned to each student, and the students were assigned to their supervi­
sors. The only restriction made on what or how the student was to teach 
was that it was expected that the topic would relate to home economics. 
Help was given to individual students when requested. The individuality of 
each student as a teacher was emphasized, and each student was encouraged 
to experiment with different methods and techniques for teaching. The 
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direction of the course for each student after the first group meeting then 
depended on what the student desired as well as guidance from her supervi­
sor . 
Development of objectives of the study 
Regarding the characteristics of students and instruction, Dewey 
(1938) stated; 
It is a cardinal precept of education that the beginning of 
instruction shall be made with the experience learners already 
have; that this experience and the capacities that have been 
developed during its course provide the starting point for all 
further learning (p. 74). 
Accordingly, it was recognized that the experimental course provided 
the opportunity to examine selected characteristics of the home economics 
education majors at a beginning level which could be used later by faculty 
in home economics education for planning curriculum. Also, evidence was 
needed upon which decisions about the future of the experimental course 
could be based. The overall objective of this study was, therefore, to 
examine selected aspects of the experience which the students had while 
taking the experimental course. More specifically, the objectives were: 
1. To describe selected characteristics of the sophomore home 
economics education majors who took the experimental course 
in terms of their attitudes and concepts related to teaching 
and the home economics education curriculum, their teaching 
performance, and other characteristics that might affect the 
value of the experimental course. 
2. To evaluate the experimental course in terms of evidence of 
the students' learning in relation to their attitudes and 
concepts regarding teaching and the home economics education 
curriculum and their teaching performance. 
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The general hypotheses for the second objective which were to be 
tested in the study were: 
1. There is no difference in the students' expressed attitudes and 
concepts related to teaching and the home economics education cur­
riculum between the students who took and those who did not take 
the experimental course. 
2. There is no difference in teaching performance among the students 
taking the experimental course. 
3. There is no difference in teaching performance among the teaching 
sessions taught in the experimental course. 
Limitation of the study 
One limitation of the study is that policies regarding department and 
university scheduling did not permit random assignment of the students to 
the experimental course. Therefore, the sample may have some elements com­
mon to volunteer groups. It is possible that particularly in terms of 
motivation the group may not have been representative of the total sopho­
more class. 
Definition of terms 
The terms pupil and student will appear frequently throughout this 
report. The term pupil in this study refers only to the high school sopho­
mores who were being taught in the teaching sessions of the experimental 
course. The term student refers to the sophomore home economics education 
majors who took the experimental course and were the teachers during the 
teaching sessions. 
The teaching sessions taught by the students taking the experimental 
course are considered to be simulated teaching experiences for the stu­
dents. In order to explain the choice of the term simulation in describing 
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the teaching sessions and because of the similarities in the uses of the 
terms microteaching and simulation, they are both defined in this section. 
Peck and Tucker (1973) define microteaching as "a combination of a 
conceptual system for identifying precisely specified teaching skills with 
the use of videotape feedback to facilitate growth in these teaching 
skills" (p. 951). Microteaching is more specifically described by Allen 
and Ryan (1969) as a scaled down teaching situation in which the complexi­
ties of a normal teaching situation are reduced. In microteaching, the 
number of students, scope of content, length of time, and number of teach­
ing skills or methods being used are scaled down. Usually this means that 
a student teaches a four to 20 minute lesson involving three to eight 
pupils. These lessons are videotaped or audiotaped so the teacher has an 
immediate source of feedback for content and self-analysis as well as for 
analysis and discussion with a supervisor. The teacher then has the oppor­
tunity to repeat the process by reteaching the lesson and again having his 
performance criticized (p. 2). 
Simulation is defined by Kuethe (1968) as a realistic representation of 
a real classroom (p. 134). Cruickshank (1968) reported that although many 
different approaches to simulation have been developed and used in teacher 
education programs, its basic purpose is to permit the student to become 
acquainted with significant aspects of teaching and of being a teacher that 
he may not be able to experience in any other way (pp. 190-191). 
Peck and Tucker (1973) distinguished between microteaching and simula­
tion as follows: 
Almost all the studies of microteaching which were cited earlier 
(in their review of research on teacher education) include this 
element of an early trial experience of actual teaching. In the 
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original model this might be considered more a simulation experi­
ence than a completely realistic sample of school performance, 
since the student teachers either taught each other or taught 
small, usually paid, samples of high school students (p. 956). 
With simulation being viewed as a broad term and microteaching a specific 
term, it is possible to view microteaching as a specialized form of simu­
lated teaching experiences. 
The teaching sessions in this study do not meet several of the cri­
teria identified with microteaching, i.e., the students were not working 
toward the development of a specified teaching skill, and they did not have 
the opportunity to reteach a session. Therefore, the teaching experiences 
which the students had in the experimental course are considered to be sim­
ulated teaching experiences. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Within the past few years, various technical advances and innovative 
techniques have been developed which facilitate teacher education by pro­
viding means to offer students opportunities previously not available. 
Since the focus of this study was an experimental course offering students 
the opportunity to have simulated teaching experiences early in their pro­
fessional training, this review is limited to literature dealing with simi­
lar types of teaching opportunities. The teaching sessions as taught by 
the students in the experimental course had some similarities with defini­
tions for microteaching and simulation (see Introduction). Therefore, the 
report is limited to only those studies which concern realistic scaled down 
teaching situations provided before student teaching and which do not deal 
mainly with the manipulation of the variables commonly of concern in 
research related to microteaching; namely, time, pupils, scope of content, 
or particular teaching skills. In the review, research involving micro-
teaching is included when pertinent in the section discussing simulated 
teaching experiences. Consideration of instrumentation follows this dis­
cussion. 
Simulated Teaching Experiences 
The paucity of research which has been reported dealing with opportu­
nities for teaching experiences early in the student's program in teacher 
education was reported in a review of research on teacher education by Peck 
and Tucker (1973) in which they stated: 
Several converging lines of progress are evident in the recent 
literature. One of these is the active involvement of pre-ser-
vice teachers in the teaching act as early as possible in their 
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professional training. There has been an increasing movement in 
this direction in numerous places in America. Research which 
carefully defines this process, however, and which measures its 
effects, is just now in progress, as far as we have been able to 
determine (pp. 955-956). 
An extensive survey of microteaching practices was conducted of 442 
secondary teacher training institutions accredited by the National Council 
for Accreditation of Teacher Education by Ward (1970, pp. 1-4). Of these 
institutions, 176 (40 percent) indicated that they used microteaching in 
some form. Of the 176 institutions, 141 responded to his comprehensive 
questionnaire. 
Approximately half of the institutions using microteaching used the 
teach-critique cycle or the student's teaching being followed by a cri­
tique of the teaching. More than half of the institutions used videotapes 
for recording the teaching sessions. Only 12 percent used actual secondary 
school pupils for the microclasses. Of the institutions using microteach­
ing, 72 percent used it in the general methods course (pp. 1-2). 
Ward (1970) indicated that the respondents generally thought that as a 
result of microteaching experiences, their students had a better under­
standing of the teaching process as a complex and challenging profession 
and showed a greater interest and enthusiasm toward education. The major­
ity also reported that their students displayed an increased self-confi­
dence and had a greater concern for self-improvement and self-evaluation. 
A teacher education program developed at The Research and Development 
Center for Teacher Education of the University of Texas at Austin placed 
undergraduate education students enrolled in their first professional 
course in a junior high school classroom to teach for 15 minutes (Newlove 
& Fuller, 1971, pp. 335-340). Help in planning the teaching sessions was 
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available if requested, although the students were encouraged to use their 
own initiative. The teaching sessions were videotaped. Afterwards, their 
pupils responded to an evaluation form which assessed the teaching behav­
iors of the student and the pupils' reactions to the student as a teacher. 
The student viewed the videotape of the teaching session with a coun­
selor. A conference followed focusing on the student's feelings about the 
teaching and interactions with children rather than content and method. 
The amount of feedback offered the student depended upon the student's 
ability to utilize it. In general, the authors reported that the students, 
who believed they had done well, could see some need for change, and had 
hope of changing, were given more feedback than other students. 
In the analysis of the data, correlations between the feedback of the 
counselor and of the pupils using ratings on friendliness and competency 
were computed. Correlations were above the .05 level of significance, .84 
and .55, indicating a high level of agreement between the two sources of 
ratings. The researchers then assumed that the students were receiving 
feedback with a degree of consistency from both their pupils and the coun­
selor. 
Newlove and Fuller (1971) also summarized the concerns which the stu­
dents had about teaching. Consistent with the beliefs reported in the sur­
vey conducted by Ward (1970), the students in the study conducted by 
Newlove and Fuller (1971, p. 339) also reported more concern for learning 
about teaching, for improving, and for profiting from the education courses 
that would follow. The students also reported that they were helped in 
making better decisions about teaching as a career and about themselves as 
teachers. 
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Van Mondfrans (1969) investigated the effect microteaching experiences 
in an educational psychology course would have on student perceptions 
regarding the relevance of educational psychology to teaching. Using four 
control groups and one experimental group, data were collected from four 
sources; scores on multiple-choice exams, scores from five narrative 
papers, responses to the Purdue Rating Scale for Instruction, and a short 
questionnaire evaluating the discussion sections. The researcher found 
that the scores on unit tests were not significantly different between the 
experimental group which practiced microteaching and the control groups 
which met with discussion leaders to discuss papers, readings, and unit 
tests. Thus, the microteaching group performed as well on knowledge of the 
concepts of educational psychology as the control groups which spent extra 
time discussing course-related material. 
The participants were also asked to rate various characteristics of 
the instructor of the course and the course in general. The experimental 
group rated the instructor poorer than at least two of the control groups 
on 10 of the 11 items. The group having had the microteaching gave higher 
ratings than the control groups to those course aspects having to do with 
laboratory facilities, the presentation of subject matter, and how well the 
course was meeting their ultimate and immediate goals. Van Mondfrans 
(1969, p. 8) concluded that a microteaching experience focusing on teaching 
skills is an important adjunct to the educational psychology course. The 
students who practiced microteaching tended to perceive such an experience 
as valuable and relevant to their teaching goals. 
A recent study conducted by Harden (1973) investigated the effects of 
microteaching on self-concept. A semantic differential scale was adminis­
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tered to two sections of undergraduates. One section had five microteach-
ing sessions, and the other had none. The students who had the microteach-
ing experiences reacted more strongly to viewing themselves in teaching 
situations and more positively in their feelings regarding self-improve­
ment . 
Research on microteaching has related to development of specific 
teaching skills or the effect of manipulation of one or more components of 
microteaching. This emphasis of the research on microteaching was dis­
cussed by Berliner (1969) in a review of research on microteaching, by 
Allen and Ryan (1969) in their book describing the possible uses of micro-
teaching, by Peck and Tucker (1973) in a review of research on teacher edu­
cation, and by Cooper and Allen (1971) and Schuck (1971) in a series of 
papers on microteaching. A review of the literature concerning microteach­
ing and simulated teaching revealed characteristics of such experiences 
consistent with the simulated teaching experiences in the experimental 
course. Each of the following aspects of simulated teaching used here to 
include microteaching is explored by such writers as Allen and Clark 
(1967), Allen and Ryan (1969), Beck and Monroe (1969), Cooper and Allen 
(1971), Schuck (1971), Cruickshank (1971), Cruickshank and Broadbent 
(1970), and Meier (1968), First, simulated teaching provides the student • 
with a realistic opportunity to try teaching. Although it is constructed 
in the sense that the student and the pupils work together in what each one 
knows is a practice situation, it is still an actual opportunity for the 
student to teach. This realistic situation, then, implies that the oppor­
tunity is provided for the student to be able to make potentially more 
effective transfer from the simulated teaching experience to student teach­
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ing and, later, teaching. This implication is consistent with principles 
of transfer of learning as stated by Travers (1965): 
Unless the individual forms a concept of the item to be trans­
ferred, be it fact, principle, attitude, or ideal, failure will 
be the product. Hence, ideal transfer demands a conscious reali­
zation by the student that he may apply a specific detail to 
other activities. It then becomes a principle or generalization 
which the individual may use in a variety of functions. There 
must be a conscious commitment to transfer, that is, somehow, the 
student must be aware that particular facts learned in classroom 
study are pertinent in other, seemingly diverse, cases (p. 149). 
This approach to transfer also points out the importance of what happens 
with the student when the teaching sessions are analyzed. If the student 
does not see implications, direction by a supervisor will be necessary if 
the transfer of learning is to take place. 
Secondly, the simulated teaching experiences provide the student with 
a responsive environment. The student receives immediate information about 
the performance. The immediate feedback from videotape recorders, supervi­
sors, and pupils provides a critique of the performance which will help the 
student to constructively criticize the performance and place value upon 
it. Gagné (1970) stated: 
It is quite apparent that the learning of concepts and rules 
takes place under conditions in which there is reinforcement. In 
the most typical instance, the learner makes a response that 
reflects his newly acquired capability and then is "told" whether 
he is "right" or "wrong". . . . When rules are being learned, 
feedback need not always come from the external situation, but 
may arise from other concepts or rules recalled by the learner 
himself (pp. 315-316). 
Peck and Tucker (1973) provided support for the necessity of feedback from 
another person such as the supervisor in simulated teaching experiences 
with the following statement: 
All in all, the research evidence looks quite consistent in con­
firming the utility of giving teachers objective feedback about 
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specific aspects of their teaching behavior. Furthermore, the 
available evidence all indicates that teachers use such feedback 
to make instructive changes in their teaching style only if 
another person participates in the feedback session. Apparently, 
simply looking at one's own performance does not lead to much new 
insight into what one is doing, or else it does not provide ade­
quate motivation to alter that pattern. The presence of another 
human being adds a potent factor which does induce positive 
change (when that influence is beneficially exercised) (p. 947). 
A third element is that the simulated teaching situations are meaning­
ful to the student in preparing to become a teacher. They are a means of 
providing the student the opportunity for an experience, under controlled 
conditions, in performing critical aspects of his future work in teaching. 
They can provide a setting in which the student can teach pupils of varying 
backgrounds, intellectual abilities, and age groups before facing a whole 
class during student teaching. Students could be expected to perceive such 
experiences as meaningful. Bigge (1964) summarized the importance of mean-
ingfulness in learning as follows: 
Material which is meaningful to students is remembered much bet-
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tionships between facts-generalizations, rules, principles-for 
which the students see some use. Solitary facts essentially are 
on the same level of meaninglessness as nonsense syllables, and 
approximately the same forgetting curves apply to both. 
Making learning meaningful is a matter of selecting the right 
content, knowledge reducible to principles, and helping the stu­
dents to see its applicability in situations which they are con­
cerned about and can apply. ... If the material is sufficiently 
meaningful, there may be no forgetting whatever (p. 301). 
Fourth, simulated teaching experiences permit the students to try 
teaching in their own ways or to be themselves. The students are in a safe 
environment. It is a low risk situation for both the students and the 
pupils being taught. The teaching sessions are not part of the pupils' 
regular curriculum, therefore, the quality of their learning is not endan­
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gered. Similarly, the students need not fear failure for precisely the 
same reason. The students are in a low threat situation in which they can 
try out any teaching skill, techniques, or styles. The situation should be 
more conducive to learning than the high anxiety level exhibited by some 
student teachers when placed in actual classrooms. Because they are not in 
another teacher's class, the students are also free to try out their own 
behaviors and values in teaching without being concerned about teaching 
what the regular teacher believes needs to be taught and how the regular 
teacher believes the subject matter concepts may best be taught. 
Combs (1965) described the relationship between atmosphere and learn­
ing as follows; 
How likely learning is to affect behavior of the individual will 
depend upon how important or close the idea is perceived in rela­
tion to the self. The exploration of self does not occur, how­
ever, where circumstances are threatening or where the self is 
regarded as intruder. Whether or not the exploration of self can 
occur will depend upon the atmosphere we create. 
when people feel threatened, two interesting things happen to 
their abilities to perceive. One of these is an effect which 
psychologists call "tunnel vision." The field of perception 
becomes narrowed down so that they perceive only the object which 
threatens them. ... A second effect of threat is to make the 
individual defend his existing position. . . . Generally, the 
more threatened the individual becomes, the more steadfastly he 
defends his existing position. Now, clearly, these two effects of 
threat are antithetical to everything we are seeking in educa­
tion. ... It follows, then, that in order to help an individual 
explore and discover a more effective self, we must begin by 
creating atmospheres sufficiently free of threat so that the self 
can be explored and examined (p. 34). 
According to Combs (1965), providing a non-threatening atmosphere does 
not need to lessen the challenge presented to the student. He stated: 
The task of teaching is to encourage and challenge students, to 
help them stretch themselves to their utmost. There is a differ­
ence between challenge and threat, however. Whether or not an 
individual feels challenged depends upon whether he feels he is 
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able to deal with the situation with which he is confronted. If 
he feels that he is not able to deal with the situation before 
him, the feeling he has is one of threat rather than challenge 
and the negative effects of threat we have described above are 
the consequence. The settings we need for the maximum profes­
sional growth are circumstances which challenge students but do 
not threaten them (p. 35). 
Instrumentation 
A search was made for instruments which could be used to measure atti­
tudes and concepts toward teaching and home economics education curriculum 
as well as teaching performance relevant to this study. Literature was 
reviewed not only in regard to the measurement of these characteristics but 
also in relation to information needed in the development of suitable 
instruments. A review of the measurement of performance in teaching that 
supports the Analysis of Teaching instrument that was developed by Clawson 
and the present researcher as well as the development of instruments to 
measure attitudes is reported by Clawson (1973, pp. 41-55). Research dis­
cussed by Clawson is not included in this review. Investigations reported 
in this study will include only those involving commitment toward teaching. 
Loftis (1962) developed an inventory. Measure of Professional Commit­
ment (MOPC), which was a self-report instrument to measure commitment to a 
profession. The MOPC consisted of 100 statements describing characteris­
tics of an individual. Upon administering the MOPC to 246 teachers in 
Pennsylvania, Loftis found that the instrument differentiated among teach­
ers. After comparing ratings of teacher commitment by administrators and 
the MOPC scores for the same teachers, she concluded that the administra­
tors tended not to attribute levels of effectiveness in a direction in 
accord with the definition of commitment used in the MOPC. 
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In a sequel to the investigation of professional commitment, Laughlin 
(1965) used the MOPC to study the professional commitment of 194 senior 
women in the College of Home Economics at Iowa State University. Her pur­
pose was to investigate the effectiveness of the MOPC in differentiating 
among seniors in various curricula. She also correlated the scores from 
the MOPC with characteristics of college students believed to be related to 
the development of professional commitment. Her data were obtained by 
means of a questionnaire. Intercorrelations were computed among the 100 
items on the MOPC and 14 items on the questionnaire. Students were divided 
into 13 subgroups based on curricula and marital status. She identified 
clusters of items.based on inspection of correlations. The clusters 
obtained were pre-professional participation in activities, professional 
orientation and future goals, lack of immediate professional plans, profes­
sionalism, seIf-understanding, objectivity-openness, value of learning 
leadership, and self-reliance. The clusters involving professional orien­
tation and future goals and lack of immediate professional plans did dif­
ferentiate among students in the different curricula, but pre-professional 
participation, in activities did not differentiate among them. Only two 
clusters specifically from the MOPC, professionalism and leadership, were 
significantly different by curriculum. Laughlin suggested that the cluster 
formation from the MOPC did not indicate clear dimensions of professional 
commitment. By content, the most relevant, according to Laughlin, appeared 
to be the cluster on professionalism and some items in the cluster on lead­
ership. She recommended these two clusters as starting points for revi­
sions of the MOPC. 
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Since the MOPC did not seem to be differentiating clearly among stu­
dents on professional commitment, it was not used in the present study. 
However, some of the ideas encompassed by the items in the clusters on pro­
fessionalism and leadership were adapted for use in the questionnaire 
developed for the present study. 
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METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
Purposes of the Study 
The major purposes of the study were: 
1. To describe characteristics of the sophomore home economics educa­
tion majors at Iowa State University during enrollment in an 
experimental course (H. Ed. 490Z Special Problems: An Experience 
in the Teaching Process) in terms of: 
a. attitudes and concepts related to teaching and home economics 
education curriculum, 
b. teaching performance, and 
c. demographic data. 
2. To evaluate the sophomore experimental course in terms of evidence 
of learning in relation to: 
a. attitudes and concepts regarding teaching and home economics 
education curriculum and 
b. teaching performance. 
The study was basically exploratory in nature and involved the case 
study method. However, a major aspect of the research related to the sec­
ond objective was quasi-experimental in design, similar to the time series 
(objective 2a) and the static group comparison (objective 2b) methods as 
described in Borg and Gall (1971, pp. 390-397) with the exception that 
there were no measurements collected which were comparable to pre-tests in 
the time series method. 
Accordingly, empirical hypotheses developed from the second objective 
and tested were: 
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1. There is no difference between the students who took and who did 
not take the experimental course in terms of attitudes and con­
cepts related to teaching and the home economics education curric­
ulum as measured by the H. Ed. 406 Questionnaire. 
2. There is no difference in students who took the experimental 
course in terms of their teaching performance during the series of 
teaching sessions as measured by ratings of videotaped sessions 
taught by the student. 
3. There is no difference in the teaching sessions in terms of the 
teaching performance of the students who took the experimental 
course as measured by ratings of videotaped sessions taught by the 
student. 
Population 
Two groups of students participated in the study. The principal sub­
jects were 40 sophomore home economics education majors at Iowa State Uni­
versity who were enrolled in the experimental course, H. Ed. 490Z Special 
Problems: An Experience in the Teaching Process, spring quarter, 1970, or 
during one of the three quarters of the 1970-1971 academic year. The stu­
dents who took the experimental course were included for both purposes of 
the study: describing characteristics of the sophomore students during 
enrollment in the experimental course and evaluating the course. For the 
second purpose, an additional group of students was included. These were 
122 home economics education students at Iowa State University who did not 
participate in the experimental course but who were enrolled in H. Ed. 406, 
Methods of Teaching Home Economics, during the 1971-1972 academic year. 
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Most of the 40 principal subjects took H. Ed. 406, Methods of Teaching Home 
Economics, during this same time. 
Selection of Variables 
In order to determine the variables to include in this study the 
objectives identified by the Department of Home Economics Education and the 
College of Education at Iowa State University were considered. Literature 
was reviewed regarding pre-service teacher education, objectives of teacher 
education programs, and methods of evaluation of teaching. Faculty in home 
economics education and psychology were consulted regarding the character­
istics and evidences of learning expected to be associated with the stu­
dents enrolled in the experimental course. The scope of the experimental 
course also helped determine the choice of variables. 
The study was limited to the variables which could be identified 
within the structure of the experimental course or the variables which the 
experimental course might affect as perceived by the resource persons and 
the researcher- The following aspects of attitudes and concepts related to 
teaching and the home economics education curriculum, teaching performance, 
and other characteristics were explored. These aspects were used in des­
cribing characteristics of the students and as evidence of their learning 
in the experimental course. 
Bie attitudes and concepts related to teaching as expressed by the 
students taking the experimental course were concerned with self as a 
teacher, the teaching-learning process, and pupils. Self as a teacher was 
described in terms of: 
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1. commitment toward teaching home economics 
a. identification with home economics education 
b. enthusiasm for teaching 
2. anxiety toward student teaching 
3. expectations regarding performance as a home economics student 
teacher. 
The teaching-learning process was expressed in terms of; 
1. role of the teacher 
2. curriculum planning 
3. evaluation of student learning 
4. techniques and methods of teaching 
a. degree of pupil involvement 
b. type of pupil involvement 
5. teacher-pupil relationships 
a. interaction between teacher and pupil 
b. verbal and non-verbal communication 
5. responsibilities of the learner. 
The student's attitudes and concepts related to pupils were included 
with: 
1. behavior within the classroom environment 
2. characteristics of pupils 
a. individual 
b. group 
3. needs of pupils 
a. home economics subject matter 
b. individual development. 
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Attitudes and concepts related to the home economics education curric­
ulum as stated by the students were regarding: 
1. required courses in home economics 
2. courses in home economics education 
a. required courses 
b. experimental course 
3. required courses in education 
4. courses fulfilling general education requirements 
5. responsibility for self-directed learning. 
During the teaching sessions, the students taking the experimental 
course exhibited various dimensions of behavior in teaching. The dimen­
sions reflected whether or not the student: 
1. indicated purposes of the class 
2 .  related major parts of the lesson 
3. provided activities likely to lead to objectives 
4. selected appropriate concepts 
5. expressed concepts accurately 
6. developed and stated generalizations 
7. guided pupils to state generalizations 
8. asked questions which contributed to achievement of objectives 
9. clarified statements 
10- admitted lack of knowledge 
11. involved pupils 
12. exhibited concern for pupils 
13. used unexpected opportunities for teaching 
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14. provided opportunities for open-ended inquiry 
15. showed consistency between lesson plan and class session. 
Other characteristics of the home economics education students were 
examined. They included: 
1. cumulative grade point average 
2. activities related to teaching and home economics. 
Selection and Development of Instruments 
Data regarding the characteristics of the sophomore students enrolled 
in the experimental course and evidence of the students' learning in terms 
of (a) attitudes and concepts related to teaching and the home economics 
education curriculum, (b) teaching performance, and (c) other characteris­
tics were needed. A search of the literature revealed no instruments meas­
uring attitudes and concepts or teaching performance suitable for the pur­
poses of this study. 
A content analysis system to be used in identifying concepts and atti­
tudes related to teaching and the home economics education curriculum was 
developed. A questionnaire was also developed to measure attitudes and 
concepts related to teaching and the home economics education curriculum. 
In order to analyze teaching performance during the teaching sessions, a 
rating system was also developed. 
Content analysis system 
The structure of the experimental course provided opportunity for the 
students to explore their reactions to the teaching sessions through writ­
ten reaction sheets and conferences with a supervisor (see Introduction). 
The written reaction sheets and audiotapes of the conferences included data 
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that were comprehensive in nature and primarily concerned the students' 
performance in the teaching sessions and their basic concepts and attitudes 
toward teaching and the home economics education curriculum. 
Personal interviews of students in the experimental course were con­
ducted in order to obtain supplementary data regarding attitudes and con­
cepts relating to teaching role, teacher-pupil relationships, expectations 
and concerns about teaching, and the home economics education curriculum. 
The interview method allowed for following students' responses with probing 
questions to obtain further information or to clarify responses. Because 
some of the data collected could be viewed as being of a personal nature, 
the interview also provided an opportunity for building rapport with the 
students and assuring them of complete anonymity within the study. 
Following selection of the variables, questions for the interview were 
developed which would lead to the expression of information related to the 
variables. The interview schedule was then revised and clarified with the 
assistance of a faculty member in home economics education. A trial inter­
view was conducted with a graduate student to further check for clarity. A 
copy of the interview schedule is included in Appendix A. 
Because of the exploratory nature of the study and use of the case 
study method, a plan for determining the pertinent concepts and attitudes 
expressed in the conferences, written reaction sheets, and interviews was 
needed. After considering several different approaches, it was decided to 
use a content analysis system in which the pertinent concepts and attitudes 
stated would be described and a frequency count made of the expression of 
the concepts and attitudes. The concepts and attitudes listed are those 
identified in the section of this chapter, Selection of Variables. 
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Questionnaire for H. Ed. 406 students 
The purpose of the questionnaire was to obtain a measure of the atti­
tudes and concepts related to teaching and the home economics education 
curriculum of the students who had taken and those who had not taken the 
experimental course. The first step in development of the questionnaire 
was to identify variables which might be influenced by the students' expe­
rience in the experimental course. Ideas for most of the variables were 
adapted from the major ideas discussed in a random sample of the audiotapes 
of the conferences and the group meetings during winter and spring quar­
ters, 1971. The Measure of Professional Commitment developed by Loftis 
(1962) and the suggestions for its revision by Laughlin (1965) were consid­
ered in selection of the variables. Faculty in home economics education, 
psychology, and counseling also were consulted in the choice of variables. 
Among the variables included were attitudes and concepts related to the 
teaching-learning process, commitment toward teaching as a profession, 
relationships with pupils, anxiety toward teaching, identification with 
home economics education, and relevancy of home economics education curric­
ulum to preparation for teaching. 
Following selection of the variables, statements were developed to 
express each concept and attitude. Items were stated in the third person 
in an effort to decrease personal bias as subjects responded and to place 
the emphasis on the variable rather than the individual responding. This 
procedure is supported in the results of a study by Edwards (1969) which 
indicated that more students tend to be cautious when asked to make a judg­
ment about themselves than when they are asked to make a judgment that has 
no personal reference. Kavgnagh (1969, p. 25) also found that for 
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responses of foremen, correlations between items dealing with group feel­
ings were significant at the .01 and .05 levels, while items which dealt 
with individual feeling ("I" items) were not significantly related. 
The items for the questionnaire in this study were submitted to three 
faculty members in home economics education for their reactions and sugges­
tions. After revisions were made, an undergraduate student from another 
department responded to the items to check for clarity. 
A 99-point scale was selected for subjects to use in reacting to the 
items. This scale was selected for two reasons. Individuals respond to 
attitude scales with varying degrees of response variability, resulting in 
a particular response set. Brown (1970, p. 94) defines response set as the 
systematic biases in responses of the individual regardless of the content 
of the instrument. For example, some individuals tend to respond using 
extreme categories, and others tend to respond using only the middle cate­
gories. Liu (1971) stated, "if response set is to be controlled by assess­
ing it as part of the measurement procedure, it should be given opportunity 
to occur" (p. 28). Response set should have the opportunity to occur with 
the use of the 99-point scale. 
The second reason pointed out by Liu (1971) for use of the 99-point 
scale is that small differences in the responses in the middle of the scale 
are not likely to be reliable, however, small differences at the extremes 
of the scale are more apt to be reliable. Before analyzing the data, the 
differences at the extremes of the scale are given more weight, and the 
differences at the middle are given less weight. The original data using 
the 99-point scale are then weighted when they are non-linearly transformed 
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to normal deviates. This is discussed further in this chapter under analy­
sis of the data. 
Directions given to the subjects were for them to write the number 99 
in the space provided if they were in complete agreement with the statement 
and to write the number 1 if they were in complete disagreement. If they 
were undecided, did not have an opinion, or neither agreed or disagreed, 
the number 50 was to be used. The intervening numbers of the scale were 
then to be used to express degrees of agreement or disagreement. 
The final instrument included two parts. The first part consisted of 
98 statements of concepts and attitudes related to teaching, and the second 
part had 34 items dealing with the home economics education curriculum. 
The items in each part were arranged in random order and took each student 
20-25 minutes to complete. Time limitations of the study did not allow for 
testing prior to its use. A copy of the H. Ed. 406 Questionnaire may be 
found in Appendix B. 
Observation system for analysis of teaching 
The literature regarding methods of classroom observation was reviewed 
in an attempt to find an instrument which could be used in the analysis of 
the videotaped teaching sessions taught by the students enrolled in the 
experimental course. It was concluded that none of the measures would pro­
vide the desired data for the study and that it would be necessary for the 
investigator to develop an instrument appropriate for analysis of the 
videotapes. 
Examination of instruments designed to analyze teaching behaviors 
revealed several measures with dimensions about which it would be possible 
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to make judgments from viewing a videotape. These items seemed to be 
applicable to the present study when either adapted or subdivided into 
smaller segments. A major source of items was the Evaluation of Student 
Teaching instrument (Clawson, 1973, pp. 178-180). Additional ideas for 
items came from a review of the following instruments: Evaluating Student 
Teaching in Home Economics (Forgrave, 1970), Teacher Rating Scale 
(Sprinthall, Whiteley, & Mosher, 1964), Teacher Performance Appraisal 
Scale (Limbacher & Rosenshine, 1972), and Record of Teaching Behaviors 
(Ryans, 1960). Faculty members of home economics education who were 
involved in supervision were also consulted to identify behaviors related 
to teaching performance which could be observed in the teaching sessions 
and would complement the other data collected for the study. 
The decision was made to use a 99-point scale for the same reasons 
given in the discussion of the H. Ed. 406 Questionnaire. Descriptions of 
teaching behaviors were then written for the upper and lower extremes, 99 
and 1, on the scale. Bie midpoint, 50, of che scale was used for items 
about which the observer was unsure, did not have an opinion, or neither 
agreed nor disagreed. The use of the number 99 meant that the observer was 
in complete agreement that the teaching behavior was exhibited in the class 
session, and the number 1 meant complete agreement that the teaching behav­
ior was absent. The intervening numbers were used to indicate extent of 
agreement or disagreement. 
The researcher, one graduate student, and one faculty member in home 
economics education listened to several tapes and decided that it was 
necessary to add descriptive statements to the items in order that the same 
elements would be considered by each of the raters as they made their deci­
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sion. This task was done in conjunction with the graduate student who was 
conducting another study in which audiotapes were to be analyzed. Addi­
tional tapes were rated, and the discussions which followed each rating 
contributed to refinement of the instrument. A copy of the final instru­
ment, which consisted of 15 dimensions of behavior, is in Appendix C. 
The investigator and the graduate student in home economics education 
independently rated three tapes of teaching sessions made by students 
enrolled in the experimental course. The interrater reliabilities deter-
Continual checks were made during the analysis of the videotapes to 
determine consistency of ratings. After the analysis of five students' 
videotapes had been completed, one videotape was selected at random and 
rated independently by the graduate student who had helped with establish­
ing the original interrater reliabilities. This interrater reliability 
coefficient was .96. When 10 and again when 20 of the videotapes were 
analyzed, the investigator selected one at random from each group and rated 
it again. The intrarater reliability coefficients were .98 and .96. When 
the researcher had completed analysis of 20 of the videotapes, one video­
tape was again selected at random and rated independently by the graduate 
student. The correlation coefficient was .94 between the two sets of rat­
ings. From this point on, the investigator did not know whether or not 
another reliability check would be made. The investigator's major profes­
sor made this decision. The final decision was that it was not necessary 
to have another videotape rated independently by another observer. 
mined by the correlation formula ^ were .98, .97, and .98. 
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Collection of Data 
Arrangements for collection of data 
At the beginning of the first group meeting of the experimental 
course, fall, winter, and spring quarters, 1970-1971, a statement was made 
to the students explaining the purposes of the study and the reasons for 
undertaking the study. The investigator assured the students of anonymity 
of any information collected within the study and requested their coopera­
tion. An opportunity was provided for the students to ask questions. All 
students agreed to participate. 
A meeting was held with the supervisors, who were assigned to each 
student in the experimental course, at the beginning of each quarter. The 
purposes of the study were explained, their anonymity within the study was 
assured, and their cooperation was requested. The supexrvisors also had the 
opportunity to make suggestions and ask questions. All of the supervisors 
agreed to cooperate in almost all respects. One supervisor believed that 
audiocaping the conferences with her student would tend to inhibit the 
freedom of interaction and development of the relationship between her and 
the student. Conferences between that supervisor and student were not 
audiotaped. 
During the first quarter the experimental course was offered, spring, 
1970, a faculty member who coordinated the course explained the experimen­
tal nature of the course to the students. She made the arrangements for 
preserving the videotapes of two teaching sessions for each student and 
collecting written reactions regarding the teaching sessions and the course 
from the students and the supervisors. 
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Video- and audiotaping 
Each quarter each student had the opportunity to teach three sessions 
which were videotaped. A technician was hired to do the actual taping. 
This allowed the investigator to become familiar with the total experience 
by allowing freedom to observe the students and their pupils before, dur­
ing, and after the teaching sessions. Also, the videotaping equipment was 
very sensitive. Since the technician was able to perform minor repairs as 
they were needed, the students and the investigator were provided with bet­
ter quality recordings to view. Technical and mechanical problems with the 
equipment still caused five teaching sessions to be only audiotaped. 
The conferences of the supervisors and students who had been willing 
to do so were audiotaped fall quarter. Arrangements were made with the 
students at the first group meeting for the student to notify the investi­
gator of the time and place of the conference. The investigator was then 
to provide the supervisor with a tape recorder and an audiotape. The 
supervisor was responsible for operating the tape recorder during the con­
ference. Some students forgot to notify the investigator of either the 
time or a change in time of the conference, and a few times the supervisors 
forgot to operate the tape recorder. Therefore, during winter and spring 
quarters, the arrangements for the conferences and the recording of the 
conferences were handled by the investigator. A complete set of audiotapes 
of all three conferences were collected for 25 students. 
Interviews with the students taking the course during winter and 
spring quarters were held at the beginning and end of each quarter. Per­
mission to audiotape the interviews was requested at the beginning of each 
interview. All students cooperated in allowing the interview to be audio-
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taped, thus, pre- and postcourse interviews with 23 students were held and 
audiotaped. 
Administration of questionnaire 
The H. Ed. 406 Questionnaire was administered to all of the students 
enrolled iti the course. Methods of Teaching Home Economics, which is taken 
before student teaching. The instrument was administered at the end of 
each quarter during the 1970-1971 academic year. The data were collected 
at that time to allow the students to complete a major part of their course 
work but not to allow them to have had the experience of student teaching. 
Administering the questionnaire in the course. Methods of Teaching Home Eco­
nomics, also provided the researcher the opportunity to obtain responses 
from all of the home economics education majors of one classification 
level. 
The students who had taken the experimental course but who were not 
enrolled in the methods course during that year were administered the 
instrument at the end of spring quarter, 1972. One former student, who had 
withdrawn from the university, was not willing to cooperate for personal 
reasons. The data were then collected for this phase of the study from 122 
H. Ed. 406 students who had not taken the experimental course and 39 stu­
dents who had been enrolled in the experimental course. 
The questionnaires were checked by the investigator after they were 
completed to be sure subjects had responded to all items. If a student had 
not responded to all items, the instrument was returned to her for comple­
tion. The data were collected from 161 students. 
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Analysis of the Data 
As indicated by the objectives for this study, there were two major 
classifications of variables. The first was attitudes and concepts related 
to teaching and home economics education and the second was teaching per­
formance. Instruments used in collecting data regarding attitudes and con­
cepts related to teaching were the content analysis system and the ques­
tionnaire for H. Ed. 406 students. Data relating to teaching performance 
were collected using an observation system for analysis of teaching. 
Two types of analyses were conducted. First, data for two individuals 
and the group of students who took the experimental course were synthesized 
using the case study method. Second, statistical methods of analysis were 
used in refining measures and describing and comparing the groups of stu­
dents. 
Synthesis of data by case study method 
All the data for the individual students who took the experimental 
course were inspected and categorized. Using the case study approach, the 
data were summarized. Basic concepts and attitudes related to teaching and 
the home economics education curriculum expressed by the students, ratings 
of dimensions of their teaching performance, and other characteristics were 
identified for the total group. 
Data were integrated to present a case study of two of the students 
who took the experimental course. Case studies were developed for one stu­
dent who reported having no previous experience in working with children 
and teen-agers and one student who reported having a wide variety of pre­
vious experiences. 
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Content analysis system 
The audiotapes of the three conferences, pre- and postinterviews, as 
well as the written reaction sheets from 23 students were analyzed using a 
content analysis system. The data were analyzed in random order by stu­
dents, with each student's set of data being examined at one time. Analyz­
ing one student's set of data at a time allowed the investigator to inten­
sively study all of the data about each student. 
The audiotapes of the group discussion meetings of the students taking 
the experimental course were used as a means of checking reliability of the 
system of analysis. It was believed that during the class meetings the 
students expressed many of the major concepts and attitudes which they had 
previously discussed in the conferences with their supervisors. Accord­
ingly, the researcher listened to the audiotapes of the group meetings and 
compared them with the data of all of the students analyzed using the con­
tent analysis system. No additional pertinent statements of concepts or 
are reported. 
Questionnaire for H. E^. 406 students 
Analysis of the instrument The raw data from the 161 instruments 
completed by the students in the course on methods of teaching home econom­
ics and the students, who had been enrolled in the experimental course but 
were not yet enrolled in the methods course, were prepared for key punch­
ing. Code numbers were recorded, and cards were key punched directly from 
the answer sheets. 
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The first step in the analysis was to transform the raw data to normal 
deviates. The data were transformed because the intervals between the 
response values were not assumed to be equal, i.e., the individual who 
responds on the extreme points of the scale does so with greater certainty 
than one who uses the middle of the scale. The original numerical 
responses of 1 to 99 were, therefore, non-linearly transformed by using 
these numbers as if they were cumulative proportions. These cumulative 
proportions were referred to a cumulative standard normal curve table, and 
the corresponding normal deviates replaced the original responses. Using 
this transformation, a response of 1 becomes -2.33; a response of 50, 0; 
and a response of 99, 2.33. The normal deviates were then multiplied by 
100 to remove the decimal point and added to 300 to make all responses pos­
itive. The analyses from this point on were based on these normal devi­
ates. 
The next step in the analysis was to run 100 X 100 and 36 X 36 corre­
lation matrices of the items in Part I and Part II of the questionnaire, 
respectively. The cumulative grade point averages were included as vari­
ables for each part. Correlation matrices were computed by groups and as a 
total group using the pooled within-group variance. These matrices were 
examined to identify items with correlation coefficients of at least .21 
(p<.01) which seemed to be forming clusters. The items were also subjec­
tively inspected to discover if they were related logically by content. 
Only items meeting both criteria were included in clusters. The correla­
tion matrix using the pooled within-group variance was then rerun, printing 
items which has been identified as forming clusters next to one another. 
This matrix was examined to verify that the items selected had high corre-
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lation coefficients within the cluster and lower correlation coefficients 
outside the cluster. 
The reliabilities of the clusters were computed according to the 
following formula discussed by Warren, Klonglan, and Sabri (1969, pp. 14, 
15). 
r = Illi) =_ 
tt 1 + (n - l)(r) 
r^^ = reliability of the cluster 
= = Zr 
[n(n - l)]/2 
r = average intercorrelation among the items of the cluster 
Zr = sum of all correlation coefficients above or below the 
diagonal of the matrix 
n = number of items in cluster 
Tests of differences between groups The analysis of the question­
naire used in the study resulted in clusters which could then be used in 
testing differences which might exist between the two groups of students. 
The first step in this process was to determine cluster scores for each 
individual. The cluster scores for each subject were then divided by the 
standard deviation of the responses of that individual, either to the items 
in the cluster, if there were at least eight, or to the total number of 
items in all of the clusters when there were fewer than eight items in the 
cluster. Scores for Cluster 1, Part I, and Cluster 2, Part II, reported in 
Findings and Discussion, were divided by their own standard deviations. 
The other cluster scores were divided by the total standard deviation for 
the individual. 
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The procedure of dividing by the standard deviation provided responses 
adjusted for each individual's own response variability. This was a means 
of counteracting the tendency of some people to make extensive use of the 
extreme categories in reacting to the items and others to use only the mid­
dle categories. Liu (1971) stated that this "adjusted score is expected to 
be a better estimation of a person's true position on a certain trait or a 
particular attitude" (p. 29) and that it would result in a more accurate 
arrangement of individuals along a trait continuum. Conclusions of his 
study indicated that the use of the normal deviates as transformed scores 
and adjustment of these scores by the individual's response variability was 
effective in controlling the response set variance. 
The adjusted cluster scores were then used in a one-way analysis of 
variance program. The fixed effects model was (Snedecor & Cochran, 1967, 
p. 276); 
X.. = u,+a. + Z.. 
ij 1 ij 
i = 1,2 
j = 1 . . . n, n = 39, 122 
Level of significance required in this study for rejection of the hypothe­
ses was .05. 
The mean scores, standard deviations, and one-way analysis of variance 
were computed for each item in the questionnaire. These data were then 
examined for differences between groups on items which had not been 
included in the clusters. 
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Observation system for analysis of teaching 
Using the Analysis of Teaching instrument, the investigator analyzed 
the videotapes of the teaching sessions taught by the students. The tapes 
were analyzed in random order, and inter- and intrarater reliability coef­
ficients were computed during the analysis, as reported earlier in this 
chapter. The tapes analyzed were the 40 videotapes of the teaching ses­
sions taught by the students who took the experimental course. Hie 32 
videotapes from fall, winter, and spring quarters, 1970-1971, were complete 
with three teaching sessions recorded for each student. For the students 
enrolled spring quarter, 1970, seven recorded two teaching sessions, and 
one had only one teaching session recorded. 
Upon completion of the analysis, the ratings assigned by the investi­
gator were transformed to normal deviates. A separate analysis of variance 
was then run for each dimension of behavior for the instrument using three 
teaching sessions for 32 students and two teaching sessions for 39 stu­
dents . 
The fixed effects linear model for the two-way analyses of variance 
was (Kirk, 1968, p. 227): 
=  p ,  +  t t i  +  
i  =  1  . . .  3 2 ,  a n d  1  . . .  3 9  
j = 1, 2, 3, and 1, 2 
a = student 
P = teaching session 
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The analysis of variance format and the associated components of variance 
are shown in Table 1 (Kirk, 1968, p. 185). Level of significance selected 
for rejection of the hypotheses was .05. 
TABLE 1 
Analysis of Variance Format and Components of Variance 
df 
Source of variation 1^ 2b Components of variance 
Student (A) 31 38 2 2 a +bk^ 
Teaching session (B) 2 1 2^ , 2  CT + akg 
A X B (Error) 62 38 2 a  
Total 95 77 
^Analysis of variance using 32 students with 3 teaching sessions each. 
Analysis of variance using 39 students with 2 teaching sessions each. 
The analyses of variance were also run with cumulative grade point 
average as a covariate. When these results were compared with those from 
the model without the covariate, no differences of any consequence were 
observed. Therefore, only the results from the model without the covariate 
are reported. 
A correlation matrix was run using the 15 variables for the first 
teaching session and the 15 variables for the third teaching session. Cor­
relation coefficients of .32 and .41 (N = 39) were necessary for signifi­
cance at the .05 and .01 levels, respectively (Popham & Sirotnik, 1973, 
p. 382). 
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
The first section of this chapter contains the description of selected 
characteristics of the students who took the experimental course. This 
section includes the use of the case study method in describing character­
istics of the students who took the experimental course as well as two sam­
ple case studies of individual students. 
The second section reports the evaluation of the experimental course. 
Tests of differences between groups who took or did not take the experimen­
tal course were made on selected attitudes and concepts related to teaching 
and the home economics education curriculum. Tests of differences among 
teaching sessions and students were made on ratings of videotaped teaching 
sessions. The empirical hypotheses were rejected or not rejected on the 
basis of these tests. 
Selected Characteristics of Students 
This section presents the various data describing the selected charac­
teristics of the students during their participation within the experimen­
tal course. The selected characteristics include: (a) attitudes and con­
cepts related to teaching, (b) attitudes and concepts related to the home 
economics education curriculum, (c) teaching performance during the teach­
ing sessions, and (d) other characteristics related to home economics edu­
cation. The sources of information which were used were the audiotapes of 
the conferences between the students and their supervisors, audiotapes of 
the interviews, written reaction sheets by the students and the supervi­
sors, and the videotapes of the teaching sessions. 
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The data presented were organized into categories of characteristics 
in order to integrate the students* behaviors as identified during the 
course. The students' characteristics in terms of attitudes and concepts 
toward teaching and the home economics education curriculum are described 
through sample statements which were made by the students in relation to 
each characteristic. The number of students who made similar or comparable 
statements is included in parentheses immediately following each statement. 
Because decisions regarding the content to be included within the confer­
ences and written reaction sheets were left up to the individuals involved, 
all students did not make statements related to each of the characteristics 
listed, and some students responded in more than one way to each of the 
characteristics. Therefore, the number of students listed as making state­
ments under each characteristic does not equal the total number of stu­
dents. 
Teaching performance during the teaching sessions is described using 
the ratings for the dimensions of behavior in the Analysis of Teaching 
instrument. Performance is summarized and reported through mean scores and 
standard deviations for each dimension of behavior. 
Other characteristics of the students who took the experimental course 
are summarized. These data include (a) the mean cumulative grade point 
averages for those students who took the experimental course, (b) their 
experiences in working with children or teen-agers prior to taking the 
experimental course, and (c) such experiences during the year immediately 
after taking the experimental course. Comments made by the supervisors 
regarding strengths of the students and areas needing improvement are also 
included. 
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Attitudes and concepts related to teaching 
The attitudes and concepts related to teaching as expressed by the 
students taking the experimental course deal with self as a teacher, teach­
ing-learning process, and pupils. Within the discussion of each of these 
topics are several subtopics. 
Self as a teacher Identified as parts of the students' attitudes 
and concepts concerning themselves as teachers are their attitudes and con­
cepts regarding commitment toward teaching home economics, identification 
with home economics, enthusiasm for teaching, anxiety toward student teach­
ing, and expectations regarding performance as home economics student 
teachers. Each topic is discussed separately. 
Commitment toward teaching home economics Students taking the 
experimental course expressed different levels of commitment toward teach­
ing home economics. The following quotations are illustrative of the 
responses: 
I have always been certain that I wanted to be a teacher. I am 
excited about the chance to work with kids on a day-to-day basis 
and especially to teach home economics. Home economics teachers 
have a real opportunity to contribute to their students' personal 
development. I really am very excited about it. (11 students) 
I want to teach home economics. (12 students) 
When I first found out about the experimental course, I decided 
to take it because at that time I was very unsure as to whether 
or not I wanted to continue in the curriculum of home economics 
education. I was extremely unmotivated and told everyone that 
said, "Oh, so you are going to be a teacher," that "No, I didn't 
want to teach but felt that I wanted that kind of background to 
be able to always have something to fall back on." Now, I know 
that I want to teach. It's like I realize that after having this 
experience, my whole attitude has changed. (9 students) 
When I first decided to take this course, I had many doubts as to 
whether I really did want to teach or just thought that I did for 
the convenience of the length of the actual working year. After 
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completing the course, I feel as though I have an idea of which 
direction I am going as far as my future career is concerned. It 
is still not true that I definitely want to be a teacher, but I 
can say that I was pleased with my ability and the results from 
the students' standpoint, too. (5 students) 
Before taking the course I was very undecided about majoring in 
home economics education. This course sounded like just the 
ticket in helping me know whether to stay on in education or to 
switch to foods, which I have been interested in for a long time. 
One major fault on my part is that I was expecting this decision 
to just be cut and dried once I did this teaching. Since then, 
I've decided that such a short encounter with teaching couldn't 
give me a definite feeling of how it really is to be a teacher. 
I enjoyed the teaching sessions and the students, but I still 
don't know whether I want to teach. I may change my major to 
foods for awhile. (3 students) 
During the year after taking the experimental course, two of the students 
did change their major to other areas within home economics, and one stu­
dent withdrew from Iowa State University. 
Identification with home economics education Regarding their 
feelings of identify with home economics education, students commented: 
One happy surprise about this course is that it doesn't end here. 
I feel much more comfortable being in the department, now. I am 
especially happy that I became acquainted with more instructors 
in home economics education other than only knowing my advisor. 
(9 students) 
I enjoyed getting to know some other students who were also 
majoring in home economics education. (4 students) 
I didn't really feel like a teacher during the teaching sessions. 
I felt more like a student. But the teaching sessions did make 
me realize that I'm in school to learn to be a teacher and I feel 
like I'm more a part of what is going on in home economics educa­
tion now. (11 students) 
Enthusiasm for teaching Students reflected their enthusiasm 
toward teaching home economics through the following comments: 
Teaching is great I When students learn something that they 
didn't know before and are interested in it, it really makes you 
feel like you have accomplished something. (4 students) 
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When I was first informed about the option of taking this experi­
mental course, I was very excited - almost as excited as I am 
today about teaching! "Oiis opportunity is the greatest thing 
that has happened to me since I cam to Iowa State University. 
(4 students) 
I was pleased with the way my teaching session went. I believe 
the students learned i^at I wanted them to, and they were inter­
ested. (10 students) 
Teaching is okay. I guess there were some good things and some 
things that I need to do better when I'm student teaching. The 
subjects that I decided to teach weren't very interesting to the 
students. (9 students) 
Teaching varies from day to day. Sometimes you feel really 
enthusiastic about what you are teaching and sometimes you feel 
so-so. I guess if you taught the same thing over and over again 
or if you didn't like it to begin with, it could be boring. 
(5 students) 
If the students aren't interested in lAiat you are teaching, it 
makes it harder for the teacher to be enthusiastic. (3 students) 
Anxiety toward student teaching The students expressed anx­
iety regarding a variety of aspects of student teaching. Hie statements 
selected as typical are; 
It really scares me when I think how few really good teachers I 
have had. It makes me wonder if I'll end up being just one of 
the mediocre ones or if I'll be able to be one of the really good 
teachers. (12 students) 
I feel unsure of myself as far as putting out information for 
them (the pupils). I'm not sure that I know enough about home 
economics to really teach. I don't think that I have the back­
ground. Maybe I will by the time I graduate, but I don't see how 
I'm going to learn that much in two more years. (11 students) 
One aspect about teaching that frightens me is the amount of 
imagination it takes in planning what to teach and how to teach 
it the most effective way. I know now that you can't expect stu­
dents to all be interested in every subject or in every way of 
presenting it. Since not every student is going to be interested, 
how can you make the best of this situation? (8 students) 
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I have a fear of student teaching now that I had never even 
thought of before. It is different, more a case of will my stu­
dents be able to understand me, will they enjoy what I present? 
(4 students) 
I'm really concerned about whether I will be able to have control 
of my classes. This experience was enough to let me know that if 
the students aren't interested or aren't involved in what they 
are supposed to be doing, I could have discipline problems. 
(9 students) 
I'm not sure of how much life I can put into home economics in 
the classroom. My teaching may be cut and dried. I know that 
the students are willing to learn more if the course is interest­
ing. (8 students) 
I want most of all to involve the students in what we are doing. 
But, what do you do if they won't participate? My students were 
really good, but I've been in classes where the teacher would ask 
a question and no one would say anything. This scares me, and I 
don't know what to do. (6 students) 
It took me so long to prepare for these short teaching sessions, 
I'm not sure that I'll be able to be prepared when I do student 
teaching. (4 students) 
I feel more confident about student teaching now. I know there 
will be problems, but I think that by then I should be able to 
handle them with help. (10 students) 
This experience really helped me to get ready for student teach­
ing. More than anything else the course gave me some self-confi­
dence in what kind of a teacher I will be, because if I couldn't 
be a good teacher, I knew I didn't want to be a teacher at all. 
(3 students) 
I know that my relationship that I established with my three stu­
dents was good, so this may be a good indication that I might be 
able to develop a good relationship with a larger group also. I 
do feel now that I could make students feel comfortable in my 
presence. (6 students) 
At least I was able to have the students' respect. They paid 
attention as if I were a teacher. I feel much better about stu­
dent teaching now because I was worried about whether I would be 
able to have the students' respect. I know that the two situa­
tions are different, but they did respond well to me, and I'm not 
as worried now. (4 students) 
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The above statements reflect differences in concerns about student 
teaching. Most students indicated concerns about themselves in the teach­
ing situation, and some students expressed concern for the pupils and their 
learning. 
Expectations regarding performance as a home economics student 
teacher The following comments reflect the students' thoughts and feel­
ings regarding their future performance during student teaching: 
I will show my students much respect and concern. Students will 
usually respond well to a teacher who does show them respect and 
concern, so I hope ny students will respect me. (5 students) 
I was quite concerned with content in these teaching sessions, 
maybe overly concerned. I hope that during student teaching con­
tent will still be important but that I can involve the students 
more. (6 students) 
I developed and improved in this course in eye contact with my 
students, slowing ny talking down, and not acting so nervous. 
This should make me a better student teacher. (12 students) 
One strength that I had, that I hope I maintain, was that I 
really was interested in my students. I think that they knew 
this. (8 students) 
I think that students respond well to a young teacher, and I will 
be young. I will be able to relate to them better than an older 
teacher, and they will understand this because it hasn't been 
very long since I was going through the same kinds of experiences 
that they are going through. (8 students) 
I should know more than the students about home economics, so I 
should have something to offer them. (7 students) 
I hope I will always be able to take the students' viewpoint into 
consideration. (6 students) 
I have a conscientious, sincere attitude in my approach to teach­
ing and am willing to work hard in order to do well. (6 students) 
Many of the statements listed previously regarding the students' anxieties 
toward student teaching also can be considered to reflect some of their 
views about their future performance in student teaching. 
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Teaching-learning process Included with the variable, the teaching-
learning process, are: the role of the teacher, curriculum planning, and 
evaluation, techniques and methods of teaching dealing with both degree and 
type of pupil involvement, teacher-pupil relationships including interac­
tion as well as verbal and non-verbal communication, and the responsibili­
ties of the learner. Statements reflecting attitudes and concepts as 
expressed by the students in the experimental course are included for each 
of the above aspects of the teaching-learning process. 
Role of the teacher The students who took the experimental 
course had several different viewpoints regarding the roles of teachers. 
Statements which are representative are: 
I know that in high school I had teachers who thought that they 
were just the greatest. They wouldn't really try to communicate 
with the students in any way. Maybe because of this, maybe 
because of my personality, but I feel that I'll be more of a 
friend than a teacher. One thing I'll be concerned about, per­
haps more than I should be, will be that of respect. But, that's 
the way I want it right now. I want them to have a feeling that 
they can tell me about their problems and have an open line of 
communication. Really, when you scop and chink about it, what 
high school teacher are you more apt to discuss problems about 
dating, sex, friends, parents, etc. to than your home economics 
teacher? (8 students) 
Up until now I hadn't seriously considered how really important 
any teacher is. It is up to her about so many things that go on 
in the classroom and with the students. For example, it is up to 
her really how relevant what the students learn in the classroom 
is. Both the parts of the subject matter that she decides to 
teach and how she goes about teaching make a big difference. 
(9 students) 
The teacher in a way controls the whole atmosphere of the class­
room. It is the way she handles her relationships with her stu­
dents that makes the difference between having a class that is 
free and open or one that is very structured and down to business 
all of the time with no time for looking at a problem unless it 
is in the plan for the day. (6 students) 
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There are different ways that teachers can let you know that they 
are interested in what you are learning or in your personal 
growth. They can let you know by just their manner or the way 
they act when they are with you or by the amount of effort that 
they put into the class. (8 students) 
I think of the home economics teacher as an example for her stu­
dents. She ought to be or live what she is teaching. (14 stu­
dents) 
Home economics teachers especially need to keep up-to-date and 
informed. Otherwise how can they expect their classes to be 
relevant? (14 students) 
The home economics teacher needs to be enthusiastic about what­
ever she is teaching. If she is, the students will pick it up 
better and faster. If she isn't, then the students should at 
least be able to tell that she cares. If she doesn't, then she 
shouldn't be teaching. (6 students) 
Teachers usually have a knack for standing up in front of a class 
and saying whatever comes naturally. Whatever they say should 
relate either to what the course is about or to something that 
the students are interested in, and then the students will lis­
ten. (7 students) 
It is the teacher's responsibility in a discussion to see that it 
doesn't go way off on a tangent. Of course, she needs to be 
flexible and pick up on points relevant to her pupils. I think 
that the more a teacher knows about her subject, the better she 
is at doing this. It is also imporcant for her to have a purpose 
in mind. Rambling discussions really don't do anyone much good. 
The students need some kind of a background for a discussion in 
order to structure their thinking and give the group something 
specific to talk about. (12 students) 
I didn't feel or look like a teacher. Or anyway, I don't think 
that is what a teacher feels like. Of course, my idea of a 
teacher is the kind of person who is up in front of the class and 
lectures or gives out information to the students because that is 
what I've had all my life. Most teachers don't get into discus­
sions or things like that. Lectures usually end up just turning 
the students off unless the teacher is really interesting or for 
some reason the student is especially interested in the subject 
already. (4 students) 
Teachers always have a tendency to look for the bad things in 
people, and all they can think of is to criticize. (3 students) 
s 
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Curriculum planning One aspect of the total responsibilities 
involved in teaching is curriculum planning. Representative statements of 
the students which indicate attitudes and concepts related to curriculum 
planning are; 
I never thought about why a teacher chose what she did to teach 
before taking this course. There are more things to think about 
than I imagined. I never thought about whether a student needed 
to know this particular bit of. information before. There are 
more things to teach than there is time for in a high school pro­
gram. (11 students) 
It is the teacher's responsibility to decide what content to 
teach. I think that what is going on today, the trends today, 
ought to be thought about in deciding what to teach. I think 
it's all right to teach something the students don't really need 
right now, to let them be thinking about it. Maybe they can then 
help their parents. But, the students need to be looking ahead 
in order to plan for the future, and home economics can help them 
to do this. (12 students) 
Trying to decide what is important to teach is a big job, and you 
have to watch out because teachers often end up teaching just 
what they are interested in, not what the students need or would 
be interested in. (9 students) 
I think that in most schools the curriculum is set up, and the 
teacher is supposed to teach basically what she is given. 
(3 students) 
I think the most important thing to consider in planning what is 
to be included in a course is what your students are interested 
in. If they aren't interested, they aren't going to pay atten­
tion, and then the teacher really doesn't do anything. (4 stu­
dents) 
More specifically, considering individual lesson planning, the follow­
ing comments are typical of what the students said: 
I had trouble deciding how much material I needed for the time 
that I had to teach. I wasn't sure how much they knew or if dur­
ing the class we might want to branch off on something else. I 
might think I had enough material for that session, and it would 
work out to be way extra, much more than we had time for. It 
could have worked out that I wouldn't have had enough, and then I 
don't know what I would have done. I think it is better to have 
too much planned for a class. (15 students) 
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You have to have a plan when you go into the classroom. You need 
to know what you want to do, but if that doesn't work out, you 
need to have something else in mind or be able to think on your 
feet and decide what to do next. (9 students) 
You can't go into the classroom and think that you have the whole 
session planned out step by step. It doesn't work out the way 
you had it planned; you might come up against something that you 
hadn't planned for or a student will say or do something that you 
didn't expect. Also, you might have assumed that the students 
knew something that they didn't, so you have to take time to 
explain it to them. (13 students) 
Planning takes much more time than I had anticipated. There is a 
lot of work involved in getting ready just to teach for 20 min­
utes, especially if you don't know your subject matter very well 
and have to get it down pat before the lesson. (15 students) 
After I saw the tape, I thought, "Gee, I sure could have shown 
more enthusiasm in it." It sounded kind of dry. But then I 
thought that I had had this lesson prepared for the Tuesday 
before, and I'd gone over it and over it, I'm afraid maybe I 
went over it too much. If I would have just prepared it maybe a 
couple of days ahead of time and gone in there, I would maybe 
have been more enthused about the whole thing. (6 students) 
Evaluation of pupil learning In considering evaluation of 
pupil learning as an important part of evaluation of teaching, the students 
taking the experimental course made the following statements; 
The most commonly used means of determining whether students have 
learned what the teacher intended is through giving the students 
tests. I guess tests could also be used to see if the teacher 
got her point across. (6 students) 
The most important way for a teacher to evaluate what her stu­
dents have learned and how they are progressing toward her objec­
tives is by observing and listening to them. The feedback from 
the students is the most important clue to the teacher. She can 
learn a lot just by watching her students and listening to them. 
This can be done in any kind of class, but it is really good in 
discussion. She can ask them what they have learned in a discus­
sion or can tell what they have learned through the kinds of 
answers they give to other questions. (12 students) 
You can tell if you are reaching your students from the feedback 
that they give you. Sometimes this feedback is what they tell 
you or ask you, but it also can be the way they are acting. For 
example, if students act bored or become discipline problems. 
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then they probably aren't involved and aren't learning what you 
had planned. (3 students) 
Techniques and methods of teaching The students of the exper^ 
imental course expressed their attitudes and concepts about techniques and 
methods of teaching generally in terms of either the degree or type of stu 
dent involvement with each method or technique. Regarding the degree of 
pupil involvement, the following comments are representative; 
A review can be a good means of involving all of the pupils 
through discussion as long as you don't do it too long. (3 stu­
dents) 
In a discussion, students will enjoy it more and everyone can be 
involved as much as they want if you are sure to ask some ques­
tions that you know that all students have an answer to. (10 
students) 
I guess you can be sure that the students in a regular classroom 
are involved more if for a discussion you divided them up into 
small groups with the question written down to discuss. Students 
who might be afraid to speak out in the regular class may be more 
apt to in the small group. (4 students) 
One means of providing for participation for all students is 
through written assignments. Then the students could do as much 
or go as far as they want to. (3 students) 
I think a lot of times lectures leave the students out. I can 
remember classes that I have had where if you had an idea but it 
didn't agree with the teacher's idea, then it wasn't right. The 
teacher's way was the only right way. You had to just accept 
what the teacher said with no chance to present your side. If 
you didn't accept what she said and put that on a test, that was 
just too bad because you would have missed it right off. I don't 
think that was fair. (3 students) 
When I am in a lecture, I have a tendency to let myself be not 
involved in what the teacher is saying. Then I'm bored and don't 
get much out of the class. (14 students) 
If you use some kind of a stimulus to get your students involved 
in the beginning, it is then much easier to keep them involved 
and interested. The stimulus could be some kind of a visual aid 
or an interest catching story or question. (7 students) 
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If you can get active participation instead of passive informa­
tion across in your class, it will mean more to your students. 
Of course active participation means give and take between the 
students and the teacher, and you may not be able to cover as 
much material. However, in the long run it will probably mean 
more to the students. (15 students) 
It was really strange. One of the things that I most wanted to 
do as a teacher was to have my students really involved in what 
we were doing. When I watched the tape, I realized that I was 
the only one who was really involved in what was going on. (13 
students) 
One main advantage of having the teacher in control of the situa­
tion and limiting the amount of student participation such as in 
a lecture is that then the teacher can be sure to present the 
subject matter that she wants to. In a discussion where she 
shares control of what happens, the students help determine what 
is covered. The pupils' feedback in the discussion does tell her 
if they are interested or already know the information. (5 stu­
dents) 
Expanding upon their ideas about pupil involvement, the students made 
the following statements; 
Visual aids will help the students to be involved when you are 
lecturing. Letting them see something helps them to be inter­
ested because you are reaching the sense of sight as well as 
hearing. (10 students) 
You can involve the students in a class by asking them to read 
something out loud, write on the chalk board for you, or help you 
in some other way. (4 students) 
In a discussion, both teachers and students are involved; at 
least they both have to do more thinking than in a lecture. 
(4 students) 
In teaching you should try to reach as many of the students' 
senses as you can. This is one thing that is against lectures, 
because in a lecture you really are only reaching the one sense, 
hearing, and that is why the students don't like it. (13 stu­
dents) 
The students were more interested in the lessons where I got them 
to participate, either verbally in a discussion or actively by 
doing something. (11 students) 
I don't like to use the chalk board. When I turned around to use 
it, I couldn't tell what the students were doing, I didn't know 
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if they were looking at me and what I was doing or if they were 
doing something completely different. (4 students) 
Teacher-pupil relationships Attitudes and concepts relating to 
teacher-pupil relationships were expressed by the students. For example: 
I really liked the students. They were really great to me. The 
girl told me afterward that she had enjoyed ray lesson. (14 stu­
dents) 
I wasn't as concerned about whether the students would like me as 
I thought I would be. When I was teaching, I thought more about 
the subject I was teaching. (8 students) 
I think that establishing a sense of trust with your students is 
one of the most important parts of teaching. However, with just 
our teaching sessions we really couldn't do much toward this. 
(4 students) 
More specifically, typical comments that were made dealing with interaction 
during the teaching sessions are: 
The first time I was worried about the students' reaction to me. 
This time I was more relaxed, but I was still hesitant to tell 
the students to quiet down when they were all talking because I 
was afraid that they might not like me. Thinking back now, I 
think that students respect you more if you maintain discipline 
in the classroom. I think they will still like you and respect 
you as long as you are fair and expect the same of ail of che 
students. (5 students) 
Students don't want you to communicate with them on a student-
student or buddy-buddy level. They want what takes place in the 
classroom to be on a teacher-student level. Then they will 
respect you. Of course, they expect you to have the background 
to know what you are talking about. (8 students) 
Only poor teachers let the students take over and run what goes 
on in the class. Students want to hear what the teacher thinks 
or knows, too. However, teachers need to give the students an 
opportunity to participate, and when they do participate, the 
teacher should listen. (4 students) 
Illustrating their awareness of the role which both verbal and non-verbal 
communication perform in teacher-pupil interaction, the following comments 
were made: 
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What the students say is one of the best means for the teacher to 
know what the students are thinking. She can ask questions to 
get at the kind of feedback that she wants. (9 students) 
I could tell a lot more about the students by watching them than 
I realized that teachers could. For example, sometimes the stu­
dents would have this really bored look on their faces, and I 
could tell that they weren't interested, or sometimes they would 
look confused and I knew I had gone too fast or once that my 
directions weren't clear to them. When they are listening and 
are interested, you can tell by their expression, too. It is not 
only by what the student says that the teacher knows, but she can 
tell what the student is feeling. I guess I always knew that, 
but I didn't realize how much expressions showed the teacher. 
(10 students) 
The teacher has to be aware of everything that the students do. 
You have to watch their physical movements, their facial expres­
sions, and everything that they do. You have to interpret all of 
these things along with their verbal expressions to be sure that 
you are getting something across to them. (7 students) 
With only three students, it wasn't too hard to keep eye contact 
with them and notice what they were doing, but I can imagine that 
in a class of 20 or 25 it would be much harder for the teacher to 
be able to know what all of her students are doing. (12 students) 
Responsibilities of the learner Students taking the experimen­
tal course varied widely with respect to their concepts and attitudes toward 
the responsibilities of the learner. Sample comments are as follows: 
It is the teacher's responsibility to give a stimulus to her stu­
dents, and it's up to them how they respond to it. I mean that I 
don't think the teacher is responsible for what the student 
learns. That is up to him. If he wants to take advantage of 
what you offer him, that is fine. If he doesn't want to take 
advantage, then that is no concern of yours. Anyway, a lot of a 
teacher's expressed concern about her student is superficial, and 
she probably doesn't mean much of it. If a student doesn't learn 
from your class, then that really is his problem. (3 students) 
You can't make someone else learn something if they really don't 
want to learn it. However, I think that the younger the student 
is, then the less responsibility he has for what he learns. In 
high school it is the teacher's responsibility to see that the 
students know why what they are learning is important and then to 
present it in a way that is interesting. Then it is the stu­
dent's responsibility to get what he can out of each class 
because he will need it later. (5 students) 
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I think that it depends upon the situation as to how much respon­
sibility the student has for what he learns. In one class depend­
ing on the abilities and needs of the student, the responsibility 
could vary. Actually if both student and teacher went more than 
half way, there wouldn't be as many problems. (4 students) 
Pupils Comments were also made by the students in the experimental 
course which reflected attitudes and concepts concerning pupils. The com­
ments were categorized according to behavior within the classroom environ­
ment, characteristics of pupils including both individual and group, and 
needs of pupils in home economics subject matter and individual develop­
ment. 
Behavior within the classroom environment Representative com­
ments are: 
The students were really great I They were interested, they vol­
unteered answers to my questions, they listened, and really 
appeared to be eager to learn all that I could teach them. (9 
students) 
When you are one of the last ones to get to teach, it seems that 
the only thing that they are interested in is, "What are we going 
to get to eat." (5 students) 
The students didn't bother me. They didn't try to play any games 
or set up any schemes to try to throw me off of what I was trying 
to do. They didn't discourage me. (18 students) 
We weren't with the students long enough for them to get to know 
us well enough to figure out how they could irritate us. In some 
ways the situation was too ideal. The students didn't have time 
to build up any walls against you or to be real problems. I 
thought they were really cooperative, but you could see that if 
they did have more time, they could do some things. They prob­
ably would try to do something at some time to irritate you. Any 
age would do that. (13 students) 
There are always going to be students in your class who are going 
to be indifferent and don't really care too much about what you 
do. But, you also will usually have some students who really do 
care and who will like what you do. (7 students) 
If you have a really bad day in teaching, you need to keep your 
spirits up and remember that even the best teachers don't reach 
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every student every day. If one student is acting up and not 
paying attention, maybe another student will be paying attention 
to you. (4 students) 
Characteristics of pupils There was not a concensus among the 
students taking the experimental course regarding pupils' characteristics. 
The statements selected as representative of the attitudes and concepts 
concerning the characteristics of individual pupils are: 
I felt so sorry for one of the boys. He was having so much 
trouble. I kept trying to help him, but he wanted to do it him­
self, so I let him alone. I think he was just all thumbs in 
working with these delicate things. (3 students) 
The students reacted quite differently. I expected the girl to 
be interested, and I wasn't sure how the two boys would react. 
Instead, the two boys were very interested and were really 
involved in what we were doing. The girl just sat there. (6 
students) 
After the first teaching session when the students talked so 
much, I expected the same kind of response the rest of the time. 
I had forgotten that students feel differently on different days. 
The girl was the only one that really participated, and yet the 
two boys said that the session was interesting. (5 students) 
Typical references that were made to characteristics of the pupils as 
a group are: 
I was worried about coming up with topics that the students would 
be interested in doing. It turned out that they were more inter­
ested in more things than I expected them to be. In fact, some­
times they were more interested than the university students were 
when we did this in class. (3 students) 
They surprised me in how intelligent they were. They really were 
able to understand some relatively difficult ideas very quickly. 
(12 students) 
After you get away from high school, you have a tendency to for­
get what kids are like at the different levels. Sometimes you 
might think of sophomores as not that educated or as not having 
been exposed to very many different things, but they are, or they 
have been. It is good to realize that before you go out to do 
student teaching. (10 students) 
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Circumstances certainly do affect the way the students act. They 
were different each time that I taught. (14 students) 
The students aren't afraid to say exactly what they think when 
they are thinking it. I was surprised at their freedom to make 
negative comments. I'll be more ready for this during student 
teaching now and allow my students to say what they think. (9 
students) 
The students were more immature than I expected. I know each one 
is different, but as a group they were more immature. (12 stu­
dents) 
The students were more mature than I expected them to be. They 
understand and are concerned with more mature ideas than I did or 
was at that age. (8 students) 
Needs of pupils This variable was divided into the needs of 
pupils in home economics subject matter and needs related to individual 
development. Representative statements reflecting the students' attitudes 
and concepts related to pupils' needs in home economics subject matter are: 
I never thought about having boys in class before, but I guess 
more and more boys are taking it. I can see that home economics 
would be good for boys, too. They do live in homes. Boys really 
should have home économies because at home maybe they like to 
cook so they learn a few of the basics of cooking. But most guys 
I know have absolutely no knowledge whatever about nutrition. 
And there are other areas that they need, too, like sewing on but­
tons or how to do laundry. (5 students) 
I wanted to teach my students something that they could use. I 
wanted it to be something that they could take away and apply it 
to something. Maybe they couldn't use it right then, but some­
time they could use it. (7 students) 
I wanted to teach something that would be interesting to me and 
something that high school students are interested in. It should 
apply closely to their lives. In home economics we teach the 
basics like nutrition, how to sew, and consumerism. It is hard 
to change what has always been done. (8 students) 
Typical statements reflecting the students' attitudes and concepts regard­
ing the pupils' needs in relation to individual development are: 
The students need help in planning for the future. Some will go 
to college, but some will not. Many will get married and have a 
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family. Some of these will work, too. You have to help the stu­
dents prepare for this. (5 students) 
With each class you are really teaching a group of individuals 
with different abilities and backgrounds. If you teach for the 
slower pupils, you will bore the brighter pupils. If you teach 
for the brighter pupils, you will leave the slower pupils behind. 
Home economics is a good course to individualize. Then you can 
try to provide something for everyone, (3 students) 
Home economics provides an unique opportunity to help students to 
understand each other and to accept one another. (3 students) 
If students are going to grow personally when they are in your 
class, you have to give them support and encouragement. As a 
teacher you would show them where they can improve, but this must 
be done carefully. It could be done so that the student is left 
with little self-respect which you don't want. Also, if the stu­
dent is too discouraged, he won't want to try to do that thing 
again. Looking at what you do well gives you greater confidence 
to try to become better. It is the idea of believing that some­
one cares enough about you as a person to see you through and who 
thinks that you do have some characteristics that make you a 
worthwhile human being. (3 students) 
Attitudes and concepts related to the home economics education curriculum 
Selected statements that the students made during the experimental 
course reflecting their attitudes and concepts related to the home econom­
ics curriculum are in this section. Included are the statements concerning 
the required courses in home economics, courses in home economics educa­
tion including the required courses and the experimental course, required 
courses in education, courses fulfilling general education requirements, 
and the student's responsibility for self-directed learning. 
Required courses in home economics Statements of the students 
reflected differences in the students' attitudes and concepts related to 
home economics courses. Typical statements are: 
In the home economics courses you get such a general overview you 
don't really find out what you are supposed to teach to high 
school students. Then, when you get to student teaching, you are 
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just supposed to know everything. I get really scared when I 
think about it. (5 students) 
The home economics courses that I have taken were really good. I 
wish that I had paid more attention to what the teacher was doing 
as she was teaching, and I wish that I had taken better notes now. 
I know I'm going to need them. (9 students) 
I should be well prepared in home economics subjects like child 
development, foods and nutrition, and textiles and clothing by 
the time that I graduate. Anyway, I should know where to go to 
get any information that I should ever need. (6 students) 
Courses in home economics education Representative comments 
regarding the required courses in home economics education are: 
I can see why courses in methods of teaching home economics will 
be very useful. I'm looking forward to them. (5 students) 
I wish that there was another course offered for us to take in 
our junior year. It seems like a long time before we have 
another home economics education course. (12 students) 
I know now that there are a lot of things that I need to know 
about teaching before I do student teaching. I have a lot of 
questions that I hope the other courses in home economics educa­
tion will answer. (4 students) 
Concerning the experimental course, the following statements are rep­
resentative of those made by the students taking the experimental course: 
I think that the course was very worthwhile. I was glad I was 
involved in it. (23 students) 
The course helps you to discover what you have to do to prepare 
yourself to become a teacher. It will help us to be ready to 
teach. (16 students) 
It does give you some teaching experience. If you can't enjoy 
teaching three pupils, you know that you'11 have a hard time 
enjoying teaching a whole class. (8 students) 
I liked the fact that we were left entirely to ourselves as far 
as what we taught and how we went about teaching it. Of course, 
if you wanted help or suggestions, you could get them, but there 
weren't a lot of requirements that everyone had to follow. You 
could make of it what you wanted to. (9 students) 
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I'm more sensitive to my teachers now. I watch more how they 
teach and what they do to present their subject matter. I never 
really thought about that before. (14 students) 
I'm more conscious about what I will need when I'm teaching as to 
the subject matter. I'm not interested in memorizing a whole 
bunch of facts to just forget later, but I'm interested in getting 
more out of my courses. (18 students) 
Every now and then when I would get bogged down with tests and 
things in other courses, I would think that I sure was spending a 
lot of time on this one credit course. But, then I always think 
that this course is worthwhile, and I'm going to use it. (13 
students) 
I think it should be a two credit course. You put a lot of time 
into the preparation of the lessons that you teach. I probably 
put about equal amounts of time into the preparation of the three 
lessons. (Time ranged from 1 hour to 12 hours for one session, 
with the majority of students spending 2 to 4 hours in prepara­
tion for each lesson.) (11 students) 
I don't think it is necessary to change the number of credit 
hours. One credit is really adequate for the course. (4 stu­
dents) 
I don't think the purpose of the course is to make it as easy to 
teach as possible. I had about the right amount of challenge for 
me. You wouldn't want to set up so many challenges that we 
couldn't do it, either. Then it would scare off the students or 
make us feel that we couldn't do it. If it was too easy, the 
girls going out to student teach would have an unrealistic idea 
as to what teaching would be like. It should be as realistic as 
you can make it. (6 students) 
I wish we could have more time in the teaching sessions. Then 
you could plan on teaching something more or going into something 
with a little more depth. (4 students) 
The videotaping was a very important part of the course. I saw 
so many things in viewing the tape that I didn't realize went on 
or that I was doing during the actual session. (13 students) 
Viewing the videotape was a real shock the first time. I had 
never seen myself before or anything like that. It was really 
different than I expected. (6 students) 
Regarding the supervisor's role in the course, typical comments are; 
I feel that the supervisor's role is perhaps one of the major 
ones in the whole program. I could generally see some good 
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things in the videotape that I'd done, but I basically saw the 
negative side. It was my supervisor who said, "Let's take the 
things you feel you didn't do entirely right and see why." 
Through this discussion with her, I realized that while I have a 
long way to go to become a teacher, there is hope. The things 
weren't all that bad. Also, she had many suggestions of how I 
could improve something that I never would have thought about. 
She was very encouraging. I can't really say how helpful she was 
to me in this experience. I do feel though that it is important 
for the supervisors to let the students try what they want, then 
take what they have done and build from there. (14 students) 
The supervisor's purpose was really to sort of understand our 
problems, if we had any, and help us with them. She was there to 
talk over how we thought about what we did. (7 students) 
The following comments are typical of what was said concerning the 
fact that high school pupils functioned as the pupils in the experimental 
course: 
Having boys to teach was the biggest challenge. It was really 
difficult to think of something to do that boys would be inter­
ested in doing. (9 students) 
I thought the age level of the students (sophomores in high 
school) was really good to work with because I didn't realize how 
really intelligent they are. (11 students) 
The high school students are a very important part of our learning 
experience. They presented problems, the problems were real, and 
I wouldn't have predicted the way they acted each time. They were 
all individuals. (14 students) 
If we were teaching students our own age, you wouldn't feel like 
a teacher. It would be more like just giving a speech in a class 
or sharing ideas with other people, and they were all sitting 
there analyzing your presentation. They would be too kind to you 
because they would want you to give them a break when they were 
teaching you. (11 students) 
Most of us have taken the same courses before, so if I was going 
to get up and talk about color or something like that, my stu- • 
dents would all already know what I know about it. If I were the 
student, I would try to help the teacher out by answering all of 
the questions. (5 students) 
If you could have the same pupils each time, it would be better 
because then you could get to know them better. You would know 
more what they were like and what to expect from them. I know 
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you can't make them come, and sometimes something comes up that 
they can't come. I would have liked to have been able to have 
followed through with the same students, though, instead of hav­
ing the substitutes. (5 students) 
I would like to know more about our pupils before we had them in 
class. It would have helped to know generally what courses they 
were taking, something about their interests, and a little about 
their family backgrounds. (5 students) 
Required courses in education Comments in which students reflected 
attitudes and concepts regarding education courses are as follows: 
Ihis experience will help me to see the relevance of the educa­
tion courses that we take. It helps to have something to apply 
what the teachers are talking about to, like our experiences 
teaching here. (9 students) 
I don't understand why more of the classes don't have us do some­
thing real like this. So many of the courses are so theoretical 
that they really don't help you much when you get to student 
teaching. (11 students) 
Courses fulfilling general education requirements Typical comments 
relating to this variable reflected students' beliefs regarding the value 
of their general education courses. The comments are: 
I don't understand why we have to take so many courses that have 
nothing to do with preparing to become teachers. Wouldn't we be 
better prepared \dien we graduate if we could have more practical 
kinds of courses and fewer of the ones that don't apply? (12 
students) 
I can see now why courses like English and history are important 
for all teachers. Students could ask you any kind of question, 
and you need a kind of broad background from which to draw in 
order to be able to apply home economics. (3 students) 
Responsibility for self-directed learning Representative state­
ments made fay the students reflecting their views about their responsibil­
ity for further learning are: 
I'm going to be more conscious of getting more out of my classes. 
Because now I know I'm going to need the information that is 
there. I'm going to start keeping all the applicable kinds of 
materials that I come across. (15 students) 
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I'm going to be more aware of the way that my teachers teach 
their classes. I will be watching for interesting ways of pre­
senting information and ways of organizing subject matter so that 
it is easier to understand. (11 students) 
I would like to go back and talk to some of the teachers that I 
have had that I thought were really good teachers and see if I 
could pick up anything about teaching just by talking to them. 
(5 students) 
Teaching performance during the teaching sessions 
Mean ratings and standard deviations of the students' teaching per­
formance as assessed using the dimensions of the Analysis of Teaching 
instrument are shown in Table 2. An examination of the table reveals that 
the students were exhibiting strengths as measured by the Analysis of 
Teaching instrument in Dimensions 5 and 15. Dimension 5 dealt with 
expressing accurate concepts and Dimension 15 with showing consistency 
between the lesson plan and the class session. Mean scores for Dimension 5 
were 110 and 106 for the first and third teaching session, respectively. 
Dimension 15 had mean scores of 146 and 123 for the first and third teach­
ing sessions, respectively. 
Dimensions of behavior which particularly illustrate a need for 
improvement were 7, 14, 6, 1, and 8. These dimensions are listed in 
ascending order according to mean scores. All had negative scores indicat­
ing that the students tended not to perform the behaviors. The dimensions 
were concerned with the following behaviors: guiding pupils to state gen­
eralizations, providing opportunities for open-ended inquiry, developing 
generalizations, indicating purposes of the class, and asking questions 
contributing to achievement of objectives. 
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TABLE 2 
Means and Standard Deviations for Ratings of Teaching Sessions 
Teaching session 
1 3 
Dimensions of behavior Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
1. Indicated purposes of the class within 
the introductory statements. -19® 42 -32 62 
2. Related major parts of the lesson to 
each other either by statement or flow 
of plan. 65 44 81 39 
3. Provided a combination of activities 
likely to lead to attainment of objec­
tives. 48 35 63 42 
4. Selected concepts appropriate for home 
economics instruction at the secondary 
level. 61 67 72 54 
5. Expressed concepts accurately. 110 38 106 42 
6. Developed generalizations including 
their being stated. -122 113 -26 103 
7. Guided pupils to state generalizations 
or conclusions. -227 22 -205 66 
8. Asked questions which contributed to 
the achievement of the objectives by 
the pupils. -84 115 0 93 
9. Clarified statements x*?hen questioned on 
a specific point or rephrased content. 3 25 24 34 
10. Admitted lack of knowledge on a point 
she did not know. 4 17 8 22 
11. Involved pupils in the learning process. -63 122 76 66 
12. Exhibited concern for pupils and their 
learning. 11 45 76 48 
13. Used opportunities for teaching which 
arose unexpectedly. -20 63 -13 57 
14. Provided opportunities for open-ended 
inquiry on the part of the pupils. -208 70 -134 108 
15. Showed consistency between lesson plan 
and class session. 146 27 123 35 
^ean ratings are expressed as normal deviates ranging from -233 to 
233. 
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Generally, the relatively low mean scores for the ratings using the 
dimensions of behavior of the Analysis of Teaching instrument indicate that 
the students need improvement in these dimensions before becoming teachers. 
However, the standard deviations for the dimensions indicate a wide vari­
ance among the students in the ratings. Therefore, actual needs of the 
students in the future vary. Teaching performamce by teaching session and 
by student is further discussed in a later section of this chapter. 
Other characteristics 
The mean cumulative grade point average for the students taking the 
experimental course was 2.98 on a 4.00 scale. The standard deviation was 
.45. An analysis of variance was computed comparing the mean cumulative 
grade point averages of the students who took the experimental course and 
the remaining home economics education majors who did not take the experi­
mental course and were classified as sophomores at the same time as those 
taking the experimental course. The analysis revealed no significant dif­
ferences between the two groups (F = .17 with 1 and 159 df). The mean 
cumulative grade point average for the students who did not take the exper­
imental course was 2.95, and the standard deviation was .43. 
The students who took the experimental course varied widely in the 
amount of experience that they had in working with children and teen-agers 
as did the remaining home economics majors who did not take the experimen­
tal course. The students who took the experimental course ranged in expe­
rience from four students who stated that they had no previous experience 
in working with children or teen-agers to three students who had at least 
five different types of background experiences including volunteer and wage 
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earning jobs. The experiences most frequently listed were camp counseling, 
camp administration, teaching swimming lessons, teaching Bible school or 
Sunday school, working in city summer recreation programs, assisting with 
4-H or Girl Scouts, working as extension aides, and working in an expanded 
nutrition program. Of the 40 students who took the experimental course, 23 
reported that during the year following the experimental course they had 
some additional experience in working with children or teen-agers. Seven 
other students volunteered the information that they would have liked to 
have worked with children or teen-agers, but they already had other jobs 
and needed the income from those jobs in order to continue their college 
education. 
Synthesis 
Evidence was presented which indicates that the students taking the 
experimental course varied in their attitudes and concepts related to 
teaching and to the home economics education curriculum, teaching perform­
ance during the teaching sessions, cumulative grade point averages, and 
previous experience in working with children and teen-agers. There also 
was variation in the direction and content of the conferences among the 
different supervisors. However, along with the variation exhibited, it is 
possible to describe some overall trends among the students taking the 
experimental course. 
Generally, the students felt free to take advantage of the opportuni­
ties offered in the experimental course. They experimented with different 
styles and methods of teaching and explored their feelings and thoughts 
about these. Most of the students were more concerned with themselves and 
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their personal feelings at the beginning of the course than at the end of 
the course when most of the students had at least become aware of the 
impact of pupils on a class situation. Many students showed an increased 
awareness of the responsibilities of a teacher for her students and an 
increased willingness to accept these responsibilities. Some students were 
quite sensitive to the needs, interests, and the reactions of the pupils. 
Most of the students did show their ability to examine their potential 
as a teacher. Many students were able, with the assistance of the supervi­
sor, to look at themselves quite objectively, to analyze their teaching 
experience, and to identify what appeared to work for them in terms of 
teaching specific concepts in home economics subject matter and working 
with pupils. The students seemed to be very honest and open with them­
selves at this stage of development. It appeared that the majority of the 
students who were less able to look at themselves objectively and analyze 
their teaching experiences were also students who had less previous experi­
ence in working with children and teen-agers. These students showed a need 
for the supervisor to be more directive in order for the student to be able 
to constructively analyze the experience. 
As the students progressed through the teaching experience, they had a 
tendency to see teaching and their undergraduate curriculum in a more real­
istic manner. Most students stated that their course work at the univer­
sity would have increased meaning to them because they could see why they 
needed the courses after their experiences in the experimental course. The 
one major exception to this was that no student stated that her general 
education courses would have increased meaning. Rather, the comments 
regarding these courses became more negative, indicating that a few stu-
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dents could see no reason for taking the general education courses. It 
appears that the students need assistance in comprehending the relationship 
between the general education courses and their total education. 
At the end of the experimental course, many students still had some 
rather naive or simplistic views about teaching. Many students also held 
some misconceptions regarding home economics or aspects of the teaching-
learning process. However, generally their attitude toward learning and 
teaching was positive, a characteristic that could help them to be more 
receptive to learning and growth in the future. 
Regarding the students' opinions of the experimental course, all of 
those taking it believed it to be a valuable course. Most of the students 
believed that as a result of the experiences within the course, they had a 
better idea of what is involved in teaching, and this would then help them 
to make the remaining part of their formal education more meaningful. Gen­
erally, they viewed having actual high school students as pupils, videotap­
ing the teaching sessions, and having conferences with a university super­
visor as integral aspects of the course. 
It is interesting to note that several of the students responded that 
they were more committed to teaching home economics as a result of their 
experiences within the experimental course. Also concerning commitment, of 
the three students who stated that they were undecided about majoring in 
home economics, two students did change their major during the year follow­
ing taking the experimental course. One student, who had stated that she 
was majoring in home economics education because of the convenience of hav­
ing a job that meant working only nine months of the year, withdrew from 
the university. It is possible that the experiences within the experimen­
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tal course contributed to the commitment of the students to teach home eco­
nomics and thus to the decisions made by the three students to either 
change their major or withdraw from the university. 
It appears that there Is little reason to believe that the students 
taking the experimental course were substantially different from the total 
sophomore class of home economics education majors during the 1970-1971 
school year. The students taking the experimental course were not signifi­
cantly different from those who did not take the course in terms of cumula­
tive grade point average and variety of experience in working with children 
and teen-agers. 
Case Studies of Selected Students 
Data for two case studies are presented and analyzed in this section. 
The students were selected on the basis of their previous experience in 
working with children and teen-agers. One student with no previous expe­
rience and one with several types of experiences vere chosen. Fictitious 
names are used for the students. 
The presentation of the two case studies is an attempt to describe 
behaviors in the experimental course in detail. The data used were identi­
fied from the audiotapes of the conferences and interviews, the written 
reaction sheets by the students and supervisors, and the videotapes of the 
teaching session. The data were integrated and organized into categories 
that would explicate the description of the behaviors of the students 
within the experimental course. The categories include the following: 
attitudes and concepts related to teaching, attitudes and concepts related 
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to the home economics education curriculum, teaching performance during the 
teaching sessions, and other characteristics related to home economics edu­
cation. There are several topics included within each of the main catego­
ries. These topics vary somewhat between the individual students because 
of the individualized nature of the experimental course. 
Case study of Rhonda Carter 
The attitudes and concepts related to teaching expressed by Miss 
Carter include those which were concerned with herself as a teacher, the 
teaching-learning process, and pupils. Attitudes and concepts related to 
the home economics education curriculum which were stated by Miss Carter 
include those regarding the experimental course, general education courses, 
and her responsibility for self-directed learning within her program. Com­
ments which she made in regard to each of these topics and the ratings of 
her performance during the teaching sessions and other pertinent data are 
included in this case study. 
Self as a teacher Miss Carter plans to teach home economics. It 
is something that in her memory she has always been interested in doing. 
Both of her parents are teachers which may have influenced her desire to 
also become a teacher. The experiences provided in the experimental 
course, she stated, helped her to be more sure that she wanted to teach and 
"Now I feel more like a home economics education major and belong in the 
department." In regard to her teaching sessions, she said, "I really like 
teaching. You can get involved with your students and be concerned about 
how they are doing." 
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Reflecting her anxiety toward student teaching. Miss Carter made the 
following statement; 
Teachers can get up in front of a class and talk for hours with­
out losing their thoughts. I am concerned about whether I can do 
this. Now you have to be a better teacher to get a job, and I'm 
getting concerned about how good a teacher I will be. They 
(administrators) will be able to tell right off about whether you 
will be a good teacher or not. ... I'm afraid I'll show my emo­
tions easily because of my lack of experience. I'm not sure I 
can get information across to the students, make them think, and 
get them involved. 
Teaching-learning process The subject spoke about the role of the 
teacher: 
I almost feel like a student myself instead of a teacher. It's 
different to be in a teacher's position and to have the responsi­
bility of trying to get the lecture going or not or the discus­
sion going. I think there are a lot of problems being a teacher 
because if a class isn't interesting, and a lot of them aren't, 
then it is an extra burden on the teacher. If they (the pupils) 
are acting tired or as if they don't care, the teacher has to 
work doubly hard to even keep the interest going and to get her 
ideas across. If she cares enough to try to get them across, 
it's hard, but sometimes they (the teachers) don't get them 
across and they don't care. 
(The teacher's role) depends upon what she is teaching; most of 
the time she is the teacher up there, and she should be teaching 
something. She should have something planned to teach them. 
Otherwise she wouldn't be able to tell (what the pupils are 
learning). They are going to give her feedback. She is going to 
learn from what they are learning. 
The image that she shows her students as a teacher - it should be 
that she is there to help them, not their being there to help her. 
Teachers shouldn't show their emotions. They should be under­
standing and be human, too. 
When asked during a conference about selecting the subject matter for 
courses in home economics which she may teach in the future, she replied: 
I would choose something that I could master. But, if I didn't 
know something, I could use a resource person. It is important 
to teach what students are interested in and what's happening, 
what's new today. 
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I'd have to use a textbook to decide what to teach. You couldn't 
go on your own; you would have to follow through an order of 
events. You have to go into a subject like foods and nutrition 
long enough to teach something. You wouldn't teach it for just 
one week. You would have to decide what was important and what 
was important to the students. By asking students questions, you 
can find out what they are interested in, but you shouldn't just 
teach them what they are interested in, you should teach them 
what they need to know. Textbooks usually stress the important 
points. If the students are bored, maybe they already know it or 
are more interested in something else. For example, with budget­
ing, there is a need for it in poorer families. They waste their 
money on things that aren't necessities, and then they can't buy 
the necessities. Because they don't have the money to spend that 
we do, what they buy they should buy wisely. 
During the second and the third conferences. Miss Carter was asked how 
she had planned her lessons. She replied: 
The first time I had everything written out word for word. I 
just lectured to them, and I was so much more concerned about my 
notes and what I was going to say to them. This time I didn't 
think much about that. I didn't plan, I had no notes. ... I 
wanted to give information and give it in a natural way. I said 
things that were wrong, but they weren't all that wrong. The 
words I used were more like a student than a teacher. I did 
think about it ahead of time. 
. . . .  f o r  t h i s  e x p e r i e n c e  ( t h i r d  t e a c h i n g  s e s s i o n ) ,  I  p l a n n e d  
it, but I didn't learn it as well from the notes. I didn't wane 
to have it memorized because I'd be worrying about what I was 
going to say. I did need to look at my notes quite a bit. 
Miss Carter gave evidence of the degree of her awareness of the rela­
tionship between techniques and methods of teaching chosen by the teacher 
and the degree or type of involvement on the part of the pupil through the 
following statements: 
The lecture method is good in some areas, but in other areas you 
need to be doing other things to involve the students. 
You can involve students by letting them do things or by having a 
discussion where they are responding to questions that you ask. 
Getting the students involved is hard sometimes. The students 
were interested because they kept looking at the examples I 
brought (referring to the second teaching session), but they 
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didn't answer the questions. ... I guess I should have asked 
the students if they knew the answers to the questions before I 
answered them. 
Bringing in the dimension of teacher attitude, she stated: 
If the teacher shows a lot of interest in what she is teaching 
herself, the students will think, "Well, she has a lot of inter­
est in it herself, so it must be important." They will want to 
do things and answer questions, and they will be involved. 
Miss Carter made the following statement regarding teacher-pupil rela­
tionships; 
The teacher has a good relationship with her students if the stu­
dents feel free to ask her questions or talk to her about their 
problems. The teacher shouldn't make her students feel dumb. 
She should teach so that her students won't panic and will learn. 
One way they can do that is to get the student started on a topic 
and then help her as she works on it. 
When asked about the responsibilities of the learner. Miss Carter 
replied that during high school the responsibilities for learning should be 
divided equally between the teacher and the student. "The teacher is 
responsible for getting information to the students, and the students are 
responsible for learning it," 
Pupils In response to a question asking her what she had discov­
ered about students during the experience. Miss Carter replied: 
High school students will tell you what they think. They aren't 
afraid to say whatever comes in their mind. Some students talk a 
lot, and some don't say anything, then you have to decide what to 
do. Some students may be bored, and some students may be inter­
ested in the same topic. For example, the two boys were more 
interested and talked more than normal students, and the girl 
never did enter into anything. The only time she did enter in 
was when I asked her to pin the pieces of the tie together. 
In a normal situation, the teacher should probably be more con­
cerned with teaching her subject, but if some of the students 
have serious problems, she should take care of those first. If 
the students aren't paying attention, she can't teach. 
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Experimental course Miss Carter made the following statements 
regarding the experimental course: 
In the course you get the whole teaching situation. You get to 
plan and then try it out with real students of both sexes. 
I think taping was very important because you got to see yourself. 
When you watched the videotape, you could see things that you 
didn't know were going on while you were teaching. It usually 
looked better on the tape than I remembered it. 
I thought the supervisor helped me because she saw some things on 
the tape that I didn't see. I needed the supervisor to help ana­
lyze the tape. 
I enjoyed the course. I think it was well worth taking. I needed 
the experience in teaching because I had never had any before. 
It helped me to think from a teacher's position. 
The only disadvantage in taking the course was the amount of work 
involved in planning the lessons. I have no negative feelings 
about the course. It was a great experience. 
Courses fulfilling general education requirements The subject 
spoke about the general education courses; 
I really don't see why we had to take all of those science cour­
ses. I think they just put a lot of unnecessary pressure on the 
student. They cause a lot of girls to change their major or go 
to another school. There are a lot of other courses that I 
really don't think we need to have, too, for example, economics 
English, and political science. I think they open our minds more 
into the outside world, but they are not going to help us to be 
better home economics teachers. 
Responsiblity for self-directed learning Miss Carter illustrated 
her awareness of her need to be prepared for teaching by the following: 
Now I want to learn more about home economics and teaching. I 
want to get as much as possible from my classes and to pick my 
electives better. You know you are going to have to know some­
thing when you are in a teaching position. 
I am going to be looking at my teachers differently. It's easy 
to sit back, observe, and be critical. When you have to get up 
there and teach, it's a lot different. I am going to be watching 
my teachers to see if I can pick up something that they do that 
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is good or to find a good way to get an idea across to the stu­
dents . 
Teaching performance Ratings of Miss Carter's teaching performance 
during the three teaching sessions as assessed using the dimensions of the 
Analysis of Teaching instrument are presented in Table 3. Miss Carter 
chose food faddism, tie construction, and low cost foods as topics for her 
first, second, and third teaching sessions, respectively. Basically, her 
first teaching session was a lecture, and the second and third sessions 
were demonstrations. 
A visual inspection of Miss Carter's scores on the dimensions of 
behavior reveals that her strengths in teaching performance were in Dimen­
sions 2, 4, and 15. On these three dimensions, relating parts of the les­
son, selecting appropriate concepts, and showing consistency between the 
lesson plan and the class session, she was performing close to the mean 
performance of the total group (see Table 3 and Appendix D, Table 44). 
Hiss Carter was performing at a level below the mean on a majority of the 
dimensions. Her ratings on Dimensions 3, 5, 6, and 11 were much below the 
mean for the total group. Thus, in providing activities likely to lead to 
attainment of objectives, expressing concepts accurately, developing gener­
alizations, and involving pupils in the learning process. Miss Carter was 
performing well below the other students in the experimental course. 
Other characteristics Miss Carter had a cumulative grade point 
average of 2.33 on a 4.00 scale. The mean cumulative grade point average 
for the total group taking the experimental course was 2.98. She had not 
had any experience in working with children or teen-agers previous to tak­
ing the experimental course and did not have any further experience during 
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TABLE 3 
Ratings for Teaching Sessions of Rhonda Carter 
Teaching sessions 
Dimensions of behavior 12 3 
1. Indicated purposes of the class within the 
introductory statements. -25* 0 -25 
2. Related major parts of the lesson to each 
other either by statement or flow of plan. 84 84 64 
3. Provided a combination of activities likely to 
lead to attainment of objectives. 39 -13 13 
4. Selected concepts appropriate for home econom­
ics instruction at the secondary level. 164 52 104 
5. Expressed concepts accurately. 52 84 52 
6. Developed generalizations including their 
being stated. -233 -233 -233 
7. Guided pupils to state generalizations or con­
clusions . -233 -233 -233 
8. Asked questions which contributed to the 
achievement of the objectives by the pupils. -128 -84 -25 
9. Clarified statements when questioned on a 
specific point or rephrased content. 39 13 0 
10. Admitted lack of knowledge on a point she did 
not know. 0 0 0 
11. Involved pupils in the learning process. -13 -25 -13 
12. Exhibited concern for pupils and their learn­
ing. 25 71 0 
13. Used opportunities for teaching which arose 
unexpectedly. 0 0 -25 
14. Provided opportunities for open-ended inquiry 
on the part of the pupils. -233 -233 -233 
15. Showed consistency between lesson plan and 
class session. 104 164 104 
^ean ratings are expressed as normal deviates ranging from -253 to 
233. 
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the year following the course. Of the 40 students taking the experimental 
course, four other students also stated that they had had no previous expe­
rience in working with children and teen-agers. 
Synthesis Miss Carter took advantage of the opportunities offered 
her and began to analyze some of her feelings and ideas about teaching and 
herself as a teacher through her experience in the experimental course. 
She tended to concentrate upon her own situation, viewing many aspects of 
teaching in a naive and simplistic manner. She also showed a tendency to 
over-generalize. She held some misconceptions regarding the teaching proc­
ess and home economics subject matter which she did not appear to change 
while taking the course. 
Case study of Sherry Miller 
This case study includes attitudes and concepts related to teaching 
and the home economics education curriculum as expressed by Sherry Miller. 
Mors specifically, the attitudes and concepts are concerned with self as a 
teacher, the teaching-learning process, pupils, the experimental course, 
and course work fulfilling general education requirements. Included within 
each topic are sample comments which she made in regard to each topic. 
Ratings of Miss Miller's performance during the teaching sessions, other 
pertinent data, and her supervisor's reactions to her progress toward 
becoming a teacher are also included in this section. 
Self as ^  teacher Miss Miller is interested in becoming an exten­
sion home economist. Regarding her future plans, she stated that "it is my 
inner ambition to work with people in some way." If she does not find a 
job in extension, she believes that teaching home economics in a high 
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school would be "stimulating and fun." She is "all excited about being a 
home economics major and the types of jobs that I might get to do in the 
future." 
Miss Miller gave evidence of her degree of anxiety toward student 
teaching through the following statements: 
I don't know how I'll maintain discipline. The relationship that 
the teacher develops with her students is so important. I hope I 
can relate to the students and understand them. 
Home economics covers so many areas. I couldn't know everything 
about home economics. Home economists are looked upon by the 
community members as knowing all about home economics. They 
think of you as being a resource person. I guess the important 
thing to know really is where to go to find the answers. 
I'm really not so scared about student teaching now. I'm think­
ing more about me, the teacher, and the student as a teen-ager. 
Then I'm thinking about trying to relate with the teen-agers. 
Referring to the way that she believes she will perform as a student 
teacher, she stated; 
Basically I'm enthusiastic and sometimes I'm real enthusiastic, 
but day-to-day I'd rather be the type of teacher that the stu­
dents can go away feeling satisfied with something they have 
learned. If I can motivate them at all, maybe they will remember 
things better, too. 
Teaching-learning process Miss Miller made the following comments 
regarding the role of the teacher: 
The teacher should stimulate the class to be interested in the 
subject matter. She should keep up-to-date with materials. Most 
of all she should involve the students in the class. Showing the 
students that she is really interested in them or sincere about 
listening to them is so much more important than being up there 
knowing all the answers and not really communicating with them. 
The teacher needs to be aware of whether or not the students are 
understanding what is going on, and then she needs to let the 
students know that she is aware and interested in whether or not 
they are learning. 
In a discussion the teacher ought to be a leader. She should 
have a purpose and plan in mind. You can't just go into a dis-
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cussion and sit there and expect it to take shape by itself. 
Then she ought to be able to listen and let the students express 
their feelings. The teacher needs to keep the discussion going. 
One way is to ask the kind of questions that will make the stu­
dents think and then respond, not just yes-no questions. She 
would have to think through the questions that she wanted to ask, 
then think of possible answers and try to relate them. For 
example, she may have her set answer, but a student may answer 
with something that sort of correlates but is different than what 
she was thinking. So, the teacher has to be able to think on her 
feet to get the discussion where she wants it. 
Referring to planning for teaching. Miss Miller stated: 
Before deciding what to do, you have to figure out how far the 
class is in the subject. You can ask them questions to find out 
what they know. Then in class you go from real simple tasks to 
something bigger. For example (referring to her third teaching 
session during which the pupils had a laboratory in which they 
made muffins), in the evaluation part of the lesson we went 
through what they were supposed to look for in a standard muffin, 
but I'm not sure they all saw them. If I would have questioned 
them on what they thought a good muffin was, it would have been 
better. You have to build something with them. In a real school 
situation, the day before the lab, they could find out what they 
are supposed to look for. Then they could make them, look for 
the qualities, and then go over it again. What you can do in a 
class depends upon the experiences they have had before. 
Miss Miller viewed pupil involvement as being of prime importance in 
the techniques and methods of teaching that she would choose. Her emphasis 
on involvement is illustrated in the following statements. 
Pupil participation is vital. If a discussion is going to be 
successful, you have to find out what the students are interested 
in and find ways to help them express themselves. Maybe you can 
talk for awhile and then let the students respond or react. That 
way they may learn a little more. You can read something in a 
book, but if you don't know how it applies to your personal life, 
it may never help. 
In the discussion, I knew where I was heading. I was trying to 
get them to talk about their problems. I thought we would start 
out with getting along with their friends, then maybe bring it 
closer to them by talking about their brothers and sisters. Or 
maybe talk about problems with their parents. It didn't work 
very well. (Her pupils saw almost no problems.) You know in a 
discussion that if you want to keep it going and your students 
aren't really stimulated to participate, then you have to really 
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be on your toes to find another question or another whole subject 
to talk about. You have to be prepared. Some subjects are 
harder to have discussion on than others. Sometimes the students 
need to have read something before the discussion. 
Discussions need to be controlled enough so that one person can 
say his idea and another person can talk, too. But they 
shouldn't be able to talk on top of each other because I get con­
fused, too. 
Miss Miller's concern for teacher-pupil interaction is further shown 
through the following comments: 
At first I had pictured that you could talk and expect some 
response from the students. But all of the sudden they were com­
ing at me, adding little phrases. ... I wasn't prepared for 
their instant reply. I was shocked. I would be in the next 
question and (the girl) would be still talking. I knew what I 
wanted to say, but the students were bringing in their ideas, and 
I got confused. When my questions weren't going with their ans­
wers, that made me feel that I didn't know what I was saying. 
I'll just have to take what they say and go on to the next step. 
The subject's awareness of non-verbal communication is shown in the follow­
ing statement: 
I enjoyed having the kids there and watching their facial expres­
sions. Sometimes they would give you a real bored look. This is 
feedback that you can use. 
Pupils Miss Miller gave evidence of her awareness of her pupils 
through the following statements; 
Students are completely different than I expected them to be. 
They are taking more advanced courses and have different problems 
than I did. Their lives are so completely different than my sis­
ter's or even mine. The whole idea of raising children can be 
different for each individual. I knew that before, but it was so 
obvious here. . . . You could find out about the individual pupil 
and then maybe you could help him. You could develop more of a 
personal relationship. 
Teen-agers do have feelings that they will express to you. I 
thought they would just sit there. They seem to really want to 
learn, and they do try to understand what you are teaching them. 
Anything they wanted to say, they just started saying it. I 
don't think I would have spoken up that much. You really couldn't 
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leave them and walk around or use the chalk board. . . . Now I 
know you can't plan on them saying what you want them to say at 
the right time. 
When I was trying to do this lesson (the second lesson), I had 
completely forgotten that not all students like to speak out. I 
thought "Okay, now they are going to respond, and they will have 
a definite idea." Some days people just don't feel like talking 
and would rather listen to find out what others are thinking. 
You can learn a lot that way. The teacher may never know you are 
learning anything. The students who come out and voice their 
opinions gain in confidence and help the discussion. It is not 
just the teacher's ideas that are presented in the discussion 
then, and sometimes the students may even have better ideas or 
state something in a way that is easier for the other students to 
understand. 
Experimental course The subject expressed positive comments about 
the experimental course. The following statements summarize her comments: 
It is the number one elective course to take. You get lots of 
experience that we can't get any other way. Some students were 
scared at first, but after you get over the fear of teaching and 
the camera, it is really fun. It is something that is very prac­
tical for us. You can apply it. I got a lot of satisfaction 
from it. 
You probably put a lot more work into it than you would for other 
one credit courses. But. you do it because you want to and it is 
worth it. 
Having the conferences with the supervisors is a vital part of 
the course. I felt very relaxed with mine. I could say whatever 
I wanted to her, and I felt she understood. I had reinforcement 
from her, especially knowing that she was interested. Going over 
what you did helped you realize that this was new, going over 
methods of teaching, looking at what worked, and thinking of ways 
that something else could have been done differently. It was 
very beneficial to me. 
The group sessions would have been more helpful if there was some 
way to get the group to open up more. 
This course is one that gets you all excited about being a home 
economics education major. 
The course made me more aware of the different ways that teachers 
try to get people in their classes to express themselves or dis­
cuss a topic. Also, I'm more aware of the different ways that 
teachers approach a topic. Sometimes the different ways don't 
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come off as being too stimulating. I'm more stimulated in a 
class when there is more student-teacher interaction going on. 
Courses fulfilling general education requirements Regarding the 
general education courses in her program of study. Miss Miller stated: 
We have to take a wide variety of courses. Some are important, 
but some I get confused as to how they will help me as far as 
teaching is concerned. Especially courses like chemistry, eco­
nomics, and history can get pretty detailed. Ihe average person 
would not see the importance of all of the little details in 
understanding the big concepts. Except for this course, most of 
us probably go into student teaching pretty cold. More practical 
kinds of courses would help. Also, summer camp work or extension 
work would help provide practical experience for a student. 
Teaching performance The topics that Miss Miller chose for her 
first, second, and third teaching sessions were milk's value in the diet, 
understanding of other people, and preparation of a batter product. She 
used an illustrated lecture, a discussion, and a demonstration-laboratory 
as methods of teaching by which to accomplish her purposes. Hie ratings of 
her teaching: performance according to the dimensions of the Analysis of 
Teaching ir^xrument are shown in Table 4. 
An examination of the ratings for the dimensions of behavior for each 
of the three teaching sessions reveals that Miss Miller scored either 
approximately close to the mean scores for the total group or above the 
mean scores. Dimensions upon which Miss Miller performed above the mean of 
the total group of students were Dimensions 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, and 15. 
Thus, Miss Miller demonstrated a tendency to perform above the mean of the 
group in terms of selecting appropriate concepts, developing and stating 
generalizations, clarifying statements, asking questions which contributed 
to achievement of objectives, involving pupils, exhibiting concern for 
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TABLE 4 
Ratings for Teaching Sessions of Sherry Miller 
Teaching sessions 
Dimensions of behavior 1 2 3 
1. Indicated purposes of the class within the 
introductory statements. -25* -25 39 
2. Related major parts of the lesson to each other 
either by statement or flow of plan. 104 13 128 
3. Provided a combination of activities likely to 
lead to attainment of objectives. 39 13 128 
4. Selected concepts appropriate for home economics 
instruction at the secondary level. 128 84 128 
5. Expressed concepts accurately. 164 67 188 
6. Developed generalizations including their being 
stated. 
-13 -25 52 
7. Guided pupils to state generalizations or con­
clusions. -233 -233 -39 
8. Asked questions which contributed to the 
achievement of the objectives by the pupils. 13 64 67 
9. Clarified statements when questioned on a spe­
cific point or rephrased content. 0 13 39 
10. Admitted lack of knowledge on a point she did 
not know. 0 0 0 
11. Involved pupils in the learning process. 13 67 164 
12. Exhibited concern for pupils and their learning. 
TT ^ ^ J A A ^ A* ^ A M £ A ^ A ^ ^ •—V — TA A AAA 
13 39 128 
t u  •  V O C U  U U L A X U X C d  U .  W t  W L I X C L I  c t u o c  
unexpectedly. 0 0 0 
14. Provided opportunities for open-ended inquiry 
on the part of the pupils. -233 -164 13 
15. Showed consistency between lesson plan and 
class session. 164 128 164 
^ean ratings are expressed as normal deviates ranging from -233 to 
233. 
pupils, providing opportunities for open-ended inquiry, and showing consis­
tency between her lesson plans and class sessions. 
Other characteristics Miss Miller had a cumulative grade point 
average of 2.72, which is slightly below the average of the total group 
taking the experimental course. In terms of her previous experiences in 
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working with teen-agers and children. Miss Miller had approximately as wide 
a variety of experiences as any other student and a wider variety than the 
vast majority of the students enrolled in the experimental course. Two 
other students had a comparable number of experiences. Miss Miller had 
taught Sunday school classes, Bible school, and swimming classes. She had 
given demonstractions for 4-H clubs, county fairs, and the Dairy Cattle 
Congress. As an assistant leader for 4-H, she had been involved in counsel­
ing at camps, achievement parties, and local club meetings. She had also 
worked as an extension aide for an Iowa county. During the summer follow­
ing taking the experimental course, she again worked as an extension aide 
in an Iowa county. 
Synthesis Sherry Miller is an enthusiastic and cheerful individ­
ual. Her strengths appeared to be in her interest in her pupils as indi­
viduals and her acceptance of them. She was aware of their reactions dur­
ing the teaching sessions and was concerned about providing meaningful 
experiences for them. She recognized the importance of identifying pupils' 
needs and interests in the process of planning and carrying out learning 
activities for them. 
Miss Miller took advantage of the opportunities in the experimental 
course by experimenting with a variety of techniques and examining her 
feelings about the use of these techniques as well as to consider the role 
of the teacher in each situation. Her analyses of the teaching situations 
indicated a realistic approach toward her personal expectations in preparing 
for her career. 
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Clusters Derived from Analysis of Questionnaire 
Clusters of items from the questionnaire describing selected attitudes 
and concepts related to teaching and the relevance of the home economics 
education curriculum to preparation for teaching were identified. An 
inspection of the 100 X 100 and 36 X 36 correlation matrices resulted in 
eight clusters of items in Part I of the questionnaire and eight clusters 
of items in Part II. This reduced the data from the questionnaire to 16 
clusters utilizing 78 items. 
The clusters were labeled according to the major attitudinal and con­
ceptual dimensions they described. They are: 
Part I 
1. Enthusiasm for teaching home economics and working with people 
2. Value of videotaping 
3. Anxiety toward student teaching 
4. Management in teaching 
5. Effects of student teacher behavior on pupil behavior 
6. Appreciation of home economics education curriculum 
7. Student teacher-pupil affection 
8. Identification with home economics education 
Part II 
9. Appreciation of courses in child development 
10. Appreciation of courses in home economics content areas 
11. Appreciation of courses in management, psychology, and sociology 
12. Appreciation of courses in methods and principles of teaching 
13. Appreciation of courses in the individual and family 
14. Appreciation of courses in educational foundations 
15. Appreciation of courses in general methods of teaching 
16. Appreciation of the experimental course 
Reliability coefficients of the clusters as computed by the Spearman-Brown 
prophecy formula and the number of items in each cluster are reported in 
Table 5. Reliability coefficients of the clusters ranged from .94 to .64. 
Size of the clusters varied from 25 to 2 items. 
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TABLE 5 
Reliability and Number of Items Per Cluster 
Cluster Reliability Number of items 
Part I 
1 .94 25 
2 .75 3 
3 .76 2 
4 .75 5 
5 .68 3 
6 .64 2 
7 .82 2 
8 .64 3 
Part II 
9 .83 5 
10 .84 9 
11 .87 7 
12 .91 4 
13 .92 2 
14 .92 2 
15 .82 2 
16 .87 2 
Fifty-four items were not included in the clusters due to the magni­
tude of the correlation coefficients or to illogical fit of content. The 
54 items are listed in Appendix E. 
The cluster and the items in each cluster are reported below. The 
number of the item from the instrument is in the first column. The corre­
lation matrix for Cluster 1, Part I follows the description of Cluster 1. 
The remaining correlation matrices are in Appendix D. 
Most of the items in the questionnaire were scored in a positive 
direction. The items which were stated in a negative direction are indi­
cated by a minus sign preceding the item number in the cluster listings. 
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Part I 
Cluster ^  Enthusiasm for teaching home economics and working with peo­
ple Items in this general cluster deal with the student's feelings of 
professionalism, desire to teach home economics and to work with people, 
interest in people, and beliefs about developing relationships with pupils. 
High scores indicate positive feelings towards teaching home economics and 
working with people. 
Item 
no. Item 
6. The H. Ed. 406 student is excited about being a student teacher. 
8. The home economics education major is sensitive to what teen­
agers want out of home economics classes. 
9. The home economics education major is interested in the concerns 
expressed by teen-agers. 
18. The H. Ed. 406 student believes that she will be an enthusiastic 
student teacher. 
21. The H. Ed. 406 student believes that she can help teen-agers to 
live in a more satisfying way. 
26. The home economics education student teacher will be creative in 
providing a variety of learning experiences involving home eco­
nomics subject matter. 
31. The home economics education major is conscientious about her 
work as a student. 
36. The home economics education major is people-oriented. 
37. The student teacher, who wants to do so, can work equally well 
with all of her pupils. 
42. The home economics education senior is willing to make whatever 
effort necessary to insure satisfactory performance in student 
teaching. 
45. The H. Ed. 406 student likes to work with teen-agers. 
51. The home economics education major has chosen a profession in 
which concern for other people is demonstrated. 
52. The home economics education senior is aware of her needs in 
preparing for working with adolescents. 
54. The H. Ed. 406 student believes that she will demonstrate fair­
ness in dealing with teen-agers during student teaching. 
57. The home economics education major likes to be associated with 
teachers. 
61. Through active participation within her professional organiza­
tion, the home economics teacher makes a contribution to the 
strengthening of the profession. 
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62. The home economics education senior is convinced that she can 
make a contribution to the lives of others by becoming a home 
economics teacher. 
70. The student teacher will try to improve her abilities in working 
with others. 
73. The H. Ed. 406 student is excited about her association with 
home economics. 
77. The home economics education major believes that continuous 
improvement as a teacher is a worthwhile goal in life. 
80. Assuming the role of a home economics teacher will be personally 
satisfying for the student teacher. 
82. When home economics teachers are criticized for not making home 
economics relevant, the H. Ed. 406 student is challenged to 
become a better teacher. 
87. The H. Ed. 406 student views being recognized as a home econom­
ics teacher as desirable. 
95. The home economics education major prefers activities which 
allow her to have close contacts with teen-agers as opposed to 
activities in which she works alone. 
98. The H. Ed. 406 student is satisfied with home economics educa­
tion as her career choice. 
Table 6 is a correlation matrix for the items in Cluster 1. Within 
the 25 variables there was evidence of significant interrelationship. 
Thus, the higher the students scored on one variable, generally, the higher 
were the scores on the other variables. The average intercorrelation coef­
ficient for the items within the cluster was .38. The reliability coeffi­
cient for Cluster 1 was .94. 
Cluster 2 Value of videotaping The items in Cluster 2 deal with 
aspects of videotaping teaching sessions and means of evaluating the ses­
sions. High scores indicate a positive attitude toward videotaping. 
Item 
no. Item 
20. The student teacher would profit from a conference with her 
cooperating teacher as they both view a videotape of a class 
session taught by the student teacher, 
22. Teaching a short videotaped lesson to a small group of teen­
agers followed by viewing the tape and conferring with a super­
visor is a valuable experience in preparing to become a student 
teacher. 
TABLE 6 
Correlation Matrix for Cluster 1 
Vari-




9 36 73 
18 50 39 36 
21 37 47 49 42 
26 29 41 49 41 45 
31 31 38 51 35 45 52 
36 27 27 37 18 31 30 34 
37 16 20 22 21 16 38 39 39 
42 43 37 37 47 43 34 53 44 49 
45 49 43 41 40 51 33 41 38 20 53 
51 19 29 39 21 47 35 22 45 14 33 35 
52 34 39 34 30 26 38 29 37 36 48 40 40 
54 34 27 34 40 32 33 26 39 22 37 39 38 
57 39 35 36 43 34 30 31 27 35 37 42 23 
61 39 22 28 39 35 44 41 33 27 43 42 32 
62 49 22 31 38 49 36 31 52 26 47 56 48 
70 32 32 33 26 45 33 34 43 22 44 40 53 
73 55 42 49 55 48 48 50 40 32 57 59 30 
77 39 37 34 29 33 25 29 29 16 38 46 34 
80 46 23 34 47 46 32 35 36 24 37 42 36 
82 24 29 34 26 37 33 34 27 33 28 30 32 
87 52 43 47 51 53 50 47 44 36 51 49 38 
95 26 29 30 35 43 28 33 40 21 39 44 38 
98 50 32 35 43 33 39 43 30 33 44 43 22 
^Variables are coded by item numbers listed previously. 
^Decimal points have been omitted in this and subsequent tables, 
^r = .20 is significant at .01 level. 
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52 54 57 61 62 70 73 77 80 82 87 95 98 
44 
37 45 
39 36 41 
39 47 36 53 
33 32 43 43 50 
41 42 52 54 55 45 
27 21 26 34 42 48 
37 38 54 40 49 41 54 38 
25 14 24 42 36 48 40 38 48 
46 42 54 52 56 46 66 38 60 40 
24 35 39 32 47 44 42 40 33 37 44 
32 31 50 32 35 20 55 39 52 21 52 
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79. Viewing a videotape of her classroom teaching would be an excel­
lent means for the student teacher to evaluate her teaching. 
The correlation matrices for Cluster 2 and the succeeding clusters are 
in Appendix D. Cluster 2 had an average intercorrelation coefficient of 
.50, and the reliability coefficient for the cluster was .75. 
Cluster 2 Anxiety toward student teaching This cluster includes 
items dealing with the degree of anxiety felt by the student in looking 
forward to her period of student teaching. High scores on this cluster are 
indicative of students who are uncomfortable about the approaching student 
teaching period while low scores indicate students who are less tense. The 
average intercorrelation coefficient for the items within the cluster was 
.61, and the reliability coefficient of the cluster was .76. 
Item 
no. Item 
-30.^ The H. Ed. 406 student is nervous about working with a large 
group of teen-agers in a teaching situation during student 
teaching. 
-32. The H. Ed. 406 student has apprehensions about student teaching. 
Cluster ^  Management in teaching Considerations involved in plan­
ning and organizing teaching sessions are the basis for this cluster. High 
scores indicate that the student perceives management as an integral part 
of teaching; low scores indicate less concern for managerial functions. 
For Cluster 4, the average intercorrelation coefficient for the items 
within the cluster was .37, and the reliability coefficient was .75. 
Items preceded by a minus sign are stated negatively. A high score 





63. Teaching a group of students requires much decision-making. 
65. Students will respond better if asked for their opinion. 
66. The length of time required for a learning experience will vary 
with different situations. 
69. It will be the responsibility of the student teacher to initiate 
the relationships which will lead to satisfying teacher-student 
rapport. 
72. A non-structured classroom situation for the pupils requires 
that the teacher be well organized if the course objectives are 
to be reached. 
Cluster 2 Effect of student teacher behavior on pupil behavior 
The items in this cluster relate to the pupil response after a teacher 
behavior. High scores indicate that the student recognizes a positive 
relationship between this specified teacher behavior and pupil behavior. 
The average intercorrelation coefficient for the items within Cluster 5 was 
.41. The reliability coefficient was .68. 
Item 
no. Item 
10. If the student teacher is involved in what is being taught, she 
can expect her pupils to become involved. 
67. If the student teacher respects her students, they will respect 
her in return. 
89. If the student teacher introduces learning experiences in a 
creative manner, pupils will be motivated to want to learn. 
Cluster Appreciation of the home economics education curriculum 
The items in this cluster deal with the worth of the home economics educa­
tion curriculum as perceived by the student. High scores reflect a posi­
tive attitude toward the curriculum. With an average intercorrelation 




53. The total home economics education curriculum will adequately 
prepare the home economics education major for teaching. 
56. Before entering H. Ed. 406, the student has had meaningful 
opportunities for determining her needs in preparing for student 
teaching. 
Cluster 1_ Student teacher-pupil affection High scores on this 
cluster indicate a student's desire to both like and be liked by the 
pupils. The average intercorrelation coefficient for the items within 
Cluster 7 was .70. The reliability coefficient for the cluster was .82. 
Item 
no. Item 
12. It is important that all of her pupils like the student teacher. 
13. The effective student teacher will like all of her pupils. 
Cluster ^  Identification with home economics education Items in 
this cluster relate to the student's feelings of identity with teaching 
home economics. A positive attitude toward student teaching in home eco­
nomics is reflected by high scores. The average intercorrelation coeffi­
cient for Cluster 8 was .37. The reliability coefficient was .64. 
Item 
no. Item 
34. The H. Ed. 406 student is looking forward to being recognized as 
a student teacher. 
44. Knowing that a home economist is praised in the mass media would 
make the home economics education major proud to be entering the 
field. 
48. News stories recognizing an outstanding teacher encourage a per­
son to want to teach. 
Part II 
Cluster 2 Appreciation of courses in child development High 
scores on this cluster indicate a student who is aware of the relevance of 
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courses in child development and family life patterns in preparing her to 
do student teaching. Cluster 9 had an average intercorrelation coefficient 




A4." F. E. 385 
A5. C. D. 236 
A6., C. D. 337 
C24. C. D. 236 
C25. C. D. 337 
Cluster 10 Appreciation of courses in home economics content areas 
Items in this cluster deal with the student's awareness of how meaningful 
specified home economics courses were to her in preparing her to do student 
teaching in home economics. High scores indicate a positive attitude 
toward the courses. The average intercorrelation coefficient of Cluster 10 
was .35. The reliability coefficient of the cluster was ,84. 
Item 
no. Item 
Al. A. A. 261, Fundamentals of interior Design 
A2. F. E. . 254, Equipment in the Home or F. E. 318, Small Equipment 
AS. F. & N. 107, Nutrition and the Family's Food 
A9. F. E. , 415, Consumer Behavior or F. E. 488, Family Finance 
All. F. & N. 208, Principles of Food Preparation 
A12. F. & N. 303, Family Meal Management 
A13. T. & C. 104, Textiles 
A14. T. & C. 125, Pattern Making and Clothing Construction 
A15. T. & C. 245, Clothing Selection 
In this and all subsequent listings of items, those items prefaced 
with an A deal with developing a body of knowledge related to home econom­
ics . 
2 
In this and all subsequent listings of items, those prefaced with a 
C deal with developing a body of knowledge related to the characteristics 
of growth and development of students and society. 
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Cluster 11 Appreciation of courses in management, psychology, and 
sociology This cluster includes items dealing with the perceived worth 
of courses in management, psychology, and sociology toward preparing the 
student for student teaching. High scores reflect positive feelings toward 
the courses. For Cluster 11 the average intercorrelation coefficient was 
.48, and the reliability coefficient was .87. 
Item 
no. Item 
A7. F. E. 375, Management in the Family or I. Mgt. 287, Introduction 
^ to Institution Management 
Bi9. Psych- 230, Developmental Psychology 
B20. Psych- 333, Educational Psychology 
C28. Psych. 230, Developmental Psychology 
C29. Psych. 333, Educational Psychology 
C26. Soc. 134, Introduction to Sociology 
C27. Psych. 101, General Psychology 
Cluster 12 Appreciation of courses in methods and principles of 
teaching The items in this cluster indicate the degree of helpfulness 
of the courses in methods and principles of teaching toward preparing the 
student for student teaching- High scores indicate a high degree of help­
fulness was recognized. The average intercorrelation coefficient for Clus­
ter 12 was .72. The reliability coefficient for the cluster was .91. 
Item 
no. Item 
B21. H. Ed. 406, Methods of Teaching Home Economics 
B22. Educ. 426, Principles of Secondary Education 
C32. Educ. 426, Principles of Secondary Education 
C34. H. Ed. 406, Methods of Teaching Home Economics 
In this and all subsequent listings of items, those items prefaced 
with a B deal with developing a body of knowledge related to teaching and 
learning. 
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Cluster 13 Appreciation of courses in the individual and family 
High scores on this cluster indicate that the student perceives courses in 
the individual and family as meaningful in preparation for becoming a stu­
dent teacher. The average intercorrelation coefficient for Cluster 13 was 
.86, and the reliability coefficient for the cluster was .92. 
Item 
no. Item 
A3. F. E. 270, The Individual and His Family 
C23. F. E. 270, The Individual and His Family 
Cluster 14 Appreciation of courses in educational foundations 
High scores on Cluster 14 are indicative of students who perceive courses 
in educational foundations as meaningful in preparing them to become stu­
dent teachers. Cluster 14 had an average intercorrelation coefficient of 
.85 and a reliability coefficient of .92. 
Item 
no. Item 
B16. Educ. 204, Foundations of American Education 
C30. Educ. 204, Foundations of American Education 
Cluster 15 Appreciation of courses in general methods of teaching 
High scores on Cluster 15 reflect a positive attitude toward the relevance 
of the course in general methods of teaching in preparing the student for 
student teaching. The average intercorrelation coefficient for the items 




B17. Educ. 305A, B, Methods of Teaching 
C31. Educ. 305A, B, Methods of Teaching 
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Cluster 16 Appreciation of the experimental course High scores on 
Cluster 16 reflect a positive attitude toward the experimental course. The 
average intercorrelation coefficient for the items within the cluster was 
.77. The reliability coefficient for the cluster was .87. 
Item 
no. Item 
B18. H. Ed. 490Z, An Experience in the Teaching Process 
Cll. H. Ed. 490Z, An Experience in the Teaching Process 
Intercorrelations of Cluster Scores 
Correlation coefficients between the clusters within Part I and within 
Part II of the questionnaire are shown in Table 7. Within Part I, Cluster 
1, Enthusiasm for teaching home economics and working with people; Cluster 
5, Effects of student teacher behavior on pupil behavior; and Cluster 8, 
Identification with home economics education, had correlation coefficients 
of at least .22 with all of the other clusters of Part I except Cluster 3, 
Anxiety toward student teaching. Cluster 3 had the lowest correlations 
with the other clusters of Part I, therefore. Cluster 3, Anxiety toward 
student teaching, was the most nearly independent measure of Part I. 
Within Part II, Cluster 9, Appreciation of courses in child develop­
ment, and Cluster 11, Appreciation of courses in management, psychology, 
and sociology, had correlations that were highly significant with the other 
clusters. All other clusters of Part II correlated highly significantly 
with at least four other clusters. This suggests that each cluster of Part 
II was sharing common variance with at least four other clusters and could 
not be considered completely independent of those clusters. 
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TABLE 7 
Intercorrelations of Clusters within Part I 
and within Part II of Questionnaire 
Clusters 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Part I 
^ 35^ 
3 07 12 
4 51 28 25 
5 46 34 07 27 
6 31 17 -05 -02 22 
7 31 12 -07 -03 29 24 




11 44 28 
12 34 27 41 
13 39 11 37 16 
14 25 10 47 24 29 
15 23 29 43 38 12 
16 34 11 26 26 28 
^r = ,20 is significant at .01 level. 
Tests of Differences between Groups on Clusters 
The results of analyses of variance are discussed in this section. 
These analyses were made to determine whether or not there were any signif­
icant differences between the students who had and who had not taken the 
experimental course in terms of specified concepts and attitudes related to 
teaching and the home economics education curriculum. A one-way analysis 
of variance was computed for each of the 16 clusters derived from the 
H. Ed. 406 questionnaire. 
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Significant F-values were obtained in two of the 16 analyses of vari­
ance. Significant differences were found for Cluster 3, Part I, Anxiety 
toward student teaching, and Cluster 16, Part II, Appreciation of the 
experimental course. 
Cluster 2 Anxiety toward student teaching 
The results of the analysis of variance for Cluster 3 are given in 
Table 8. As shown in Table 8, the group was a significant source of vari­
ance. The mean scores for the cluster were 1.21 for the students who expe­
rienced the experimental course and 1.64 for those who did not take the 
experimental course. Both means are in a positive direction indicating a 
degree of anxiety toward student teaching in each group. Because high 
TABLE 8 
Means, Standard Deviations, and Analysis of Variance 
Using Transformed Cluster Scores for Cluster 3 
Mean S tandard 
Source score deviation df MS F 
Students with 
experimental course 1.21 1.08 
Students without 
experimental course 1.64 .82 









scores on this cluster reflect a high degree of anxiety, the results indi­
cate that students who had taken the experimental course were less tense or 
anxious about student teaching. 
Cluster 16 Appreciation of the experimental course 
The results of the analysis of variance for Cluster 16 are given in 
Table 9. The group was highly significant as a source of variance with 
mean scores of 1.86 for those students who had taken and .50 for those who 
had not taken the experimental course. The results indicate that the stu­
dents who had taken the experimental course viewed their experience more 
positively than the students who had not had the experience believed it 
would have been. The large difference in mean scores between groups could 
TABLE 9 
Means, Standard Deviations, and Analysis of Variance 
Using Transformed Cluster Scores for Cluster 16 
Mean Standard 
Source score deviation df MS F 
Students with 
experimental course 1.86 0.82 
Students without 
experimental course 0.50 1.09 









also partially be explained in that some students who had no information 
about the course responded at the middle of the scale indicating that they 
had no opinion about the course. 
Other 14 clusters 
Although there were no significant differences resulting from the 
analyses of the other 14 clusters. Clusters 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, and 15, an examination of the mean scores by group of students 
was of interest. Transformed mean scores and standard deviations by stu­
dents who had and who had not taken the experimental course are included in 
Table 10. 
As reported previously, the mean scores for Cluster 3 and Cluster 16, 
which were significantly different for the two groups, were more positive 
for the group of students who had taken the experimental course. This pat­
tern was not maintained for most of the other clusters for which groups 
were not significantly different. Although the F-value for Cluster 7 did 
not meet the criterion for this study of .05 significance level, it did 
approach significance in that it was significant beyond the .10 level. It 
would appear that with Cluster 7, the students in the experimental group 
had a tendency to view student teacher-pupil affection more realistically 
or less ideaiisticaliy. It is also possible that the students in the 
experimental group were more discriminating and less willing to accept an 
over-generalization verbatim. 
Specific items of the H. E^. 406 Questionnaire 
A one-way analysis of variance was made of the individual items of the 
questionnaire to determine whether or not there were significant differen-
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TABLE 10 
Transformed Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of Responses by Group 
to Clusters with No Significant Differences between Groups 
Cluster 
Mean score Standard deviation 
F-valu 1* 20 1* 2b 
Part I 
1. 1.74 1.86 0.63 0.89 0.78 
2. 1.78 1.81 0.74 0.77 0.05 
4. 1.87 1.84 0.49 0.53 0.08 
5. 1.15 1.26 0.66 0.81 0.60 
6. -0.26 -0.17 0.71 0.94 0.29 
7. -0.30 0.01 0.89 1.05 2.67 
8. 0.90 0.90 0.83 0.84 0.01 
Part II 
9. 1.16 1.23 0.83 0.96 0.18 
10. 2.66 2.83 1.37 1.78 0.29 
11. 0.42 0.69 0.85 1.00 2.36 
12. 1.26 1.50 1.03 1.26 1.13 
13. 1.27 1.27 1.17 1.34 0.01 
14. 0.15 0.45 1.04 1.21 1.81 
15. 1.16 1.39 0.94 1.22 1.21 
^Students who were enrolled in the experimental course. 
^Students who were not enrolled in the experimental course. 
ces in responses between the students who had taken and those who had not 
taken the experimental course. This analysis provided a means of examining 
those items which were not included in any of the clusters as well as those 
included in clusters. However, it was recognized that these results would 
be less reliable than those obtained from the analysis of the clusters. 
The 11 items for which F-values were significant at either the .01 or 
.05 levels are listed in Table 11. For eight of the 11 items, the mean 
scores of the students who had taken the experimental course were higher on 
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TABLE 11 
Mean Scores and F-Values for Individual Items 
on Which Groups Differed Significantly 
Mean score 
Item F îâ ^ 
Part I 
29. The H. Ed. 406 student believes that as 
a teacher she will need to continuously 
strive to improve her ability to teach. 9. 86** 470. 62 502. 02 
-30. The H. Ed. 406 student is nervous about 
working with a large group of teen­
agers in a teaching situation during 
student teaching. 8. 30** 375. 72 420. 60 
31. Bie home economics education major is 
conscientious about her work as a stu­
dent. 4. 04* 387. 74 418. 21 
-46. The required experiences of the total 
undergraduate curriculum are of limited 
benefit to the student. 10. 72** 263.82 327. 20 
94. Boys are interested in home economics 
subject matter. 4. 78* 438. 23 409. 93 
99. Pupils' responses vary from day to day. 4. 36* 488. 18 463. 52 
'art II 
A14. T. & C. 125, Pattern Making and Cloth­
ing Selection 4. 21* 465. 41 438.98 
B18. H. Ed. 4902, An Experience in the 
Teaching Process 116. ,9** 459. 54 328. 29 
C25. C. D. 337, Development and Guidance in 
Later Childhood 4. 18* 436. 92 407. 90 
C28. Psych. 230, Developmental Psychology 6. 19* 320 .90 360 .40 
C33. H. Ed. 4902, An Experience in the 
Teaching Process 134. ,5** 454 .05 324 .64 
^Students who had taken the experimental course. 




those items expressed in a positive manner and lower on those expressed in 
a negative manner than the students who had not taken the experimental 
course. The mean scores reported are expressed as adjusted normal devi­
ates ranging from 67 to 533 with 300 representing the mid-point of the 
scale. 
Three of the items listed in Table 11 were in the clusters for which 
significant differences were found and which have been discussed previ­
ously. Item 30 was in Cluster 3, Part I, and items B18 and C33 were in 
Cluster 16, Part II. These individual items obviously contributed to the 
results obtained from the analyses of variance of the clusters. 
Item 31, which dealt with conscientiousness of the student toward her 
work, was in Cluster 1, for which groups were not significantly different. 
The differences in responses to item 31 indicate that the students who had 
not taken the experimental course rated students as being more highly con­
scientious. This could reflect a less idealistic viewpoint on the part of 
the students who took the experimental course. Another possible explana­
tion could be that those who took the experimental course tended to assume 
that the large number of students who did not take it were less conscien­
tious . 
Items A14, C25, and CIS, which dealt with appreciation of courses, 
were included in Clusters 10, 9, and 11, respectively. Students who had 
taken the experimental course viewed the textiles and clothing course and 
the child development course as being more meaningful but the psychology 
course as less meaningful than those students who had not taken the experi­
mental course. 
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The other four items were not assigned to any of the clusters. Stu­
dents who had taken the experimental course were more positive in their 
responses regarding the benefit of the total undergraduate curriculum, the 
interest of boys in home economics, and the variety of responses which may 
be expected from pupils. The students who had not taken the experimental 
course were more highly positive that continuous effort is necessary to 
improve in teaching ability. However, both groups scored very high on 
this item. The mean score of 502.02 for item 29 is approximately equiva­
lent to 97.9 on the original 99-point scale, and 470.62 is equivalent to 
95.5 on the original scale. 
Conclusions in regard to Hypothesis 1^ 
Hypothesis I was as follows: There is no difference between the stu­
dents who had and who had not taken the experimental course in terms of 
attitudes and concepts related to teaching and the home economics education 
curriculum. The results of the analyses of variance allowed the researcher 
to reject Hypothesis 1 as measured by cluster scores on the H. Ed. 406 
Questionnaire for Cluster 3 and Cluster 16. The hypothesis was not 
rejected for Clusters 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. 
The aspects of the attitudes and concepts which were affected by the exper­
imental course were the degree of anxiety toward student teaching and the 
appreciation of the experience of the experimental course as reflected by 
the clusters of the questionnaire. The students who had taken the experi­
mental course were less anxious about student teaching and more positive 
about the experience provided by the experimental course. 
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Attitudes and concepts as reflected by the clusters dealing with 
enthusiasm, videotaping, management, teacher-pupil behavior, student 
teacher-pupil affection, home economics education curriculum, identity, 
and specified courses in home economics education, education, home econom­
ics, psychology, and sociology were not affected by enrollment in the 
experimental course. This conclusion is based on the assumption that the 
two groups were comparable in terms of characteristics other than the 
experience of the experimental course. 
Performance of Students as Assessed by Ratings 
of Teaching Sessions 
Exploratory examination of data 
The transformed mean scores of students from the analysis of the 
videotaped teaching sessions, disregarding individual teaching sessions, 
were examined. The examination revealed variation in the ratings given to 
the teaching behaviors, i.e., the ratings were not all high, all low, or 
clustered around the mean. For example, ratings ranged from -122.33 to 
45.00 on Dimension 1, from -8.33 to 155.67 on Dimension 4, and from -163.67 
to 144.33 on Dimension 11. The evidence appeared to justify testing for 
differences among students for the ratings on the dimensions of behavior 
included in the Analysis of Teaching instrument. 
The transformed mean scores of the teaching sessions across students 
for each dimension of behavior also varied. For example, ratings ranged 
from -115.44 for the first teaching session to -22.09 for the third teach­
ing session on Dimension 6 and from -62.90 for the first teaching session 
to 76.28 for the third teaching session on Dimension 11. This evidence 
seemed to justify testing for differences among teaching sessions for the 
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ratings on the dimensions of behavior included in the Analysis of Teaching 
instrument. Mean scores by teaching sessions for all dimensions are 
included in Table 44 in Appendix D. 
The transformed mean scores for dimensions varied. Transformed mean 
scores calculated for 32 students using three teaching sessions and 39 stu­
dents using two teaching sessions are presented in Table 12. Dimensions 
with the lowest scores were 7, 14, 6, and 8 which dealt with guidance of 
pupils in the statement of generalizations, provision of opportunities for 
open-ended inquiry, development of generalizations including their being 
stated, and asking of questions which contributed to the achievement of the 
objectives. The highest ratings were given on Dimensions 15, 5, 2, and 4 
which were concerned with consistency between lesson plan and class ses­
sion, accuracy of concepts presented, relationship of major parts of the 
lesson, and selection of appropriate concepts. 
Dimensions of behavior which were least effective due to lack of evi­
dence on which to base ratings (frequent use of 50 by rater) were Dimen­
sions 10 and 13. These dimensions described the behaviors of admitting 
lack of knowledge and using unexpected opportunities for teaching. Clawson 
(1973) also found these two dimensions to be the least effective. It 
appeared that either longer or additional teaching sessions were necessary 
to obtain a reliable measure of these two behaviors. 
Tests of differences among students and teaching sessions 
The results of the analysis of the ratings of the teaching sessions 
videotaped by the student are reported in this section. The purpose of 
this analysis was to determine whether or not there were differences in 
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TABLE 12 
Means of Transformed Dimension Ratings from Analysis of Videotapes 





1. Indicated purposes of the class within the 
introductory statements. -17. 50 -25. 40 
2. Related major parts of the lesson to each other 
either by statement or flow of plan. 73. 15 73. 14 
3. Provided a combination of activities likely to 
lead to attainment of objectives. 56. 28 55. 65 
4. Selected concepts appropriate for home econom­
ics instruction at the secondary level. 70. 81 66. 18 
5. Expressed concepts accurately. 109. 87 108. 17 
6. Developed generalizations including their being 
stated. -62. 36 -74.18 
7. Guided pupils to state generalizations or con­
clusions . -213. 75 -216. 01 
8. Asked questions which contributed to the 
achievement of the objectives by the pupils. -52. 81 -41. 92 
9. Clarified statements when questioned on a spe­
cific point or rephrased content. 14. 15 13. 50 
10. Admitted lack of knowledge on a point she did 
not know. 6. 28 6. 00 
11. Involved pupils in the learning process. -6. 60 6. 69 
12. Exhibited concern for pupils and their learn­
ing. 44. ,14 43. 62 
13. Used opportunities for teaching which arose 
unexpectedly. -14. 99 -16. 45 
14. Provided opportunities for open-ended inquiry 
on the part of the pupils. -167. 79 -171. 22 
15. Showed consistency between lesson plan and 
class session. 131. ,89 134. 22 
a 
Mean scores for 32 students using three teaching sessions. 
^Mean scores for 39 students using two teaching sessions. 
teaching performance among the students and the teaching sessions as 
assessed by the ratings of the videotapes. Two-way analyses of variance 
were made for each of the 15 dimensions in the Analysis of Teaching obser­
vation system. The first analysis of variance used three teaching sessions 
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for 32 students, and the second analysis of variance used two teaching ses­
sions for 39 students. 
Dimension ^  Indicated purposes of the class within the introductory 
statements In the analysis using three teaching sessions for 32 stu­
dents, the source of variance which was significant was the student as 
shown in Table 13. Mean scores for the students ranged from -122.33 to 
45.00, indicating that there were differences among students in their indi­
cation of purposes of the teaching sessions within their introductory 
statements. The level of significance was not maintained in the analysis 
of variance for the group of 39 students using only two teaching sessions 
as shown in Table 14. It appears that the additional sample of performance 
was necessary in order for the differences among students to become evi­
dent. 
Dimension 2 Related major parts of the lesson to each other either by 
statement or flow of plan The student was a highly significant source 
of variance in both analyses, and the teaching session was significant in 
the analysis using 39 students with two teaching sessions for this dimen­
sion (see Tables 15 and 16). The mean scores for the students ranged from 
3.67 to 128.00 for the group of 32 students and from -7.00 to 128.00 for 
all 39 students. Thus, the students varied significantly in their ability 
to relate major parts of the lesson. In the analysis using two teaching 
sessions, the first and third sessions, the mean score for the first teach­
ing session was 64.82 and for the third session, 81.46. Thus, the students 
showed a significant improvement from the first to the third teaching ses­
sion in relating major parts of the lesson to each other regardless of the 
differences among the students. 
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TABLE 13 
Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 1 
Source df F 
Student (A) 31 3616.32 1.75* 
Teaching session (B) 2 4786.91 2.32 
A X B (Error) 62 2066.17 
*p<. 05. 
TABLE 14 
Analysis of Variance 2: Dimension 1 
Source df MS 
Student (A) 38 3315.71 1.34 
Teaching session (B) 1 3192.32 1.29 
A X B (Error) 38 2474.72 
TABLE 15 
Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 2 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 2669.93 2.39** 
Teaching session (B) 2 3499.51 3.13 




Analysis of Variance 2; Dimension 2 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 38 2529.26 2.59** 
Teaching session (B) 1 5400.01 5.53* 
A X B (Error) 38 977.36 
**p<.01. 
*P<. 05. 
Dimension 3^ Provided ^  combination of activities likely to lead to 
attainment of objectives Table 17 shows that the student and the teach­
ing session were significant sources of variance in the analysis using 32 
students with three teaching sessions for Dimension 3. The mean scores for 
students ranged from 13.00 to 112.00. The mean score for the rating of the 
first tape was 45.91; the mean score for the second was 57.03; and the 
third, 65.91. There were, therefore, significant differences among the 
students and with these differences, improvement in performance of this 
dimension as measured by the three videotapes of the teaching sessions. 
Because the analysis using two teaching sessions did not yield differences 
significant at the .05 level (see Table 18), it appears that the additional 
teaching session may have contributed to the differences identified with 
Dimension 3. 
Dimension ^  Selected concepts appropriate for home economics instruc­
tion at the secondary level The student was a highly significant source 
of variance in the analysis using 32 students for this dimension (see 
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TABLE 17 
Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 3 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 1735.40 1.85* 
Teaching session (B) 2 3213.50 3.43* 
A X B (Error) 62 936.89 
*p<.05. 
TABLE 18 
Analysis of Variance 2: Dimension 3 
Source df MS 
Student (A) 38 1694.00 1.27 
Teaching session (B) 1 4754.88 3.56 
A X B (Error) 38 
Table 19). The mean scores by students varied from -8,33 to 155.67. Per­
formance on this dimension varied according to the student who was teaching 
in the analysis using 32 students. As shown in Table 20, neither source of 
variance was significant at the level necessary for this study in the anal­
ysis using 39 students. 
Dimension 2 Expressed concepts accurately As shown in Tables 21 
and 22, the student was a highly significant source of variance in both 
analyses for this dimension. The mean scores by students varied from 62.67 
to 164.00 in the analysis using 32 students and from 42.00 to 176.00 in the 
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TABLE 19 
Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 4 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 5877.41 2.31** 
Teaching session (B) 2 2705.72 1.06 
A X B (Error) 62 2549.25 
**p<.01. 
TABLE 20 
Analysis of Variance 2: Dimension 4 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 38 4606.88 1.54 
Teaching session (B) 1 2459.53 0.82 
A X B (Error) 38 2893.12 
TABLE 21 
Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 5 
Source df Î-ÎS F 
Student (A) 31 2679.33 2.37** 
Teaching session (B) 2 185.07 0.16 




Analysis of Variance 2; Dimension 5 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 38 2493.25 2.92** 
Teaching session (B) 1 316.01 0.37 
A X B (Error) 38 855.36 
**p<.01. 
analysis using 39 students. Level of performance on Dimension 5 was, 
therefore, dependent upon the student who was being rated. Teaching ses­
sion was not a significant source of variance. 
Dimension ^  Developed generalizations including their being stated 
Student and teaching session were highly significant sources of variance in 
both analyses for Dimension 6 (see Tables 23 and 24). In the analysis 
using 32 students, the mean scores ranged from -233.00 to 54.33 among the 
students, and in the analysis using 39 students, the mean scores ranged 
from -233.00 to 69.00. The mean scores by teaching session were -115.44 
for the first session, -49.56 for the second session, and -22.09 for the 
third session in the analysis using 32 students. In the analysis using 39 
students, the mean score of the first teaching session was -122.15 and the 
second session, -26.21. This indicated that regardless of the significant 
differences among the students, their performance in developing generaliza­
tions improved from first, to second, to third teaching sessions and from 




Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 6 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 21974.35 2.68** 
Teaching session (B) 2 73637.88 8.97** 
A X B (Error) 62 8212.96 
**p<. 01. 
TABLE 24 
Analysis of Variance 2: Dimension 6 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 38 17117.54 2.46** 
Teaching session (B) 1 179520.00 25.78** 
AXE (Error) 38 6958.38 
**p<.01. 
Dimension 2 Guided pupils to state generalizations or conclusions 
The student was a highly significant source of variance for only the analy­
sis using 32 students, and the teaching session was a significant source of 
variance in both analyses for Dimension 7 (see Tables 25 and 26). Mean 
scores by student ranged from -233.00 to -89.67 in the analysis using 32 
students. In this analysis, the mean score for the rating of the first 
videotape was -228.69, the second was -213.38, and the third was -199.19. 
In the analysis using 39 students, the mean score for the rating of the 
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TABLE 25 
Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 7 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 4896.52 2.53** 
Teaching session (B) 2 6965.38 3.60* 




Analysis of Variance 2: Dimension 7 
Source df MS 
Student (A) 
Teaching session (B) 










first videotape was -226.77 and for the third, -205.26. The mean scores 
indicate that in spite of the differences among the students evident in one 
analysis of variance and the students' relatively low level of performance, 
there was improvement shown in their ability to guide pupils to state gen­
eralizations or conclusions. 
Dimension 8_Asked questions which contributed to the achievement of 
the objectives by the pupils Tables 27 and 28 show that the student was 
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TABLE 27 
Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 8 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 17949.05 2.12** 
Teaching session (B) 2 84853.75 10.04** 
AXE (Error) 62 8450.64 
**p<.01. 
TABLE 28 
Analysis of Variance 2: Dimension 8 
Source df MS 
Student (A) 38 13783.64 1.58 
Teaching session (B) 1 138939.30 15.96** 
A X B (Error) 38 8705.83 
**p<.01. 
a highly significant source of variance in one analysis, and the teaching 
session was highly significant in both analyses for Dimension 8. In the 
analysis using 32 students, the mean scores by student ranged from -183.00 
to 166.67, reflecting a wide variation. In the same analysis of variance, 
the mean scores of the ratings of the videotapes were -108.56, -42.84, and 
-7.03 for the first, second, and third teaching sessions, respectively. 
The mean scores were -84.13 and 0.28 for the first and third teaching ses­
sions, respectively, in the analysis using 39 students. The mean scores of 
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the ratings of the teaching sessions reflect the improvement shown by the 
students in asking questions which contributed to the achievement of the 
objectives by the pupils. 
Dimension 2 Clarified statements when questioned on a specific point 
or rephrased content As shown in Tables 29 and 30, the student was a 
significant source of variance in the analysis using 32 students, and the 
teaching session was a highly significant source of variance in both analy­
ses for this dimension. In the analysis using the ratings of 32 students, 
the mean scores by students ranged from -70.67 to 51.00. The mean scores 
for the ratings of the teaching sessions were 0.03, 18.97, and 23.44 for 
the first, second, and third teaching sessions, respectively. In the anal­
ysis of variance using the ratings of teaching sessions by 39 students, the 
mean score for the first session was 3.03, and the mean score for the third 
session was 23.97. Regardless of the differences among students, the mean 
scores for the teaching session reflect improvement in the students' per­
formance in clarifying statements. 
Dimension 10 Admitted lack of knowledge on £ point she did not know 
There were no significant differences between ratings of performance on 
either analyses of variance for Dimension 10 (see Tables 31 and 32). Mean 
scores by student ranged from -22.33 to 69.33 with 21 students receiving 
mean scores of 0.00 in the analysis using 32 students. In this analysis, 
the mean scores by teaching session were 4.03, 6.19, and 8.63 for the 
first, second, and third teaching sessions, respectively. In the analysis 
using 39 students, the mean scores by student ranged from 6.50 to 52.00, 
however, 30 of the 39 students had mean scores of 0.00. The mean score for 
the first teaching session in this analysis was 3.96 and for the third. 
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TABLE 29 
Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 9 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 1474.77 1.88* 
Teaching session (B) 2 4941.07 6.31** 




Analysis of Variance 2: Dimension 9 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 38 984.47 1.15 
Teaching session (B) 1 8557.54 10.05** 
A X B (Error) 38 851.42 
**p<.01. 
8.05. The large number of students' mean scores with ratings of 0.00 
reflect a lack of evidence upon which to base ratings. Thus, Dimension 10 
was not effective as a measure of performance in this study. 
Dimension 11 Involved pupils in the learning process For Dimen­
sion 11, the student was a hi^ly significant source of variance in the 
analysis of variance using the ratings of 32 students, and the teaching 
session was highly significant in both analyses (see Tables 33 and 34). 
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TABLE 31 
Analysis of Variance 1; Dimension 10 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 741.12 1.55 
Teaching session (B) 2 169.03 0.35 
A X B (Error) 62 477.49 
TABLE 32 
Analysis of Variance 2; Dimension 10 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 38 382.66 0.92 
Teaching session (B) 1 328.21 0.79 
A X B (Error) 38 415.02 
TABLE 33 
Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 11 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 15287.98 2.16** 
Teaching session (B) 2 227112.80 32.12** 




Analysis of Variance 2: Dimension 11 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 38 10742.43 1.19 
Teaching session (B) 1 377732.90 41.67** 
A X B (Error) 38 9065.59 
**p<.01. 
The mean scores by students using the analysis of 32 students were from 
-163-67 to 144.33, which indicated a wide variation. In the same analysis, 
the mean scores by teaching session were -92.59 for the first teaching ses­
sion, -3.00 for the second session, and 75.78 for the third session. In 
the analysis using 39 students, the mean scores by teaching sessions were 
-62.90 for the first teaching session and 76.28 for the third teaching ses­
sion. The differences in mean scores by teaching sessions reflect improve­
ment in the students' performance in involving pupils in the learning proc­
ess, regardless of the differences exhibited among students. 
Dimension 12 Exhibited concern for pupils and their learning As 
shown in Tables 35 and 36, the teaching session was a highly significant 
source of variance in both analyses for Dimension 12. Mean scores for the 
ratings of the teaching sessions used in the analysis reported in Table 35 
were 1.34, 54.59, and 76.50 for the first, second, and third teaching ses­
sions, respectively. For the analysis reported in Table 36, the mean 
scores were 11.23 and 76.41 for the first and third teaching sessions, 
respectively. The significant differences in the mean scores reflect 
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TABLE 35 
Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 12 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 3092.28 1.54 
Teaching session (B) 2 47807.50 23.78** 
A X B (Error) 62 2010.23 
**p<. 01. 
TABLE 36 
Analysis of Variance 2; Dimension 12 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 38 2516.56 1.33 
Teaching session (B) 1 82843.06 43.83** 
A X B (Error) 38 1890.13 
**p<.01. 
improvement in the students' performance in exhibiting concern for the 
pupils and their learning. The student was not a significant source of 
variance in either analyses of variance for Dimension 12. 
Dimension 13 Used opportunities for teaching which arose unexpectedly 
The significant source of variance for Dimension 13 was the student (see 
Tables 37 and 38). The mean scores by students ranged from -233.00 to 
50.33 with 15 students receiving mean scores of 0.00 in the analysis using 
32 students. The mean scores by students in the analysis using 39 students 
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TABLE 37 
Analysis of Variance 1; Dimension 13 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 8354.63 6.27** 
Teaching session (B) 2 3081.01 2.31 
A X B (Error) 62 1331.70 
**p<.01. 
TABLE 38 
Analysis of Variance 2: Dimension 13 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 38 6462.36 7.09** 
Teaching session (B) 1 1026.78 1.13 
A X B (Error) 38 912.02 
**p<.01. 
ranged from -233.00 to 42.00 with 26 students receiving mean scores of 
0.00. The wide range of mean scores indicates that there were significant 
differences among the students in their use of unexpected opportunities for 
teaching. However, because almost one-half of each group of students had 
mean scores of 0.00 (indicating insufficient evidence upon which to base a 
rating). Dimension 13 may be questioned. In order for this dimension to 
measure performance more effectively, a larger sample of teaching sessions 
may be necessary. 
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Dimension 14 Provided opportunities for open-ended inquiry on the part 
of the pupils For Dimension 14, the student was a significant source of 
variance in the analysis of variance using 32 students, and the teaching 
session was a highly significant source of variance in both analyses (see 
Tables 39 and 40). In the analysis using 32 students, the mean scores of 
the ratings by students ranged from -233.00 to -16.33. In the same analy­
sis, the mean scores by teaching session were -214.00 for the first teach­
ing session, -171.53 for the second session, and -117.84 for the third ses­
sion. In the analysis using 39 students, the mean scores by teaching ses­
sion were -208.18 for the first teaching session and -134.26 for the third 
teaching session. The mean scores by teaching session reflect improvement 
in the students' performance in providing opportunities for open-ended 
inquiry while also indicating a low level of performance over all of the 
mean scores. 
Dimension 15 Showed consistency between lesson plan and class session 
As shown in Tables 41 and 42, the student was a significant source of vari­
ance in the analysis using 32 students, and the teaching session was a 
highly significant source of variance in both analyses for Dimension 15. 
In the analysis using the ratings of 32 students, the mean scores by stu­
dents ranged from 47.67 to 164.00. The mean scores for the ratings of the 
teaching sessions were 149.06, 125.63, and 120.97 for the first, second, 
and third teaching sessions, respectively. In the analysis of variance 
using the ratings of teaching sessions by 39 students, the mean scores for 
the first and third teaching sessions were 145.90 and 122.54, respectively. 
Regardless of the significant differences among students indicated by the 
first analysis of variance for Dimension 15, the students showed less con-
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TABLE 39 
Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 14 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 12422.27 1.94* 
Teaching session (B) 2 74303.81 11.58** 




Analysis of Variance 2: Dimension 14 
Source df MS 
Student (A) 
Teaching session (B) 








sistency between their lesson plans and class sessions in the last teaching 
sessions than in the first teaching sessions. All mean scores were posi­
tive indicating that in all teaching sessions, all students were somewhat 
consistent in relation to their lesson plans and their teaching sessions. 
Conelusions in regard to Hypothesis 2 Hypothesis 2 was stated as 
follows: There is no difference in students enrolled in the experimental 
course in terms of their teaching performance during the series of teaching 
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TABLE 41 
Analysis of Variance 1: Dimension 15 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 31 2034.64 1.93* 
Teaching session (B) 2 7254.70 6.88** 




Analysis of Variance 2; Dimension 15 
Source df MS F 
Student (A) 38 1104.18 1.20 
Teaching session (B) 1 10640.02 11.59** 
A X B (Error) 38 918.27 
**p<.01. 
sessions as measured by ratings of videotapes of sessions taught by the 
student. The results of the analyses of variance using data for 32 stu­
dents and three teaching sessions for each dimension of behavior on the 
Analysis of Teaching rating scale led to the rejection of Hypothesis 2 for 
Dimensions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, and 15. The hypothesis 
was not rejected for Dimensions 10 and 12. 
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The results of the analyses of variance using data for 39 students and 
two teaching sessions for each dimension on the instrument led to the 
rejection of Hypothesis 2 for only Dimensions 2, 5, 6, and 13. The hypoth­
esis was not rejected at the level of significance necessary for this study 
for the remaining dimensions. The differences in the results of the two 
sets of analyses may be explained in that the additional teaching session 
could have provided the evidence necessary for the dimensions to differen­
tiate among the students. 
Performance in relating major parts of the lesson, expressing concepts 
accurately, developing generalizations, and using unexpected opportunities 
for teaching was significantly different by student in both sets of analy­
ses of variance. Performance on dimensions dealing with indicating pur­
poses of the class, providing a combination of activities likely to lead to 
attainment of objectives, selecting appropriate concepts, guiding pupils to 
state generalizations, asking questions which contributed to the objec­
tives, clarifying questions, involving pupils, providing opportunities for 
open-ended inquiry, and showing consistency between lesson plans and class 
sessions provided evidence for rejecting Hypothesis 2 in the analysis using 
32 students. 
Dimensions of behavior for which the student was the only significant 
source of variance were Dimensions 1, 4, 5, and 13. These dimensions dealt 
with indicating the purposes of the class, selecting appropriate concepts, 
expressing concepts accurately, and using unexpected opportunities for 
teaching. 
Conclusions in regard to Hypothesis _3 Hypothesis 3 was stated as 
follows; There is no difference in the teaching sessions in terms of the 
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teaching performance of the students enrolled in the experimental course as 
measured by ratings of videotapes of sessions taught by the student. The 
results of both sets of analyses of variance for each dimension on the 
Analysis of Teaching rating scale led to the rejection of Hypothesis 3 for 
Dimensions 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, and 15. The analyses using 32 students 
and three teaching sessions also led to the rejection of the hypothesis for 
Dimension 3, and the analyses using 39 students and two teaching sessions 
led to the rejection of the hypothesis for Dimension 2. 
Hypothesis 3 was not rejected for Dimensions 1, 4, 5, 10, and 13. The 
performance of the students did not vary significantly by teaching session 
in indicating the purposes of the class, selecting appropriate concepts, 
expressing concepts accurately, admitting lack of knowledge, and using 
unexpected opportunities for teaching. 
Performance in relating major parts of the lesson, providing activi­
ties likely to lead to attainment of objectives, developing generaliza­
tions, guiding pupils to state generalizations, asking questions which con­
tribute to the achievement of objectives, clarifying statements, involving 
pupils in the learning process, exhibiting concern for pupils, providing 
opportunities for open-ended inquiry, and showing consistency between les­
son plans and class sessions varied according to the teaching session. All 
dimensions of behavior except Dimension 12, exhibiting concern for pupils, 
also varied significantly by student. 
Mean scores for the ratings of the teaching sessions were higher for 
the second teaching session and highest for the third teaching session for 
all of the above dimensions except Dimension 15, showing consistency 
between lesson plans and class sessions. For Dimension 15, the mean scores 
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were lower for the second and third teaching sessions. This may have been 
the result of the students allowing more input from their pupils in the 
second and third teaching sessions as evidenced by the mean scores on the 
items showing involvement of the pupils. 
Correlations among ratings of teaching sessions on items of Analysis 
of Teaching instrument The correlation matrix of the ratings of the 
first and third teaching sessions for each dimension of the Analysis of 
Teaching instrument is shown in Table 43. Dimensions 2, 5, 6, 7, and 13 
had correlation coefficients ranging from .34 to .76 between the first and 
third teaching session for each item. Thus, students who scored higher on 
the first teaching session for each item generally also scored higher for 
the third teaching session on that item. Performance of the other dimen­
sions did not correlate significantly from one session to the other. 
The following discussion is limited to correlations between dimensions 
for a session, either the first or third session. Intercorrelation coef­
ficients among Dimensions 2, 3, and 5 were above .46. Dimensions 4 and 6 
correlated above .44 in the first and third teaching sessions. Dimensions 
8, 11, and 15 had intercorrelation coefficients ranging from .36 to .92 in 
the two teaching sessions. Dimension 7 had intercorrelation coefficients 
ranging from .21 to .57 with Dimensions 8 and 14 in the first and third 
sessions. Dimension 9 had intercorrelation coefficients above .39 with 
Dimensions 11 and 12 in both teaching sessions. Dimensions 11 and 12 cor­
related above .47 in the teaching sessions. 
The level of the correlation coefficients for the dimensions listed is 
understandable. Dimensions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are each concerned in some 
way with presentation of the teaching session by the student. Dimensions 
TABLE 43 
Correlation Matrix for Analysis of Teaching Instrument 
Variables^ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 
1 1 
1 3 16^= 
2 1 04 -05 
2 3 -13 02 45 
3 1 03 -23 69 10 
3 3 -06 -03 30 62 12 
4 1 08 09 18 12 -00 12 
4 3 -19 -31 07 14 07 36 22 
5 1 -09 14 48 12 46 18 34 02 
5 3 -29 08 39 54 18 48 16 42 49 
6 1 21 06 37 28 42 37 45 36 39 42 
6 3 -03 -32 -05 20 08 44 08 63 09 46 42 
7 1 -01 -27 06 -03 18 21 25 28 04 12 30 18 
7 3 03 -23 07 25 05 39 33 40 30 39 27 35 34 
8 1 -07 -18 18 09 20 03 11 08 -02 06 20 01 44 21 
8 3 13 -12 -09 00 04 15 17 41 16 21 21 38 35 39 
9 1 13 09 20 37 -20 13 09 -19 -18 00 -24 -29 07 -00 
9 3 08 -20 -03 24 00 28 14 04 26 16 14 22 29 29 
10 1 09 03 10 23 05 -02 02 -40 -13 -09 -14 -35 -07 -10 
10 3 32 -01 -22 -28 -10 05 -01 -24 -03 -25 -07 -06 -10 02 
11 1 -13 -06 19 11 21 -01 03 -01 -08 04 11 -15 32 09 
11 3 18 08 -29 -06 -20 08 -00 -24 16 -09 -20 -10 14 27 
12 1 03 -17 24 10 26 15 02 02 -05 03 13 -05 30 13 
12 3 22 02 30 32 12 61 21 01 41 23 14 21 03 24 
13 1 14 -14 38 24 04 12 -06 04 06 20 -02 14 -21 -08 
13 3 19 -16 24 34 -05 25 -08 13 03 35 -00 22 03 07 
14 1 27 -11 35 -05 42 09 13 11 04 -07 40 -05 43 06 
14 3 10 -26 01 08 08 22 -13 13 13 20 16 34 06 39 
15 1 21 07 15 -03 08 -05 10 11 46 24 25 24 -15 03 
15 3 -32 30 42 35 28 24 -03 -06 15 42 22 -03 -11 -08 
Variables are coded in the first row and column by the dimension num­
ber of the Analysis of Teaching instrument and in the second row and column 
by the number of the teaching session. 
^Decimal points have been omitted. 



















_ 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3  
08 
30 08 
-39 37 -13 
17 02 26 -04 
13 40 -01 16 -03 
37 27 47 18 26 10 
31 49 17 15 31 78 22 
26 18 48 09 18 -17 47 
34 45 -05 -13 12 12 -06 25 20 
50 52 18 02 25 15 14 40 31 76 
28 06 07 -08 24 53 -00 56 03 11 
21 -22 38 -13 34 04 36 23 21 02 
18 -40 15 -36 -14 -65 -13 -58 21 10 
-41 -13 -24 19 -41 03 -48 -13 -06 -17 
12 
18 23 
02 -29 -07 
-18 -15 -22 10 
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7, S, 9, 11, and 12 deal with involvement of the pupils in the teaching 
sessions. 
The large correlation coefficients between some dimensions of behavior 
within the teaching sessions make it apparent that the dimensions are not 
measuring completely independent types of behavior. It was expected that 
dimensions which were related logically would be correlated. Dimension 11 
had the most variance in common with other dimensions of the instrument. 
It had significant intercorrelation coefficients for the first and third 
teaching sessions with five other dimensions. Dimension 1 was the most 
nearly independent dimension with all correlation coefficients low enough 
to be considered of little consequence. Dimension 11 deals with involving 
pupils in the learning process, and Dimension 1 deals with indicating pur­
poses of the class. 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of the Study 
This research focused on an experimental course. This course was 
H. Ed. 490Z Special Problems: An Experience in the Teaching Process 
offered in the Department of Home Economics Education at Iowa State Univer­
sity during spring quarter, 1970, and the 1970-1971 academic year. In the 
course, sophomore students majoring in home economics education were pro­
vided the opportunity to analyze themselves in the role of teachers through 
simulated teaching experiences. The course was offered for one hour of 
credit and on a pass/fail basis. 
The experimental course was structured so that each student was pro­
vided the opportunity of teaching three videotaped teaching sessions, 
including one 5 to 8 minute session, one 10 to 15 minute session, and one 
20 to 25 minute session. The students each taught three high school sopho­
mores. both boys and girls, generally keeping the same pupils for the three 
teaching sessions. Each student was assigned to a supervisor who was 
either a faculty member or graduate student in home economics education or 
family environment. The student and her supervisor viewed the videotapes 
separately for each teaching session. The student then wrote her reactions 
to the videotaped teaching session and gave the written reaction sheet to 
her supervisor. The student and her supervisor had a conference after 
viewing the videotape of each teaching session. Group discussion sessions 
involving the students taking the course were also held before the first 
teaching session and after each of the three teaching sessions. 
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It was desired by the faculty in home economics education that the 
course be as flexible and adaptable to the needs recognized by the individ­
ual students as possible. Therefore, direction given the students was kept 
to a minimum. Individuality of the students was emphasized, and each stu­
dent was encouraged to experiment with different methods and techniques of 
teaching. However, it was expected that the topics chosen for the teaching 
sessions would relate to home economics. The direction of the course for 
each student depended on what the student desired to gain from the course 
as well as upon guidance from her supervisor. 
The experimental course provided the opportunity to examine selected 
characteristics of the home economics education majors during their sopho­
more year. Information obtained could be used later by faculty in home 
economics education for planning curriculum. Therefore, the first objec­
tive of the study was to describe selected characteristics of the sophomore 
home economics education majors who took the experimental course in terms 
of their attitudes and concepts related to teaching and the home economics 
education curriculum, their teaching performance, and other characteristics 
that might affect the value of the experimental course. 
Evidence was needed upon which decisions about the future of the 
experimental course could be made. Accordingly, the second objective of 
the study was to evaluate the experimental course in terms of evidence of 
the students' learning in relation to their attitudes and concepts regard­
ing teaching and the home economics education curriculum and their teaching 
performance. Hypotheses which were tested for this objective were: 
1. There is no difference in the students' expressed attitudes and 
concepts related to teaching and the home economics education cur-
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riculum between the students who took and those who did not take 
the experimental course. 
2. There is no difference in teaching performance among the students 
taking the experimental course. 
3. There is no difference in teaching performance among the teaching 
sessions taught in the experimental course. 
Although it was not possible to randomly assign students to the exper­
imental course, an attempt was made to have a representative group. There 
was no evidence to indicate that the group of students taking the experi­
mental course was different from the entire class of sophomores during the 
1970-1971 academic year in terms of cumulative grade point average or back­
ground experiences in working with children and teen-agers. 
The principal subjects in the study were 40 sophomore home economics 
education majors at Iowa State University who were enrolled in the experi­
mental course spring quarter, 1970, or during one of the three quarters of 
the 1970-1971 academic year. In order to evaluate the experimental course, 
an additional group of students was included. These were 122 home econom­
ics education students at Iowa State University who did not take the exper­
imental course but who took H. Ed. 406, Methods of Teaching Home Economics 
at the same time as the majority of the 40 principal subjects during the 
1971-1972 academic year. 
Instruments used for data collection were developed by the investiga­
tor. The purpose of the content analysis system was to identify students' 
expressed concepts and attitudes related to teaching and the home economics 
education curriculum. The content analysis system was used with the case 
study method as a plan for determining the pertinent concepts and attitudes 
expressed in the three conferences between the student and her supervisor. 
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written reaction sheets by the student and her supervisor, and pre- and 
postinterviews conducted with the students. 
A questionnaire was developed to obtain a measure of the attitudes and 
concepts related to teaching and the home economics education curriculum of 
the students who had taken and who had not taken the experimental course. 
The two-part instrument consisted of 132 items to which the subjects 
responded on a 99-point scale. 
A measure of teaching performance was obtained from ratings of video­
tapes of the teaching sessions taught by the students in the experimental 
course. The 15-item Analysis of Teaching instrument was developed by the 
investigator and a graduate student in home economics education for use in 
analyzing the videotapes. An interrater reliability coefficient of ,98 and 
an intrarater reliability coefficient of .98 were established. 
The case study method was used in describing the selected character­
istics of the students taking the experimental course. Correlations and 
cluster analysis were used to identify clusters of items in the question­
naire. Analysis of variance was used to test for differences between the 
students who took and who did not take the experimental course regarding 
their expressed attitudes and concepts related to teaching and the home 
economics education curriculum and to test for differences among students 
and teaching sessions in teaching performance. 
In using the content analysis system, the data were analyzed in random 
order for each of the 23 students for whom complete sets of data were 
available. In addition to the data being compiled using the content analy­
sis system, two individual case studies were developed. 
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Evidence was presented indicating that the students taking the experi­
mental course varied in their attitudes and concepts related to teaching 
and to the home economics education curriculum, teaching performance during 
the teaching sessions, cumulative grade point averages, and previous expe­
rience in working with children. Generally, the students took advantage of 
their opportunities within the experimental course and tried different 
styles and methods of teaching. They explored their feelings and thoughts 
about teaching and learning. 
Most of the students did show their ability to examine their potential 
as a teacher with the guidance of their supervisor. It appeared that the 
majority of the students who were less able to look at themselves objec­
tively and analyze their teaching experiences also were students who had 
less previous experience in working with children and teen-agers. These 
students showed a need for the supervisor to be more directive in order for 
the student to be able to analyze the experience constructively. 
As the course progressed, the students became more aware of the impact 
of pupils on a class situation. Their concerns about teaching, generally, 
became more realistic showing an increased awareness of the responsibili­
ties of a teacher. Most students also believed that their future courses 
at the university would have increased meaning to them because after having 
the experimental course, they could understand why the courses were needed. 
The one major exception to this was that the comments regarding the value 
of the general education courses became more negative. 
Many students expressed some naive or simplistic views toward teach­
ing. They also had some misconceptions regarding home economics and the 
teaching-learning process. 
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Regarding the students' opinions of the experimental course, all 
expressed that it was a valuable course. Generally, they viewed having 
actual high school pupils as their pupils, videotaping the teaching ses­
sions, and having conferences with a university supervisor as essential 
aspects of the course. 
It appeared that the course may have had an effect upon the students' 
commitment toward home economics teaching. Several of the students 
responded that they were more committed to teaching home economics as a 
result of the course. Within the year following taking the course, two 
students, who were uncertain of their choice of major, changed their major 
to another area of home economics, and one student withdrew from the uni­
versity. 
The first step in the cluster analysis of the H. Ed. 406 Questionnaire 
was to transform the raw data to normal deviates. Next, 100 X 100 and 36 X 
36 correlation matrices were examined to identify items which seemed to be 
forming clusters. Clusters thus identified represent major attitudinal and 
conceptual dimensions on which the students varied in their responses and 
are as follows; 
Part I 
1. Enthusiasm for teaching home economics and working with people 
2. Value of videotaping 
3. Anxiety toward student teaching 
4. Management in teaching 
5. Effects of student teacher behavior on pupil behavior 
6. Appreciation of home economics education curriculum 
7. Student teacher-pupil affection 
8. Identification with home economics education 
Part II 
9. Appreciation of courses in child development 
10. Appreciation of courses in home economics content areas 
11. Appreciation of courses in management, psychology, and sociology 
12. Appreciation of courses in methods and principles of teaching 
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13. Appreciation of courses in the individual and family 
14. Appreciation of courses in educational foundations 
15. Appreciation of courses in general methods of teaching 
16. Appreciation of the experimental course 
The next step in the analysis was to test for differences between 
groups. Cluster scores were computed for each student. The scores were 
divided by the standard deviation of the responses of that student, either 
to the items in the cluster if there were at least eight, or to the total 
number of items in all of the clusters when there were fewer than eight 
items in the cluster. The cluster scores were divided by the standard 
deviations in an attempt to deal with response set. 
The adjusted cluster scores were then used in a one-way analysis of 
variance program to determine whether or not there were significant differ­
ences between students who had and who had not taken the experimental 
course. Significant F-values (p<.05 or .01) were obtained in two of the 16 
analyses of variance. Significant differences were found for Cluster 3, 
Anxiety toward student teaching, and Cluster 16. Appreciation of the exper­
imental course. The students who took the experimental course were less 
anxious toward student teaching and viewed the experimental course more 
positively than the students who had not taken the experimental course. 
Hypothesis 1: There is no difference between the students who had 
and who had not taken the experimental course in terms of attitudes and 
concepts related to teaching and the home economics education curriculum as 
measured by cluster scores on the H. Ed. 406 Questionnaire, therefore, was 
rejected for Clusters 3 and 16. It was not rejected for Clusters 1, 2, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. 
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Two-way analyses of variance were made for each of the 15 dimensions 
of behavior in the Analysis of Teaching observation system. The first 
analysis of variance of the two analyses for each dimension used three 
teaching sessions for 32 students, and the second analysis of variance used 
two teaching sessions for 39 students. The purpose of the analyses was to 
determine whether or not there were differences in teaching performance 
among the students and the teaching sessions as assessed by the ratings of 
the videotapes. 
Hypotheses 2 was stated as follows; There is no difference in stu­
dents enrolled in the experimental course in terms of their teaching per­
formance during the series of teaching sessions as measured by ratings of 
videotapes of sessions taught by the student. The results of the analyses 
of variance for the videotapes using data for 32 students and three teach­
ing sessions allowed rejection of Hypothesis 2 for Dimensions 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, and 15. The hypothesis was not rejected for 
Dimensions 10 and 12. The results of the analysis of variance using data 
for 39 students and two teaching sessions for each dimension on the instru­
ment led to the rejection of Hypothesis 2 for only Dimensions 2, 5, 6, and 
13. For the remaining dimensions, the hypothesis was not rejected at the 
level of significance necessary for this study. The additional teaching 
session in the first set of analyses of variance could have provided the 
evidence necessary for the dimensions to differentiate among the students. 
Performance on dimensions of behavior dealing with relating major 
parts of the lesson, expressing concepts accurately, developing generaliza­
tions, and using unexpected opportunities for teaching was significantly 
different by student in both sets of analyses. Performance in indicating 
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purposes of the class, providing a combination of activities likely to lead 
to attainment of objectives, selecting appropriate concepts, guiding pupils 
to state generalizations, asking questions which contributed to the objec­
tives, clarifying questions, involving pupils, providing opportunities for 
open-ended inquiry, and showing consistency between lesson plans and class 
sessions, provided evidence for rejecting Hypothesis 2 in the analyses 
using three teaching sessions. 
The results of the analyses of variance for the videotapes allowed 
rejection of Hypothesis 3: There is no difference in the teaching sessions 
in terms of the teaching performance of the students enrolled in the exper­
imental course as measured by ratings of videotapes of sessions taught by 
the student for Dimensions 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, and 15. The analyses 
using 32 students and three teaching sessions also led to the rejection of 
the hypothesis for Dimension 3, and the analyses using 39 students and two 
teaching sessions led to the rejection of the hypothesis for Dimension 2. 
Hypothesis 3 was not rejected for Dimensions 1, 4, 5, 10, and 13. 
Performance in indicating the purposes of the class, selecting appropriate 
concepts, expressing concepts accurately, admitting lack of knowledge, and 
using unexpected opportunities for teaching did not vary significantly by 
teaching session. 
Performance varied according to the teaching session in relating major 
parts of the lesson, providing activities likely to lead to attainment of 
objectives, developing generalizations, guiding pupils to state generaliza­
tions, asking questions which contribute to the achievement of objectives, 
clarifying statements, involving pupils in the learning process, exhibiting 
concern for pupils, providing opportunities for open-ended inquiry, and 
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showing consistency between lesson plans and class sessions. Mean scores 
for the ratings of the teaching sessions were higher for the second teach­
ing session and highest for the third teaching session for all of the above 
dimensions except Dimension 15, showing consistency between lesson plans 
and class sessions. The mean scores for Dimension 15 were lower for the 
second and third teaching sessions. This may be explained in that as the 
students allowed more involvement of their pupils in the sessions, they 
became more flexible in following the lesson plans. 
Recommendations 
On the basis of the evidence reported in this study, it is recommended 
that the course offering the student the opportunity to have simulated 
teaching experiences be available for all home economics education majors 
to take early in their teacher preparation program. The experience in 
teaching actual high school pupils, having conferences with a supervisor 
following each of the teaching sessions, and videotaping the teaching ses­
sions were essential components of the course in the opinion of the stu­
dents, and it is recommended that these components be retained. 
It appeared that maintaining the contact with one particular supervi­
sor through the entire course for each student fostered the development of 
rapport between the students and their supervisors. It also provided con­
tinuity for each of the students as they progressed through the experiences 
in the course. Therefore, it seems that assigning each student to a super­
visor for the entire course is worthy of retaining. 
Since the students did exhibit an increase in degree of performance of 
most of the dimensions of behavior as rated with the Analysis of Teaching 
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instrument, retaining a series of opportunities for the students to teach 
also seems to be important. Provision of additional experiences either at 
the sophomore level or between the sophomore year and student teaching 
appears to be worthy of investigation. A possibility for additional expe­
riences at the junior level could be offered in conjunction with or immedi­
ately following a professional education course such as the course in gen­
eral methods of teaching. 
There appeared to be much variation among the supervisors and students 
as to the direction and content of the conferences. Further clarification 
or definition of the objectives for the course would give more direction to 
the supervisors in handling the conferences. This could be done without 
losing the flexibility and individuality which the experimental course 
offered the students. 
The evidence presented concerning the variation among the students 
supports individualizing the teacher preparation program to the extent pos­
sible. Research concerning competence based testing at this early stage 
with subsequent individualization of each student's program is recommended. 
It is recommended that more attention be given to clarifying with the 
students the justification behind the required core of their program. 
Individual instructors of general education courses and advisors of stu­
dents may need to take this need into consideration. 
Most of the dimensions of behavior in the Analysis of Teaching instru­
ment successfully differentiated among the students. On the basis of the 
results of this study and the study conducted by Clawson (1973), it is 
believed that the instrument has potential for use in analyzing teaching 
performance. It is recommended that the instrument be improved by remov­
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ing, replacing, or refining Dimensions 10, admitting lack of knowledge, and 
13, using unexpected teaching opportunities, because of the lack of evi­
dence found on which to base ratings as the dimensions exist in this study. 
The total instrument could be refined for further clarification. The opti­
mum number and length of time of observations for more accurately describ­
ing dimensions of the teachers' behavior also needs to be investigated. 
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APPENDIX A: BASIC INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
As I told you during the 490Z group meeting, I am interested in study­
ing this experimental course and the student reactions within it in 
order for a decision to be made about including it as a part of the 
home economics education curriculum. In making this study as accurate 
as possible, I would like to ask you some questions about your 
thoughts and feelings about the teaching process before the course 
progresses any further. Then, I would like to talk with you again at 
the end of the course. 
I would appreciate being able to use this tape recorder so that I won't 
have to take notes on what you are saying. As you remember from the 
first class meeting, anything you say will be held confidential and 
that the research will in no way involve you personally. If I include 
anything that you say in the report, you will not be identified by 
name. Is it all right with you to turn on the recorder now? 
Since you have identified home economics education as your major, it 
apparently at this time is your "number one" career choice. 
What about teaching home economics especially appeals to you? 
Why do you want to teach? 
Do you have any idea why you feel this way about teaching? 
What do you think teaching will be like? 
Why? 
At this point in time, do you have any doubts or concerns about your 
choice of teaching as a career? What are they? Can you tell me more 
about these (it)? 
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III. Now I would like for you to describe your idea of what a good teacher 
is like and what a poor teacher is like.^ Using words or phrases which 
are descriptive, how would you describe (a) the good teacher? (b) the 
poor teacher? Thinking of this figure as representing you as you are 
now, please tell me descriptive words or phrases that would fit two of 
these people but not the third. As you are getting ready to experience 
teaching in the sophomore experience, what do you think you will be 
like? 
Looking ahead to completing your undergraduate program and assuming 
that you will accept a teaching position, where in terms of these cir­
cles would you like to be when you start teaching? 
Which of these characteristics or qualities do you believe are the most 
important for you to have? 
Which do you think you will be able to maintain with no outside help? 
Which of these qualities do you think you will want to get help with or 
to improve before your first teaching position? 
a. Thinking now about the courses and other experiences that you have 
had and will have at ISU, to what extent do you believe your pro­
gram will help you to become that teacher? In what ways? 
Are there any particular courses or experiences that you have had 
or will have that you would like to mention? 
A diagram was shown the student at this point in the interview. It 
consisted of three overlapping circles in the form of a chain, i.e., G2D. 
When asking about the description of the good and poor teachers, the 
extreme right and left circles were referred to in the question. The cen­
ter circle was used to represent the student taking the experimental course. 
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b. Do you see any blocks or imminent problems which will make it 
harder to move from where you are to where you want to be? Can you 
tell me why you see these as blocks or problems? 
IV. What kind of relationship do you see this good teacher establishing 
with her students? How would she achieve it? 
To what extent is this good teacher concerned with who she is teaching 
and what she is teaching? (Why?) 
How would she feel about her students? (Always?) 
If a teacher does not establish this type of relationship, does this 
mean to you that she is not a good teacher? (Why? or why not?) 
How satisfied would you be with a relationship less than this in your 
future classes? Do you see this type of relationship as being diffi­
cult or easy to achieve? 
V. Judging from what you have heard about this course, what do you expect 
to learn or gain from taking it? 
a. About teaching? 
b. About yourself as a teacher? 
In what ways do you think you will gain from this course that you would 
not have from other kinds of courses you will be taking? 
VI. I want to thank you very much for cooperating with this study. Your 
comments have been very interesting, and I'm sure they will help in 
getting a total picture of this experience. After you have finished 
the course, I would like to talk with you again about some ideas simi­
lar to the ones we talked about today. Thank you again. 
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APPENDIX B: H. ED. 406 QUESTIONNAIRE 
H. E^. 406 Questionnaire 
Part I^ 
This instrument is designed to give an opportunity to react to your expe­
rience as an undergraduate student majoring in home economics education. 
There are no right or wrong answers, so do not hesitate to be frank in your 
responses to the statements. 
All responses will be confidential, and results will be reported anony­
mously. Your name on the cover sheet will be used as a means to see if 
everyone has responded to the questionnaire. The cover sheet will then be 
removed. 
Directions: You are asked to respond to the statements in terms of your 
agreement with each statement. If you agree with the statement completely, 
write "99" in the space on the answer sheet. If you disagree completely 
with the statement, write "1" in the space on the answer sheet. If you are 
unsure, do not have an opinion, or neither agree or disagree, write "50" in 
the space on the answer sheet. 
You may use any number from "1" to "99" to indicate the extent of your 
agreement or disagreement. This does not mean that you have to use all the 
numbers from 1 to 99. Some people only use 1, 25, 50, 75, and 99. Others 
use 1, 10, 20, 30, 40 . . . up to 99. The point is, the distinctions you 
make should be as fine as you feel you can make. Use the numbers along the 
range with which you feel the most comfortable. 
Please respond to every statement. The general scale is shown below. 
1 1 1 Î I ! 1 f 1 1 
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 99 
DISAGREE AGREE 
Completely UNCERTAIN Completely 
1. The student teacher should not let her pupils think that she is nervous 
about teaching. 
2. The H. Ed. 406 student expects to teach home economics. 
3. The responsibility for changing attitudes within the classroom rests 
upon the teacher. 
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4. Almost all teen-agers can be reached, if the teacher is interested in 
trying to discover that way. 
5. The H. Ed, 406 student is excited about being a student teacher. 
6. Every pupil in a class can make a worthwhile contribution. 
7. The home economics education major is sensitive to what teen-agers want 
out of home economics classes. 
8. The home economics education major is interested in the concerns 
expressed by teen-agers. 
9. If the student teacher is involved in what is being taught, she can 
expect her pupils to become involved. 
10. The student teaching experience will help the student teacher to know 
herself better as an individual. 
11. It is important that all of her pupils like the student teacher. 
12. The effective student teacher will like all of her pupils. 
13. The university supervisor's role is to help the student teacher become 
a better home economics teacher. 
14. The home economics education major is striving to become more knowl­
edgeable in home economics subject matter. 
15. During student teaching, advanced planning will be a necessity in order 
to accomplish what the student teacher sets ouc for her classes to do. 
16. The home economics student teacher has a responsibility for interpret­
ing home economics to the community. 
17. The H. Ed. 406 student believes that she will be an enthusiastic stu­
dent teacher. 
18. The home economics education senior recognizes her weaknesses in becom­
ing a student teacher. 
19. The student teacher would profit from a conference with her cooperating 
teacher as they both view a videotape of a class session taught by the 
student teacher. 
20. The H. Ed. 406 student believes that she can help teen-agers to live in 
a more satisfying way. 
21. Teaching a short videotape-recorded lesson to a small group of teen­
agers followed by viewing the tape and conferring with a supervisor is 
a valuable experience in preparing to become a student teacher. 
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22. It is important for the home economics student teacher to utilize the 
resources of the community in her classroom teaching. 
23. If the student teacher lectures to a class, the pupils will not become 
involved. 
24. The student teacher must be outwardly enthusiastic if she expects to 
interest her pupils in achieving the objectives. 
25. The home economics education student teacher will be creative in pro­
viding a variety of learning experiences involving home economics sub­
ject matter. 
26. The student teacher will be able to judge her effectiveness in teaching 
by watching her pupils' reactions within the class situation. 
27. Pupils learn more if they are given concrete examples illustrating what 
is being taught. 
28. The H. Ed. 406 student believes that as a teacher she will need to con­
tinuously strive to improve her ability to teach. 
29. The H. Ed. 406 student is nervous about working with a large group of 
teen-agers in a teaching situation during student teaching. 
30. The home economics education major is conscientious about her work as a 
student. 
31. The H. Ed. 406 student has apprehensions about student teaching. 
32. A student teacher can interpret the meaning of her pupils' behavior in 
class. 
33. The H. Ed. 406 student is looking forward to being recognized as a stu­
dent teacher. 
34. There is no right way to teach. 
35. The home economics education major is people-oriented. 
36. The student teacher, who wants to do so, can work equally well with all 
of her pupils. 
37. The student teacher who teaches the same course twice will be able to 
simplify her planning by using one plan for both courses. 
38. The H. Ed. 406 student hopes that she will not need to work outside the 
home when she is married. 
39. Pupils vary in the qualities they like in teachers. 
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40. High school pupils will learn more from a lecture if visual aides or 
illustrations are used. 
41. The home economics education senior is willing to make whatever effort 
necessary to insure satisfactory performance in student teaching. 
42. If the teacher goes slowly enough, her pupils can learn. 
43. Knowing that a home economist is praised in the mass media would make 
the home economics education major proud to be entering the field. 
44. The H. Ed. 406 student likes to work with teen-agers. 
45. The required experiences of the total undergraduate curriculum in home 
economics education are of limited benefit to the student. 
46. The home economics education faculty expect the student to assume too 
much responsibility in preparing herself to become a student teacher. 
47. News stories recognizing an outstanding teacher encourage a person to 
want to teach. 
48. If the student does not learn, the teacher has not taught. 
49. Adolescents in a class situation are generally alike in the way they 
respond to the teacher. 
50. The home economics education major has chosen a profession in which 
concern for other people is demonstrated. 
51. The home economics education senior is aware of her needs in preparing 
for working with adolescents. 
52. The total home economics education curriculum will adequately prepare 
the home economics education major for teaching. 
53. The H. Ed. 406 student believes that she will demonstrate fairness in 
dealing with teen-agers during student teaching. 
54. Advanced planning tends to result in a minimum amount of spontaneity in 
teaching. 
55. Before entering H. Ed. 406, the student has had meaningful opportuni­
ties for determining her needs in preparing for student teaching, 
56. The home economics education major likes to be associated with teachers. 
57. The H. Ed. 406 student primarily chose home economics teaching for a 
career as a form of insurance in case she needs to earn a living. 
\ 
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58. The home economics student teacher is a representative of all student 
teachers in home economics from Iowa State University during the stu­
dent teaching period. 
59. Boys have little practical experience in home economics subject matter 
areas. 
60. Through active participation within her professional organization, the 
home economics teacher makes a contribution to the strengthening of the 
profession. 
61. The home economics education senior is convinced that she can make a 
contribution to the lives of others by becoming a home economics 
teacher. 
62. Teaching a group of students requires much decision making. 
63. The way a pupil acts will affect the student teacher's attitude toward 
that pupil. 
64. Students will respond better if asked for their opinion. 
65. The length of time required for a learning experience will vary with 
different situations. 
66. If the student teacher respects her students, they will respect her in 
return. 
67. Pupils would prefer to be involved rather than listen to the teacher. 
68. It will be the responsibility of the student teacher to initiate the 
relationships which will lead to satisfying teacher-student rapport. 
69. The student teacher will try to improve her abilities in working with 
others. 
70. Home economics education majors look for examples of teaching methods 
within their college classes which they may adapt and use during stu­
dent teaching. 
71. A non-structured classroom situation for the pupils requires that the 
teacher be well organized if the course objectives are to be reached. 
72. The H. Ed. 406 student is excited about her association with home 
economics. 
73. The H. Ed. 406 student wants to teach home economics only if she can be 
a "good" teacher. 
74. Pupils are predictable in the answers they will give to questions. 
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75. The home economics education senior believes that belonging to the Home 
Economics Education Club will help her to be a better student teacher. 
76. The home economics education major believes that continuous improvement 
as a teacher is a worthwhile goal in life. 
77. Teen-agers with similar background and interests will respond to a 
class session in much the same manner. 
78. Viewing a videotape-recording of her classroom teaching would be an 
excellent means for the student teacher to evaluate her teaching. 
79. Assuming the role of a home economics teacher will be personally satis­
fying for the student teacher. 
80. A teacher can expect that some adolescents will not become involved in 
class experiences. 
81. When home economics teachers are criticized for not making home econom­
ics relevant, the H. Ed. 406 student is challenged to become a better 
teacher. 
82. The H. Ed. 406 student knows that as a student teacher she will have 
strengths unique to her as an individual. 
83. Classroom discipline problems indicate an inadequacy on the part of a 
teacher. 
84. Illustrations during a learning experience will detract from the basic 
idea being taught. 
85. The H. Ed. 406 student believes earning a Bachelor of Science Degree is 
a worthwhile purpose. 
86. The H. Ed. 406 student views being recognized as a home economics 
teacher as desirable. 
87. The home economics education student shares responsibility for the wel­
fare of the college classes in which she participates. 
88. If the student teacher introduces learning experiences in a creative 
manner, pupils will be motivated to want to learn. 
89. Home economics education places too much emphasis on knowing yourself. 
90. The H. Ed. 406 student should belong to the Student National Education 
Association. 
91. High school pupils today are more mature than when the student teacher 
was a high school pupil. 
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92. Teaching is not telling. 
93. Boys are interested in home economics subject matter. 
94. The home economics education major prefers activities which allow her 
to have close contacts with teen-agers as opposed to activities in 
which she works alone. 
95. Reactions of pupils during class sessions will be in the form of behav­
iors visible to the teacher. 
96. Teen-agers are eager to become involved in their classes-
97. The H. Ed. 406 student is satisfied with home economics education as 
her career choice. 
98. Pupils responses vary from day to day. 
Part II 
« t t t < 1 1 f t t t 





A. The following courses were or will be meaningful in preparing the home 
economics education major to do student teaching by helping her develop 
a body of knowledge related to home economics: (A transfer student 
will substitute the equivalent course for those taken at another insti­
tution, ) 
1. Applied Art 261, Fundamentals of Interior Design 
2. F. E. 254, Equipment in the Home or F. E. 318, Small Equipment 
3. F. E. 270, The Individual and His Family 
4. F. E. 385, Family Life Patterns 
5. C. D. 236, Principles of Child Development 
6. C. D. 337, Development and Guidance in Later Childhood 
7. F. E. 375, Management in the Family or I. Mgt. 287, Introduction 
Institution Management 
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8. F. & N. 107, Nutrition and the Family's Food 
9. F. E. 415, Consumer Behavior or F. E. 488, Family Finance 
10. F. E. 489, Managerial Resources and Processes in Family Life or 
I. Mgt. 380. Quantity Food Production Management 
11. F. & N. 208, Principles of Food Preparation 
12. F. & N. 303, Family Meal Management 
13. T. & C. 104, Textiles 
14. T. & C. 125, Pattern Making and Clothing Construction 
15. T. & C. 245, Clothing Selection 
The following courses were or will be meaningful in preparing the home 
economics education major to do student teaching by helping her to 
develop a body of knowledge related to teaching and to learning: 
1. Educ. 204, Foundations of American Education 
2. Educ. 305A, B, Methods of Teaching 
3. H. Ed. 490Z, An Experience in the Teaching Process 
4. Psych. 230, Developmental Psychology 
5. Psych. 333, Educational Psychology 
6. ' H. Ed. 406, Methods of Teaching Home Economics 
7. Educ. 426, Principles of Secondary Education 
The following courses were or will be meaningful in preparing the home 
economics education major to do student teaching by helping her to 
develop a body of knowledge related to the characteristics of growth 
and development of students and society; 
1. F. E. 270, The Individual and His Family 
2. C. D. 236, Principles of Child Development 
3. C. D. 337, Development and Guidance in Later Childhood 
4. Soc. 134, Introduction to Sociology 
5. Psych. 101, General Psychology 
6. Psych. 230, Developmental Psychology 
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7. Psych. 333, Educational Psychology 
8. Educ. 204, Foundations of American Education 
9 .  Educ. 305, Methods of Teaching 
10. Educ. 426, Principles of Secondary Education 
11. H. Ed. 490Z, An Experience in the Teaching Process 




1. 25. 49. 73. 97. 5. 
2. 26. 50. 74. 98. 6. 
3. 27. 51. 75. Part II 7. 
4. 28. 52. 76. (A) 
5. 29. 53. 77. 1. 1. 
6. 30. 54. 78. 2. 2. 
7. 31. 55. 79. 3. 3. 
8. 32. 56. 80. 4. 4. 
9. 33. 57. 81. 5. 5. 
10. 34. 58. 82. 6. 6. 
11. 35. 59. 83. 7. 7. 
12. 36. 60. 84. 8. 8 
13. 37. 61. 85. 9. 9 
14. 38. 62. 86. 10. 10 
15. 39. 63. 87. 11. 11 
15. 40. 64. 88. 12. 12 
17. 41. 65. 89. 13. 
18. 42. 66. 90. 14, 
19. 43. 67. 91. 15. 
20. 44. 68. 92. (B) 
21. 45. 69. 93. 1. 
22. 46. 70, 94. 2. 
23. 47. 71. 95. 3. 
24. 48. 72. 96. 4. 
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APPENDIX C: ANALYSIS OF TEACHING INSTRUMENT 
Analysis of Teaching 
During the class session, the home economics education student; 
1. Indicated purposes of the cl';ss within the introductory statements. 
Purposes: paraphrase of written objectives for the class session, 
Pre-class activities, such as roll call and collecting 
assignments are not to be considered. 
1 50 99 
no statement of content or statement of content or 
topic of objectives or topic of all objectives 
level of learning and level of learning 
2. Related major and minor parts of the lesson to each other either by 
statement or flow of plan. 
Part: either a change in activity or concept identifies change in 
parts. 
1 50 99 
parts are not related by parts are related either 
statement or flow of plan by statement or flow of 
plan 
3. Provided a combination of activities likely to lead to attainment of 
objectives (as indicated in lesson plan). 
1 50 99 
no activities related to activities related to 
objectives or not well- objectives and well-devel-
developed oped 
4. Selected concepts appropriate for home economics instruction at the 
secondary level. 
Appropriateness: included in AHEA Concepts and Generalizations, their 
development is an important responsibility of the 
school, and/or the concept will provide insight in 
dealing with situations in social and cultural learn­
ings. 
1 50 99 
concepts selected are concepts selected are 
inappropriate appropriate 
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5. Expressed concepts accurately. 
Accurate expression implies that concepts are based on objective data, 
experience, and/or on theory accepted by specialists in the field. 
1 50 99 
all concepts inaccurately all concepts accurately 
expressed expressed 
6. Developed generalizations including their being stated (as indicated in 
the plan). 
Criteria for generalizations include underlying truth, universality and 
expression of relationship, or a definition or description. The gener­
alization may be developed either inductively or deductively. 
1 50 99 
no generalizations devel- generalizations well-devel­
oped or stated oped and stated 
7. Guided pupils to state generalizations or conclusions (as indicated in 
plan). 
1 50 99 
no generalizations stated all generalizations stated 
by pupils by pupils 
8. Asked questions which contributed to the achievement of the objectives 
by the pupils. 
In order for questions to contribute to the achievement of objectives, 
the questioning process would have played a role in the development of 
the objectives. 
1 50 99 
no questions asked, ques- questions were adequate in 
tiens were irrelevant, or number, relevant, and 
no pupil response stimulated response 
S. Clarified statements when questioned on a specific point or rephrased 
content when it was not understood. 
Rating above 50 involves clarification other than repetition. This 
item applies when questions are asked by pupils and/or when teacher 
asks questions to which responses indicate clarification is needed. 
1 50 99 
no clarification of ques- all questions or pupil 
tions or pupil comments comments clarified 
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10. Admitted lack of knowledge on a point she did not know and suggested 
means of finding answers or in other comparable ways admitted limita­
tions in her knowledge. 
1 50 99 
not open, honest about open, honest about lack of 
lack of knowledge (illus- knowledge, if plausible 
trated by bluffing, ignor- suggests means of finding 
ing, or changing subject) answers 
11. Involved pupils in the learning process. 
Involvement may be either verbal or physical participation and includes 
majority of pupils (as well as can be determined). 
1 50 99 
no pupil response or pupils involved throughout 
activity 
12. Exhibited concern for pupils and their learning. 
1 50 
no concern for pupils 
exhibited by teacher giv­
ing threats, talking down 
to pupils, teaching lesson 
plan rather than pupils, 
or by ignoring pupil com­
ments 
99 
concern for pupils exhib­
ited by teacher listening 
to pupil comments, accept­
ing tone, interaction 
between teacher and pupils 
13. Used opportunities for teaching which arose unexpectedly. 
Answers to student questions directly related to the topic which do not 
involve new dimensions are not to be considered. 
50 
no recognition of unex­
pected teaching opportuni­





teaching opportunities and 
utilized "teachable" 
moment 
14. Provided opportunities for open-ended inquiry on the part of the pupils. 
Open-ended inquiry involves opportunities for pupils to explore and 
discover for themselves. This may include questions involving induc­
tive thinking. 
1 
no opportunity for inquiry 
or no pupil response 
50 99 
opportunities were provided 
and pupils responded 
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15. Showed consistency between lesson plan and class session. 
1 50 99 
no consistency between class session consistent 
plan and class session with plan 
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APPENDIX D; SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES 
TABLE 44 
Transformed Means for Teaching Sessions of Dimension Ratings 
of Analysis of Teaching Instrument 
Teaching sessions^ 
Dimensions 12 3 
1. -13.91 -7.47 -31.13 
2 64.53 70.13 84.78 
3 45.91 57.03 65.91 
4 60.28 77.25 74.91 
5 110.69 111.75 107.16 
6 -115.44 -49.56 -22.09 
7 -228.69 -213.38 -199.19 
8 -108.56 -42.84 -7.03 
9 -0.03 18.97 23.44 
10 4.03 6.19 8.63 
11 -92.59 -3.00 75.78 
12 1.34 54.59 76.50 
13 -24.47 -4.88 -15.63 
14 -214.00 -171.53 -117.84 
15 149.06 125.63 120.97 
o 
Teaching sessions for 32 students. 
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TABLE 45 
Correlation Matrices for Items within Clusters 2, 3, and 4, Part I 
Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 













66 .45 .30 
69 .37 .43 .32 
72 .44 .34 .39 .33 
^Variables are coded by item numbers listed in Findings and Discussion, 
^r = .20 is significant at .01 level. 
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TABLE 46 
Correlation Matrices for Items within Clusters 5, 6, 7, and 8, Part I. 
Cluster 5 Cluster 6 Cluster 7 Cluster 8 

























^Variables are coded by item numbers listed in Findings and Discussion. 
V 
r = .20 is significant at .01 level. 
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TABLE 47 
Correlation Matrices for Items within Clusters 9 and 10, Part II 
Cluster 9 Cluster 10 




6 .31 .55 
24 .35 .71 .42 




8 .39 .30 
9 .32 .21 .44 
11 .36 .23 .63 .36 
12 .38 .16 .42 .34 .44 
13 .42 .37 .51 .32 .46 .44 
14 .36 .32 .52 .38 .42 .44 
15 .34 .33 .30 .25 .26 .41 
.49 
.33 .48 
^Variables are coded by item numbers listed in Findings and Discussion. 
K 
"r = .20 is significant at .01 level. 
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TABLE 48 
Correlation Matrices for Items within Clusters 11 and 12, Part II 
Cluster 11 Cluster 12 




20 .31 .45 
26 .43 .44 .40 
27 .48 .48 .46 .63 
28 .39 .83 .52 .50 




32 .57 .78 
34 .82 .71 .70 
^Variables are coded by item numbers listed in Findings and Discussion, 
^r = ,20 is significant at .01 level. 
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TABLE 49 
































^Variables are coded by item numbers listed in Findings and Discussion, 
^r = .20 is significant at .01 level. 
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APPENDIX E; ITEMS NOT USED IN CLUSTERS 
Items from H. Ed. 406 Questionnaire not used in clusters: 
Part I 
1. The student teacher should not let her pupils think that she is nervous 
about teaching. 
2. The H. Ed. 406 student expects to teach home economics. 
3. The responsibility for changing attitudes within the classroom rests 
upon the teacher. 
4. Almost all teen-agers can be reached, if the teacher is interested in 
trying to discover that way. 
6. Every pupil in a class can make a worthwhile contribution. 
10. The student teaching experience will help the student teacher to know 
herself better as an individual. 
13. The university supervisor's role is to help the student teacher become 
a better home economics teacher. 
14. The home economics education major is striving to become more knowl­
edgeable in home economics subject matter. 
15. During student teaching, advanced planning will be a necessity in order 
to accomplish what the student teacher sets out for her classes tc do. 
16. The home economics student teacher has a responsibility for interpreting 
home economics to the community. 
18. The home economics education senior recognizes her weaknesses in becom­
ing a student teacher. 
22. It is important for the home economics student teacher to utilize the 
resources of the community in her classroom teaching. 
23. If the student teacher lectures to a class, the pupils will not become 
involved. 
24. The student teacher must be outwardly enthusiastic if she expects to 
interest her pupils in achieving the objectives. 
26. The student teacher will be able to judge her effectiveness in teaching 
by watching her pupils' reactions within the class situation. 
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27. Pupils learn more if they are given concrete examples illustrating what 
is being taught. 
28. The H. Ed. 406 student believes that as a teacher she will need to con­
tinuously strive to improve her ability to teach. 
32. A student teacher can interpret the meaning of her pupils' behavior in 
class. 
34. There is no right way to teach. 
37. The student teacher who teaches the same course twice will be able to 
simplify her planning by using one plan for both courses. 
38. The H. Ed. 406 student hopes that she will not need to work outside the 
home when she is married. 
39. Pupils vary in the qualities they like in teachers. 
40. High school pupils will learn more from a lecture if visual aides or 
illustrations are used. 
42. If the teacher goes slowly enough, her pupils can learn. 
45. The required experiences of the total undergraduate curriculum in home 
economics education are of limited benefit to the student. 
46. The home economics education faculty expect the student to assume too 
much responsibility in preparing herself to become a student teacher. 
48. If the student does not learn, the teacher has not taught. 
49. Adolescents in a class situation are generally alike in the way they 
respond to the teacher. 
54. Advanced planning tends to result in a minimum amount of spontaneity in 
teaching. 
57. The H. Ed. 406 student primarily chose home economics teaching for a 
career as a form of insurance in case she needs to earn a living. 
58. The home economics student teacher is a representative of all student 
teachers in home economics from Iowa State University during the stu­
dent teaching period. 
59. Boys have little practical experience in home economics subject matter 
areas. 
63. The way a pupil acts will affect the student teacher's attitude toward 
that pupil. 
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67. Pupils would prefer to be involved rather than listen to the teacher. 
70- Home economics education majors look for examples of teaching methods 
within their college classes which they may adapt and use during stu­
dent teaching. 
73. The H. Ed. 406 student wants to teach home economics only if she can be 
a "good" teacher. 
74. Pupils are predictable in the answers they will give to questions. 
75. The home economics education senior believes that belonging to the Home 
Economics Education Club will help her to be a better student teacher. 
77. Teen-agers with similar backgrounds and interests will respond to a 
class session in much the same manner. 
80. A teacher can expect that some adolescents will not become involved in 
class experiences. 
82. The H. Ed. 406 student knows that as a student teacher, she will have 
strengths unique to her as an individual. 
83. Classroom discipline problems indicate an inadequacy on the part of a 
teacher. 
84. Illustrations during a learning experience will detract from the basic 
idea being taught. 
85. The H. Ed. 406 student believes earning a Bachelor of Science Degree is 
a worthwhile purpose, 
87. The home economics education student shares responsibility for the wel­
fare of the college classes in which she participates. 
89. Home economics education places too much emphasis on knowing yourself. 
90. The H. Ed. 406 student should belong to the Student National Education 
Association. 
91. High school pupils today are more mature than when the student teacher 
was a high school pupil. 
92. Teaching is not telling. 
93. Boys are interested in home economics subject matter. 
95. Reactions of pupils during clnss sessions will be in the form of behav­
iors visible to the teacher. 
96. Teen-agers are eager to become involved in their classes. 
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98. Pupils' responses vary from day to day. 
Part II 
A. The following courses were or will be meaningful in preparing the home 
economics education major to do student teaching by helping her develop 
a body of knowledge related to home economics; 
10. F. E. 489, Managerial Resources and Processes in Family Life or 
I. Mgt. 380, Quantity Food Production Management. 
